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BRITISH THROUGHOUT
Our Type A:11 Condenser

for panel mounting
Although reduced in price by increased
output brought about by popular do-
lman.), Ail/ retains every one of the
special- featuma which have made. it_
famous and a universal favourite,

SPECIAL FEATURES
A. Abinlininin Sereening Disc, which
besides enhancing, the appearance of
the dial as it lies flush with the
panel; prevents the hand of the
operator producing capacity.
B. Metal to metal adjustable bearings.
O. Stout, well -cut aluminium vanes.
Complete in every respect and- exactly
as illustrated.
Plates - Retail Selling Prices now are:

We have the courage of our convictions.
19 ... 0003 5)6 We put our name " FALLON " on every
15 00025 5/- Condenser we manufacture.

BRITISH REPUTATION.-Your condenser
5 ... Vernier ... 4 / - is not a Fallon unless the name Fallon

Vernier ... 316 appears on same.

The
'"DUA NOD E Condenser
was the first popularly priced Twin
Condenser placed on the market. Enor-
mous demands and sales have enabled
us to greatly reduce the price. There

''are many imitators but there are no
superiors. Amateurs now receiving
America every night in the week with

lithe " Duanode." In a recent article
in " Modern Wireless" on the subject
Mr. Percy Harris gave very favourable
reference to the " Duanode."

The " Duanode " consists of Two
matched condensers operated by one

 knob, thus by using matched COILS it
' is possible to tune BOTH Circuits per-
fectly with one operation only. If any
difficulty is experienced in matching the

 coils they may be roughly matched and
a vernier Condenser connected - in
parallel with the smaller. The two sets

 of Fixed Vanes are carefully insulated one from the other, and the moving vanes connected electrically,
the spindle can thus be connected to H.T. Positive. This Condenser can be used for other purposes.
The two halves (each of 00025 mfd.) can be used in series or parallel, giving capacities of 7/6
000125, 00025 and 0005. Reduced Price now only

Variometer
The finest Varionieter on the
market at ANY price. Inside
winding. Suitable for broad-
cast reception on any P.M.G.
Aerial, extraordinary close
coupling, ensuring large
tuning tango. On a 30 ft.
indoor aerial. the max. wave-
length exceeds 420 metres,
and the min. on a 100 ft.
aerial isibelow 350 metres.
The mail on a full-size out-
door ace al is 700 metres,
and the min. on a 30 ft. is
200 metreb. Inductance, the
highest Possible, 9.5 to 1.
Metal feet can be adjusted to four different
positions price 15t

Fixed Condensers
G'enteed '0001 to '0011 3 ca.

'0013 to 'eel 2/ ea.
Fitted with nuts and
soldering tags for con-
neetions.Highest class ni iea
and copper foil only used.

Stockists everywhere-too numerous to mention
in this space. Our motto is " Quality First," and
every article carries our money -back guarantee. All
British Manufacture. Prompt Delivery. Cash with
order. If unable to obtain locally we will supply.
Please include sufficient postage on each article.

WRITE DIRECT POE TRADE TERMS.
Note change of address to New and Larger Works:-

FALLON
CONDENSER CO., LTD.

" The Condenser People,"

WHITE RIBBON WORKS, Broad Lane, N.15
'Phone:10,11e,Itoot 1932.

UNGSTALITE'STHRILLING
WHAT IT DOES

"TUNGSTALITE" is
guaranteed to give louder
and clearer reception than
any other crystal.
It is ideal for long-range
reception.
It does not fade, and is
unaffected by tempera-
ture the melting tem-
perature even of common
solder does no harm to

TUNGSTALITE."

RIUMPH
A REMARKABLE PERFORMANCE

March 17th, 1924. '41444A. 11, Nelson Road, Gouroek.
Dear Sirs, - Herewith my report and test on Tungstalite sunplied to me

on Thursday last. The signals were very loud and clear, no fading, and
all parts of crystal were " lively." The chief point to be aimed at is
very light contact between crystal and whisker (which I note you
mention).

I am using an ordinary set of basket type coil with variometer
tuning. Glasgow station is about 23 miles distant. On Saturday evening
I picked up Aberdeen-distance about 100 miles --during the interval
of Glasgow's programme, loud enough to distinguish a lady's voice
singing, and later orchestra.

In conclusion, my opinion is they are the best crystals I have used
(which are not few) and am pleased to recommend them whenever
opportunity arises, or give a practical demonstration to anyone interested.

Faithfully yours, W. F. PINNEY, Radio Society, Gourock.

TENS 0' THOUSANDS

:SITEE 11 TUNGSTALITE SUPERTREASURE CRYSTAL

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT 03 SEND 1,- P.O. F03 SAMPLE TUBE TO EXCEPTIONAL TERMS TO THE TRADE

TUNGSTALITE LTD 09

Phone: HOLBORN 2557.

ELECTRIC LAMP HOUSE,
47, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDN, E.C.1

Gr:mI: TUNGSLIMP, SMITH, LC ND:Pi

TRY A TUBE TO -DAY Essmisoromik
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TOPICAL NOTES AND NEWS.
Aerial Wire.
rrITIE manager of a large wire manu-

facturing company told me the other
day that nearly 14,000 miles of aerial

wire has been erected in Great Britain in the
last twelve months.

* *

. The King's Speech.
THE King has consented to the/broad-casting of his speech at the opening

of the British Empire Exhibition at
Wembley on April 23rd. The speech will be
simultaneously broadcast from all stations,
and it is probable that loud speakers will be
erected in and about the exhibition so that
the large audience at Wembley will be able
to hear the King.

An Australian Find.
AN Australian friend of mine writes that

some wireless apparatus was dis-
* covered buried in the sands near

Sydney. The parts found consist of a rusted
dynamo, terminal points on a dry rotted
wood base, a resistance coil, and some
bulbs filled with crimson -coloured fluid,
and a portion of a newspaper dated 1917.
It is thought that this apparatus was used,
or was intended to be used, by aliens for
communication with the enemy.

Sets on the Hire System.
I NOTICE -that wireless sets are now ob-

tainable on the hire purchase system.
The idea is an excellent one,- and is

another advance to promote wireless in-
vrest. Major Hardinge, the manager of the
Marconiphone Company, who was one of the
first to start the idea, told me that the B.B.C.
cannot have too many listeners, and there
is a large section of the public which would
like sets but the " family exchequer " did

I not permit such a luxury. This hire system
will undoubtedly assist them. .

* * *
Licence Figures to Date.

THE Postmaster -General states that the
number of broadcast receiving licences

# issued between October, 1923, and
February, 1924, inclusive, in nine postal
districts, was as follows
London .. 200,000 Aberdeen .. 10,000
Cardiff .. 16,000 Bourne -
Sheffield .. 8,000 mouth .. 9.000
Birmingham 30,000 Newcastle.. 30,000
Manchester . 39,000 Glasgow .. 44,000
Approximately 83,000 broadcast licences
were in force in the whole of Scotland on
February 29th last.

* * *

A Well -Known Amateur.
TN the amplifying room at 2 L 0 the other

day I met Mr. Partridge, the 'well-
known amateur and wireless detective,

employed to fill the black book of the B.B.C.,

which is already nearly full of " Spark "
and " " offenders. It will be
remembered that Mt. Partridge was the
first amateur to -communicate to America
and receive a reply. The B.B.C. have now
engaged him to assist on the engineers'
'staff. This is the third amateur I know who
has joined the staff. The otheri being
5 H Y and 2 0 M. If all the good amateur
transmitters join the B.B.C. we. shall some-
times miss the best part of an evening
performance.

*
A Query.
CANE or two of our readers have noticed
V that in " 300 Wireless Questions

Answered " slow 'cooling is advised
to anneal brass, whereas they have seen

The aerial at Scotland Tara used for communi-
cating with the travellidg wireless car.

the cooling done quickly by immersion in
water, etc.

Actually much °depends upon quality
and. temperature, and the safer course was
advised. Quicker cooling is often success-
ful, although (to quote the " Encyclopedia
Britannica ") the cooling must always be
gradual.

* * *

The Marconi Strike.
STRIKES seem to be the vogue just

now. The Marconi operators at
Radio House struck work recently,

just at a time when the London closing
market prices have the greatest influence
on American exchanges. The trouble was
the reduction of war bonus, which the
operators objected to, on account of the
cost of living. Broadcasting companies in
America are debating whether to strike or

not, but fortunately " Big Ben " intends
to continue to strike in spite of the arrange
meats made by the

Effects of "George."

"
GEORGE," the well-known dog -artiste

of 2 L 0, was responsible for con-
siderable damage to an amateur's

set when he broadcast a " dog solo "
recently. The amateur placed a pair of
'phones on his dog's ears, and when he
heard the " voice ' of one of his own race
he rushed to the end of the garden and out
into the street with a wireless set dragging
behind him

A Canine Competition.
MET " Uncle Leslie " (L. G. M., of theI

Daily Mail") the other day, who was
responsible for the introduction of

" George " and the " doer' concert." He
told me that he received 300 letters from
listeners, from John o' Groat's to Land's
End, all expressing their appreciation for
that excellent soloist, George. One listener
said thatthat his bulldog went to sleep when it
heard George's effort. Uncle Leslie told
me that he -may start a dog competition,
because- so many listeners claim that their
particular dog sung the chorus the loudest.,
and he thinks that. if he invited the dogs
to 2 L 0 and appointed George the umpire,
sonic- really good talent would he found. I
advise competitors to see that they haw
a dOg's licence with theM, as the licence -

authorities may he one of the uninvited
gueits, especially if a large number of dogs
attend. .

A Person of Means.
TALKING of licences, I read in the paper

the other day o' a police -court
summons. The counsel for the defence

asked an elderly lady -'if she thought- defen-
dant had " means."

" I am sure of it, sir. Why, he's got a
wireless licence and a clogs licence ! " was
her reply.

It is evident that if you possess these
two licences you have means. I hate
ostentation !

*

The President's Cat.

"
TIGE," the favourite cat of the

American President, escaped from
White House recently. A detailed

description of "Tige" was broadcast, and
the finder was asked to " return same" to
White House. Next morning several
hundred cats were brought to the Presi-
dent: Among them was " Tige," whom
one of the guards found in a munition
building near by. It is not known what
" Tige ' intended to do in the munition
building, but I am told that early it the

(Continued on page 194.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 193.)

day he had a row with the President, and
in his temper." Tige " went away, and he
didn't say where, and he didn't say why,
and he didn't say how, nor did he kiss the
President good-bye. . . . Still, radio
has its uses.

A Radio Row.
THE three -cornered radio controversy

between China, Japan, and the
United States was enlivened the other

day by the announcement that the Japanese
-Mitsui Company's station fifteen miles from
Peking is finally perfected, and will shortly
operate between Peking and London, New
York, Berlin, and Copenhagen, and other
world capitals, with a faster and cheaper
service than that of the cables. This an-
nouncement has surprised the governments
of China and America. Some American
representatives are hurrying to
Peking to take up the entire
situation with the Chinese Govern-
ment, as the contract has also
been given to America.

A Correction.
RECENTLY I mentioned that

a fire broke out on the top
of Northolt wireless mast,

and the Uxbridge Fire Brigade
extinguished the flames. This
week I received a letter from
one- of the firemen, who says
that several fire brigades were
called out, but the Uxbridge
Fire Brigade was the only one to
tackle the job. ' Three men
climbed the 450 foot mast and
hacked away the burning wood.

* *

The Television Prize.
THE Editor asks me to say

that it has not been possible
to include in this issue

the particulars of Dr: Fournier
D'Albe's wireless television sys-
tem, for which he was recently awarded
£150 by this journal. The Editor tells me
that details will appear in next week's issue,
and that an article by Dr. Fournier D'Albe
himself will shortly be published in POPULAR
WIRELESS.

Canadian Wireless.
ACANADIAN reader writes that wire-

less is playing an important part in
the colonisation of Canada. Since

the beginning of this year eleven licences
have been granted for broadcasting stations,
making a total in Canada' of forty-five.
The number of listeners is small considering
the _population of this great colony. The
number is approximately 29,000.

* * *

A Jubilee Banquet.
SOME interesting speeches were made at

the Jubilee banquet of the London
Physical Society the other day.

Among the guests I noticed Professor Flem-
ing, Sir Oliver Lodge, Professor Rankine,
Sir J. J. Thomson, Sir Ernest Rutherford,
and many other distinguished physicists.
The Duke of York, the Prime. Minister, Lord
Haldane, and others were guests. In the

course of his speech Lord Haldane referred
to Sir Oliver Lodge as " the champion of
the ether theory.'

A Bournemouth Ban.

THE Bourneniouth Corporation is con -1. sidering whether they will allow
innumerable aerials to be erected on

the beach, having anticipated that summer
visitors will want to install receiving sets
in the beach bungalows and tents. They
have already decided not to allow loud
speakers to disturb the tranquillity of the
beach.

* *

A Good Idea.

THE manager of the Marble Arch
Pavilion tells me that he intends to
install loud speakers in this theatre

to enable the audience to hear the King's
speech, which is to be -broadcast on the
opening day of the British Empire Exhibi-
tion.

The overtures will be played from- parts
supplied by .Mr. D'Oyly Carte by an
orchestra in the studio of 2 L 0, and will
be broadcast simultaneously throughout the
country. The first performance will be in
a few weeks' time:

* * *

" Sir Oliver Lodge to Broadcast.
sIR OLIVER LODGE, our Scientific

Adviser, tong me he will be broad-
casting from 2 L 0 on May 7th,

at 9.15 p.m. His subject will probably deal
with astronomy. His lecture will be given
on behalf of the British Science Guild,
whose monthly science talks are such an
excellent feature of 2 L 0's programmes.

* *
Sermons from Sheffield.

COMMENCING on Sunday, April 6th,
sermons will be broadcast from the
studio of the Sheffield Relay Station

by local clergymen, instead of talks
from the Birmingham station. It has been
arranged that in the course of five weeks,
two Church of England clergymen, two

Free Church ministers, and one
Roman Catholic priest will give
addresses on Sunday nights.

* *

Experimental Licences.
TN the course of a lecture de -
1 liiered by Mr. Philip Coursey,

he commented on the attempt
that is being made to pass a Bill
in Parliament which would not
make things any easier for the ex-
perimenter. There have been
attempts to withdraw the right
to issue experimental licences,
and certainly in future it is likely
to be a very difficult matter to
gain such licences. I am told.
however, that the Padio Society
of Great Britain is preparing a
campaign to counteract the
attempts referred to.

* * *

5 W A's Director.
MAJORSMITH has received a

promotion in the company,
and will be attached to the

programme staff in the Londo'.
office. He was the first to pro -

"duet an opera in a B.B.C. studio, arti
the first B.B.C. official to compose an
opera. Major Smith has wide experience
in the entertaining world, and has made
a success of one of the most difficult
stations of the B.B.C.

* *

A New Trouble Maker.
IN America, where they go "all out," or

not at all, the wireless craze has come
to the breaking -up of happy homes. I

have heard that several divorce cases are
in the courts through husbands becoming
wireless enthusiasts. One wife has gone so
far as to sue for a divorce, citing the family
wireless set as having alienated her hus-
band's affections 1 I can quite imagine
wives objecting to living in the same house
with a husband who is always " in the air."

*

The motor generator and control gear at Scotland Yard, which is used
in connection with the travelling wireless car.

Early Days.
THE manage'. of the Pavilion is a well-

known amateur, and often transmits
excellent items from his station,

2 B Z. Many early wireless experimenters
may remeinber this station in the days
before the B.B.C. existed. 2 B Z once
booked a film by wireless whilst travelling
in an aeroplane to Paris.

* -

Cinema Relay.
IAM also told that arrangements have

been made with 2 L 0 and the Pavilion
at Shepherd's Bush to relay special

music items from that theatre. It is stated
that the organ of this picture theatre,
which is under the stage, is situated very
well for broadcasting purposes. It is hoped -
that the first item will be .broadcast at the
end of this month.

* *

Gilbert and Sullivan
NR. D' OYLY CARTE and Mr.

Herbert Sullivan have given per-
mission to the B.B.C. to broadcast

all the'overtures from Gilbert and Sullivan's
operas as originally, composed by Sir
Arthur Sullivan.

In the Police Court.
-FUDGE (to prisoner) : " I seem to re-

member seeing you before."
Prisoner : Yes, sir ; I taught your

son how to make -a wireless set.
Judge : " Twenty years."

ARIEL.
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WIRELESS IN AUSTRALIA47+.11
From A CORREtWONDENT.

Some interesting- details of the growth of wireles; telephony overseas, and the
is carried out and received " down under."
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ON May 24th, 1923, a conference of all
interested in broadcasting was held
in Melbourne -at the invitation of the

Postmaster -General. A committee was
selected to draw up draft regulations which,
with some modifications, were adopted
by the Commonwealth Government. Under
these regulations competitive broadcasting
was provided for.

Any firm may now establish a broadcasting
station by obtaining a Leen P from the
Commonwealth Government, which binds
them to continue a reliable service for five
years, and lodging £1,000 with the Govern-
ment as a guarantee.

Fixed Tuning.
The power used by broadcasters must be

between 500 and 5,000 watts, while wave-
lengths are allotted between 250 and 3,500
metres, by the Commonwealth authorities
in consultation with the broadcasting firm.
The broadcasters may make a charge for
their services. We may thus have several
broadcasting stations in one city on different
wave -lengths and making different charges
for their services.

In order to insure that only the service
paid for is received by the broadcast listener,
the sets sold to broadcast listeners are
designed to receive only on the wave length
of the broadcasting station to which they
subscribe with a maximum of ten per
cent " tolerance," so that they may tune
in the station accurately should its wave-
length vary slightly, and are sealed with a
Government stamp, so that only by inten-
tional tampering can other wave -lengths be
received.

The regulations provide for two types of
amateur receiving licences-broadcast and
experimental-and also for experimental
transmitting licences.

Private Broadcasting Stations.
The procedure of a person desirous of

listening to broadcasting is as follows :
First he selects which station he desires to

listen to. Then fie purchases a set (which
may vary from a crystal set to a multi -valve
set) sealed to that station's wave -length.
On purchasing the set from the broadcasting
firm's agent, he must also pay the subscrip-
tion (if any) for one year to that company,
and 10s. licence fee to the Cohimonwealth
Government. He is then at liberty to install
his set and do his worst. Since aerial reaction
is forbidden in broadcast sets he can only sin
against himself. Since the gazetting of the
regulations six broadcasting licences have
been granted in Australia. Two stations are
now in operation in Sydney.

Farmer and Company, Ltd.; have installed
a' high-powered station at -Northbridge, a
few miles from Sydney, using a wave -length
of 1,100 metres. The aerial is of the cage
type, supported on two steel -lattice masts
each 200 feet high, and 575 feet apart.
There is no direct earth, but instead, an
earth screen 15 feet above the ground is

methods by which broadcasting
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used. The maximum allowable power is to
be used, namely 5 kilowatts, but pending the
completion of this set, a 500 -watt set is
being used, and the volume and quality of
the station leaves nothing to be desired.

The broadcasting studio is not situated at
the station at Northbridge, but on the roof -

garden of the company's premises in the
heart of Sydney, where there are two sound-
proof rooms to be used alternately to prevent
delay between items. The studio is con-
nected -by land -line to the station. Con-
nections are also made to leading theatres,
etc. The annual subscription to this
station is three guineas.

The other Sydney station is Broadcasters
(Sydney), Ltd., on 350 metres. The
company really consists of firms interested

An experimental L.F. amplifier, constructed by
Mr. R. S. Sharvell, of 81, Rectory Grove, S.W. 4.
This photo shows how conveniently the components

have been arranged to facilitate experiments.

in the sale of wireless gear, and they provide
a free service.

A broadcast listener may buy a set which
will respond to any number of broadcasting
stations provided that he pays the fees of
the companies to which he listens, or he may
have his set altered to respond to any other
station by paying the fee to that station.

Amateur Transmissions.
Provision is also made for those who wish

to construct their own broadcast redeivers,
provided that they comply with the condi-
tions with regard to wave -length, and make
their sets so that they can be sealed by
Commonwealth authorities. A small charge
is made for sealing. In conclusion, there
can be no doubt of the success of broadcast-
ing here. It will be a great boon, especially
to isolated districts where city amusements
are otherwise unprocurable.

Soon after the end of the war, amateurs
began to take out wireless licences-they
cost £2 in those days. There was no broad-
casting then, but an amateur otStrathfield,
near Sydney -3 Mr. Charles Maclurean, who is
generally recognised, as Australia's leading -
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amateur, transmitted concerts weekly on
1,400 metres. After a week of Morse one
looked forward to these concerts, and the
speech and music was of .wonderful quality.

Surprising Results.
Conducting tests with an operator -on a

ship proceeding to New Zealand, Mr.
Maclurcan was heard as the ship. lay at the

 wharf in Auckland (1,400 miles), trans-
mitting on nine watts. Mr. Maclurcan
was also heard on C.W. by a ship at
Darwin, using a single valve for reception, a
distance of 2,100 miles overland. The
transmitting power (in the anode circuit)
was 8.75 watts. Mr. Maclurcan has since
reduced his wave -length on two occasions,
and now, in accordance with the regulations,
he transmits on 240 metres, but has main-
tained a regular weekly programme for a
couple of years or so until recently when he
closed down for a special test.

On 240 metres he established two-way
communication with an amateur in New
Zealand in September last, and reduced his
pewer in steps down to 0.0037 watts (plate
voltage 15, milliamps 0-25), when his signals
were still plainly heard.

The readings of the instruments were
checked by disinterested observers, and the
instruments themselves checked and certi-
fied correct to 1% by an expert. He also
,ficceeded' in -sending to  Melbourne through
strong atmospherics on 0.12 watts.

A Melbourne amateur also sent speech
and music to New Zealand, using a
Me :Toni R receiving valve for transmission.

Experimenter's Position.
With regard to the position of the experi-

menters in Australia, it must be admitted
even by ourselves that it is fairly satisfac-
tory There are no restrictions of aerial size
although aerial reaction is forbidden except
in very special cases, and then the operator
must be able to receive Morse at 12 words per
minute. The experimenter has to pay ten
shillings per annum to the Commonwealth
Government for a licence, but does not have
to pay anything to the broadcast companies,
on whose services he is supposed not to -

" poach " unless he pays their subscription.
He can, of course, receive on any wave

length .he pleases, and transmit on wave-
lengths up to 250 metres. Transmission is
allowed at all times, and no interference with
broadcasting is noticed.

Spark signalling is discouraged-indeed
is never heard-LC.W., C.W., and telephony
being used almost exclusively.

In order to eliminate interference with
broadcasting, the powerful Sydney Coast
station (on 600 metres) has recently changed
from spark to the more sharply -tuned I.C.W.
so that incidently interference on amateur
wave -lengths except for an occasional ship
which. may be -very -broadly tuned, is prac-
tically nil. Atmospherics, however, some- -
times trouble - us in summer and mat::
reception unpleasant.
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POETRY AND BROADCASTING.
By " ARIEL."

In this interesting interview Mr. John Drinkwater, the famous playwright
and author, gives his opinions on broadeagting.
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TN an interview with Mr. Drinkwater
1 the other evening, I asked him what he

thought of broadcasting in relation to
poetry. Mr. Drinkwater, it, will be remem-
bered, recently read some of his own poems
before the microphone at 2 L 0. He is,
I believe, the first English poet to have done
so, and I was interested to know hov7 he
liked the experience, and what influence he
considered wireless should have on poetry,
and on literature generally.

Mr. Drinkwater replied that he thought
broadcasting would prove of the greatest
value to poetry.

A Boon to Poets.
" I am only too happy," he said, "to

think that science has provided poets with
this new medium for self-expression. After
all, the earliest poets recited their own works,
or traditional ones, to large audiences,
just as the news was ' broadcast ' to the
villagers or townsmen by the town -crier,
so literature in those days was spread over
countries by word of mouth.

" And now wireless has brought back this
old custom, though the audiences are -larger
than ever. A poet naturally prefers to
read his own poems direct to the people
for whom they were written, rather than
allow others to read them for him, or to be
content with merely publishing them. For
so often the people who -might appreciate
his work never come across the book."-

" What, in your opinion, has been the
effect of broadcasting on drama, and on the
theatrical profession ? " I asked.

" Well," he replied, " it is difficult to
say yet how it will affect the drama, but
it has undoubtedly openedup a fresh field
for actors, and given employment to many
who had little or no chance on the legiti-
mate stage. The theatrical profession is,
of course, very overcrowded, and the
British Broadcasting Company has dis-
covered much talent which had inevitably
been lost sight of in the theatres. It should
also be possible by this new medium to put
before the public a more varied dramatic
programme. The cinema has already
discovered the type of drama which is most
suited to its methods. Perhaps we shall

- soon listen -in to plays which, produced
by any other means, would have been less
effective."

" Then you think that really good plays
could be written specially for broadcasting?"
I suggested.

Broadcast Plays.
" I should prefer to have read one that

had been so written before expressing an
opinion. It should be possible to write
plays' that would broadcast successfully,
but a good play is another matter. I, for
my part, believe that having nothing to
look at must prove a serious drawback."

" How far do you think that the plays
recently broadcast were satisfactory ? " I
then asked.

" I think," answered Mr. Drinkwater
thoughtfully, " that there would be room
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for improvement in the matter of produc-
tion. In wireless drama, it seems to me,
the whole effect will ,depend upon vivid,
dialogue. The voices of the actors 1,1 be

Iof supreme importance, and thi the
cast should have been chosen with this in
view.

" For instance, in the ' Trial by Jury,'
recently broadcast, it would have been
easier to follow if the 'Judge had had a
low voice, and if that of the Counsel for the
Plaintiff had been pitched on a compara-
tively high key. Hitherto, I,, have always,
found it very difficult to distinguish between
the voices of the various characters in
broadcast plays."

Poetic Drama.
" Then you have 'no criticism to make of

the type of play chosen by the British
Broadcasting Company ? " I inquired.

"No, I consider that the choice of Grand
Guignol plays, as far as it went, was well-
advised. A plot that is both compact and
arresting will hold the imagination by
whatever medium it is presented. Grand
Guignol plays, too, depend less than most
on their setting. But I, as a poet, cannot
but feel that broadcasting is particularly
adapted to the production of poetic
drama.

" Shakespeare, for instance, needs nothing
beyond the beauty of his language. One
can get as much enjoyment by reading him
as by seeing his plays on the stage. At the
most, he gains something from the voice
and delivery of the actors, and this broad:
casting gives. And this is another service
which wireless may render to poets-it may
give them an incentive that the legitimate
stage has been slow to offer. They will also
feel that they are being heard and appre-
ciated by a wider audience than ever,

before."
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AN INTERESTING B.B.C.
EXPERIMENT.
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WITH its massive and scientifically
constructed steel masts, raising
their stately heads 480 ft. above

terra firma, M Z X, the Chelmsford
station of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., is once more to play an im-
portant part in the progress of radio -tele-
phony ; it is the site chosen by the
for the erection of their 25 kilowatt ex-
perimental broadcasting station. It will
be the most powerful station of its kind in
the world, and will work on a wave -length
of 1,600 metres. The licende will be
granted for experimental purposes only,
until the Government is satisfied that it
will not interfere with the State services.

Early Experiments.
It is interesting ,to recall some of the

pioneer exper;wents of M Z X, which,

apart from a few low -powered amateurs,
was the first station to broadcast radio-
telephony.

As early as May 27th, 1919, experimental
transmission was_ undergoing extensive
tests ; on this occasion, two omnibuses,
both elaborately fitted with receiving
apparatus, were sent in different directions
from Chelmsford-one to a spot near Mal-
den, a distance of 91 miles, and the. other
to a spot near Braintree, a distance, of 11
miles ; to receive and report on the recep-
tion -of radio -telephony transmitted- from
M Z X, on a wave -length of 850 metres, with
a power of z kilowatt. The reception was
reported excellent.

However, it was not until February
23rd; 1920, that the first concert* were
broadcast from M Z X, these being con-
tinued until March 6th, 1920, on a wave-
length of 2,800 metres, and a power of 15
kilowatts ; there was then a break for fur-
ther experimental work.

On June 15th, 1920, a first-cIass concert
was transmitted on a high -power, in. order
to obtain reports of long distance recap:
Con, these being received from Rome,
Scandinavia, and even more distant places.
It was on this occasion that Dame Nellie
Melba's voice was broadcast for the first
time.
Writtle's Famous Station.

Having now reached such an advanced
stage, it became necessary to erect a station
from which concerts could be regularly
broadcast for the benefit of the already
growing army of amateur enthusiasts
who had now become interested in this
advance of modern
science. So a tem-
porary station was
erected at Writtle,
2 M T (2 B 0 Pri-
vate), a village
about two miles west
of M Z X. This
station commenced
transmitting o n
February 14th, 1922.
on 700 metres, until
May 29th, 1922,
when the wave-
length was subse-
quently altered to
400 metres, with a
power of kilowatt.
It was to this sta-
tion that enthusiasts
looked forward to
the weekly half
hour's concert,
which emitted from
the little " studio "
contained within the
four walls of an cx-
Army hut, But
2 M T's life as a
concert transmitter
was very short, for
it ceased immediately 2 L 0 was opened.
2 M T's masts still raise their heads above
the little " studio " which is now taking a
prominent part in experimental work.

If the experiments shortly to be corn-
menced at M Z X prove a success and full
permission for the erection of a permanent
25 kw. broadcasting station is obtained,
wireless telephony will have made yet
another great step forward, and with such
large power stations in various countries
telephonic inter -communication and broad-
casting should be an easy matter.

M Z X, the Chelmsford
station of the Marconi

Company.
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B.T.H. RADIO VALVES
IMPORTANT NOTICE

regarding
Radio Valve Patents

An Injunction with Costs & Damages
ON -the 14th. March,1924, in the High Court of Justice, Chancery

Division, Mr. Justice Russell, in the action of THE BRITISH
THOMSON-HOUSTON Co. Ltd. (Plaintiffs) v L. E. FALCY

(Defendant),made an order restraining the said L. E. FALCY from
making, selling, or otherwise dealing in Wireless Valves in any way
infringing THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON Co's Patents
Nos. 23,499/1909, 23,775/1912, and 148,132 of 1922, together with
damages and costs.

On the same day, in a further action in the same Court, the said Mr.
Justice Russell granted an injunction against the said L .E. FALCY
restraining him from infringing THE BRITISH THOMSON-
HOUSTON Co's registered Trade Mark "MAZDA,'' and from
passing off goods not of THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON
Co.'s manufacture as or for the goods of THE BRITISH
THOMSON-HOUSTON Co. Ltd., and also providing for pay-
ment of costs and damages.

Lego't proceedings will be brought against Infringers,
whether importers, sellers, or users of infringing valves,
to restrain them from infringing the above -mentioned
Letters Patent, and also against any person or cornpqny
unlawfully using the said Trade Mark " MAZDA."

All Valves manufactured by THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON
Co. bear the stamp of the British Broadcasting Co. Ltd. and also the
Trade Mark of THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON Co. Ltd

Issued by the British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd., Crown House, Aldwych,
London, W.C.2.
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CLARKE'S "ATLAS COMPONENTS Pue WIRELESS WITHOUT WORRY.

For Best Results Try
"ATLAS " PATENT PLUG-IN COILS

INSIST ON

"ATLAS" SPECIALITIES

Least resistance to High -Frequency Currents.
Maximum Inductance. Minimum Self -Capacity.
Increased Signal Strength. Maximum Air -Spacing.

Coil
No.

Mini-
mum.

Wavelengths . in Metres
when. shunted by Con-

densers as under:
Price.
s. d.

Coil
No.

Mini-
mum.

kVavelcrigths in Metres
when shunted by Con-

densers as under -
Price.

d.

0003 mfd'0005 mfd ooz mfd '0003 mfd 0005 mtd oot mfd
Max. Max. Max. 1 Max. Max. i MaI.

25 57 230 . 300 375 5 0 250 500 2000 2900 4150 9 0
35 83 300 380 515 5 0 300 680 ; 2500 3400 4940 9 5
40 95 360 470 650 5 2 400 800 3400 4400 6380 10 3
50 124 425 570 780 5 2 500 1020 4250 6000 8900 10 6
65 140 475 680 1000 5 6 600 1200 4750 7000 12100 11 0
75 170 620 800 1120 5 6 750 1500 6000 8000 i 15000 11 10

100 230 850 .980 1520 7 0 1000 2000 8100 9300 20000 12 8
150 340 1000 1520 2300 7 10 1250 2200 9750 15000 22000 14 0
200 420 1400 2300 3100 I 8 8 1500 2900 12500 18000 26000 15 0

Any intermediate numbers supplied on application.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

H. CLARKE & CO. (Manchester) LTD.,
RADIO ENGINEERS,

ATLAS WORKS, OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.
Telephone Nos.: Trafford Park 683 6, 793. Telegrams ; " Pirtotd, Manchester.'!

HEADPHONES
can he sold at the price

and ARE at
82a, Queen Street, London, E.C.4.

N. & K.
Phones

(4,000 ohm'.)

Compare these prices

1 2/2
each.

Telefunken
Phones 1716.

with those elsewhere.

Note these prices also.
Only the Best Quality Offered.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.-Best Hard Polished
Aluminium Used. '001, 7:6; '0005, 5/6; '0003, 5:-.

Complete with Knob and Dial.
POSTAGE EXTRA. TRADE SUPPLIED.

S. E. BLAND, A.C.G.I., B.Sc.,
82a, Queen Street, London, E.C.4.

-HULLO!!

WIRELESS
you

C.Q.IWILL
to inspect a new

ACCESSORIES

DAY CALLING
selection of

NEW EBONITE LOUD SPEAKER TRUMPETS.
Small Stem ii", 14" high, 51" across Bell 9/. each.
Large stein 14", 20" high, 11" across Bell 18/6 each.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. THE BEST YET. BOTH SETS
OF VANES ADJUSTABLE.
'001 8/6 ea. :0005 7/. ea. '0003 5/9 ea.' :0002 5/. ea.
Vernier 41- ea. All true to capacity and include knob and dial.

THE MICROSTAT. For governing every type of Valve, including
Dull Emitters .. .. .. .. .. .. 2/9 each.

VALVE WINDOWS. Dust proof, either in Nickel -plated or Brass
Finish with all Nuts and Bolts .. .. .. .. 4d. set.

CHATTERTON'S COMPOUND.
THE ONLY ADHESIVE FOR EBONITE .. V. per stick.

BEST QUALITY ALUMINIUM VANES.
Fixed or moving, standard size .. .. 5d. per doz. vanes

BLACK FIBRE STRIP. 4 ft. x 1 in. .. ..5d. per length.

BASKET COIL FORMERS. PRESSPAHN .. 1_d. each.

SQUARE TINNED COPPER WIRE .. .. 3d. per hank.

NO IN YOUR SELECTION®
Write for our
New Catalogue,
Now Ready,
sent Post Free.
Postage a nd
Carriage on as

MAKE

IS STILL
LESS
ENDORSEMENT

THOROUGHLY
Secure
boxed
age 3d.

MISTAKE

DAYZITE
THE BEST

RECEPTION. THIS
OF OPINION
RELIABLE

a Registered' DAYZITE
with Silver Cat's
extra. Makes excellent

CRYSTAL

-Whisker,

REGD.
FOR WIRE -

IS THE GENERAL
OF THOUSANDS

AT. ALL TIMES
Crystal, sold only

2/8 each, post-
contact with Zineite

I

®for a Perikon Detector.

. WILL DAY, LTD.,
19 LISLESTREET,LEICESTER SQUARE LONDON W C 2, . B .

'Phone : Regent 4577. Telegrams : " Titles, Westrand, London."
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A USEFUL FOUR -VALVE SET
By " RADIOGRAPH."

This article gives the details of a very sensitive receiver, capable of a long range of reception, and one that will operate a loud
speaker with considerable volume.
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IN this instrument the circuit is of a
straightforward description, and is
designed with the greatest possible

degree of simplicity to enable amateurs
who have mastered the constructional
details given in previous articles to carry
out the work without difficulty.

Of the four valves employed in the cir-
cuit, the first acts as a high -frequency
amplifier, the second as a detector, whilst
the third and fourth serve to magnify
the signals at audio -frequency, i.e. to
increase the volume of the sound.

The Circuit Employed.
' The aerial and anode circuits are -tuned

by means of plug-in coils, together with
variable condensers. For the sake of
simplicity, and for use on all wave -lengths,
the aerial tuning condenser is wired in
parallel with the tuning coil, but, if so
desired, the lay -out may be modified to
include a series -parallel switch, such as
has been frequently mentioned in previous
issues.
' Reaction is obtained by connecting a coil

in circuit with the anode circuit of the de-
tector -valve, WhiCh is coupled with the tuned
anode of the first or H.F. valve, thus per-
Mitting the use of reaction effects without
infringing Post Office regulations. .

The arrangement of the circuit is clearly
sbown in the diagram reproduced as Fig. 1,
and as in previous sets described in this
series, all the components are of standard
manufacture,, but the design permits of a
greater selection thEin with some of the
other sets described. Thus the constructor
will be able to use up any components
he may possess, or purchase, such as may
suit the convenience of his exchequer.
Though Igra,nic sets of tuning Coils are
specified in the list given below, basket

which may be home made, can be
used with equal success if so desired.

Selection of Components.
The following are the components re-

quired, together with the -present ruling
prices

*7:

4.7?

4 VALVE WIRING DIAGRAM.

One ebonite panel, 12/6 ; one variable
Condenser, .001 mfd. (air dielectric), 10/6 ;
one variable condenser, .0003 mfd. (air
dielectric), 5/3 ; four Fuller rheostats,
10/. ; one Dubilier grid condenser, .0002,
2/6-; one Dubilier grid leak, 1 megolim,
2/6 ; two Dubilier fixed condensers, .001,
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6/- ; one two-way coil holder, 5/6 ; one
single coil holder, 1/- ; Igranic coils, Nos.
35, 50, and 7.5, 16/6 ; two transformers,
45/- ; one .05 mfd. blocking condenser, 2/- ;
terminals, wire, and screws, 4/-.

Preparing the Panel.
Fig. 2 gives full dimensions of the panel,

and also shows the various, positions where
the holes have to be drilled for mounting the
components, the marking out being per.
formed. in the manner described in con-
nection with previous sets.

If one desires to make a really first-class
job of the set, the panel should be submitted
to an engraver, who will engrave the scales
and the necessary lettering for about 5/6,
which considerable adds to the value and
appearance of the set. As soon as this
is done, it is a good plan to apply a simple
test toLhe transformers, which, .though
generally reliable, may possibly have suf-
fered some damage owing to their delicate
construction.

The complete receiver which has a remarkably
clear panel.

In order to carry out this test, a small
two -volt battery and a pair of 'phones are
requ'red, which are connected in series
with the primary and secondary circuits
of the transformers in torn. On coin.
pleting each Circuit, -a click will be heard
in the 'phones, and to distinguish between
the primary and secondary 'circuits, the
former will be found to give the louder
click. Should the 'phones fail to respond,
the natural conclusion is that a break exists
at some portion of the transfornier winding,
in which case it is useless to expect any
results from the faulty component.

Mounting the Components.
Readers who have

followed the sequence
of operations described
for the preVious
sets will have become
familiar with the
constructiotal process
about to be detailed,
but in order to make
this article self-con-
tained; we will proceed
to give full working
particulars. First of
all, the sixteen valve
Rickets are bolted
through the panel; and
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then the rheostats may be fixed. The latter
components need not be of the most expen-
sive type, provided they have a resistance
of 7 ohms each, for use with - a 6 -volt
accumulator, and are reasonably smooth
in action, otherwise noises will occur in
the instrument- when regulating the filament
current. These rheostats are usually sup-
plied with ebonite Or fibre bases, for securing
them to the panel .by small set screws, also
supplied with the rheostats.
Method of Wiring.

For the sake of general convenienc -, the
reader is recommended -to purchas the
type ov condenser which is fixed by a
single lock nut, of which there are several
on the market, and these are mounted in
the positions indicated in the accompanying
photographs. The battery and 'phone
terminals are then bolted into place, and
when the coil holders are mounted in their
respective positions, this part of the work
is completed.

When about to commence the wiring of
any set, the operation should first be
divided up .into sections, as follows :
(1) The negative L.T. supply; (2) The
positive L.T. supply ; (3) The negative
H.T. supply; and (4) The positive H.T.
supply. It may be added, however, that
sections 1 and 3 are combined in a single
lead.

The wiring of the negative L.T. leads
is commenced by soldering a lead front
the negative terminal of the H.T. bat-
tery to the negative terminal of the L.T.
battery, from whence the same wire
is soldered to one filament socket of each
valve holder. From the filament socket
of the last connection to be soldered, the
wire is continued to the O.S. of each trans-
former, and from thence to the earth
terminal The latter is connected to  the
fixed plate, stud of the aerial tuning con-
denser, the lead thus used being finally
joined to one side of the aerial tuning coil
holder.

The L.T. Circuit.
- The positive L.T. supply coniniences with
the -terminal of the L.T. battery supply, to
which a wire is soldered, and lead to one
terminal of each rheostat. From the last

(Continued on page 200.)
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WIRELESS ON TRAINS.
By " ARIEL."

Recent tests carried out on various main -line expresses have proved fairly
conclusively that it is quite possible to obtain comfortable and reliable
reception from broadcast stations, even while travelling at a high speed.
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" SAY'
what's this ? " asked the Ameri-

can of the Pullman train attendant.
" Broadcasting has now started,

sir. Will you take this 'phone, or do you
prefer headbands ? " answered the atten-
dant.

" Well, say, I'll tell the world ! You
sure don't mean to say that you Britishers
have wireless on trains ? " asked the Ameri-
can in amused surprise.

" Yes, sir, and we make no extra charge ;
you can listen in to 2 L 0, or, would you
prefer the Cardiff station Here's the
menu-I mean the programme."

The Talkative Passenger.
" 2 L 0 will suit me, 'but, say, you sure

it's not a phonograph machine ?
" No, sir, it's wireless," answered the now

somewhat irritated attendant,
who passed on to the next table,
distributing 'phones to the
passengers.

This was part of a conversation
I recently overheard in a Pullman
car on the London -Dover express.
I was asked to meet the chair-
man of the Pullman Car Com-
pany, Sir Davison Dalziel, Bart. ;
on his return from France, in
order that he might show me the
Marconiphone installation in the
" Orpheus " Pullman saloon. The
other passengers were not aware
that it was a " wireless train "
until we left the station, at 5.30
p.m., and the Pullman attendant
began to hand out 'phones. It was very
amusing to note the surprise this proceeding
caused. One voluble old lady _exclaimed :
" Oh ! how wonderful ! Would you believe
it was possible ! I wish dear Bertie was
here. He knows quite a lot about wireless ;
he's got a very fine crystal set, and is able
to add crystals whenever he wants to."

The old lady rambled on, much to the
annoyance of the passengers.

" Do you know, he received America on
it, and-"

" Silence, please," came the loud voice of
the attendant, who had received several
complaints from passengers who wanted to
listen.

The

Special Type of Aerial.
Sir Davison Dalziel and Major Hardinge,

the manager of the Marconiphone Company,
showed me the installation.

The aerial was fitted above the Pullman
car, and was about 45 ft. in length, and
about 1 ft. from the roof. The insulators
were fixed in such a way that if any part of
the aerial was to break no piece would be
left dangling, and so cause damage.

The earth connection was made to the
iron work of the train. The most interesting_
part of the whole demonstration was the
fact that no electrical interference was
experienced. This was due to a special
arrangement of condensers which were con-
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netted across the lighting dynamis, cutting
out interference.

Six -Valve Set Used.

The electric fans were treated in a similar
manner. The set was a six -valve three -
tuning circuit, using four H.F.s, one
detector, and one L.F. note magnifier. This
was suspended from a cupboard in the car on
a mass of sponge rubber. The reproduction
was very loud ; in fact, at times too loud.
" Big Ben " was heard with the 'phones on
the table, much to the delight of the
passengers

The whole apparatus was a credit to the
chief engineer of the Marconiphone Com-
pany, Mr. A. S. Agate: Sir Davison Dalziel
told me that as soon as the chief engineer
gives the word that wireless is a practical

simple lay-ont and wiring of the tour -valve set
photograph.

can be seen
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possibility in Pullman cars, all the Pullmans
in the country and all the sleeping cars in
France will be fitted with sets.

" The idea," he said, " would be quite
good, and would add to the comfort of the
passengers and make the journey more
pleasant. I may 'arrange that each receiver
will be done up in sterilised paper bags, so
that when a passenger wants to listen -in,
he can call the attendant and obtain one.
The idea would, I think, meet with general
approval, and also the public would be
satisfied that the receivers were clean. I
shall have plugs arranged along the side of
the car, so that they are easily accessible."

The Marconiphone engineers are arranging
a set which would not necessitate continual
tuning; all the attendant would have to
do is switch on.

It is interesting to note that from Dover
to Victoria the tuning' controls were not
touched once, and the volume of sound
remained approximately the same.

Effect of Tunnels.
Tunnels made a little difference to recep-

tion, and it is thought that the very little
interference which was experienced when
passing through them would shortly be
overcome. It will, of course, be some time
before any apparatus could be made to

eliminate the fading which is ex-
perienced in tunnels and cuttings
of any size ; the average tunnel on
the railways is not usually long
enough to cause anyone to lose
his temper when trying to listen
to the latest news bulletin.

I am assured that within a few
months-perhaps weeks-most of
the main -line trains in the United
Kingdom will have wireless
receiving apparatus installed, and
in this event much credit will be
due to the foresight and enter-
prise of one who is ever seeking

from this some comfort for his passengers
- -Sir Davison Dalziel.

A USEFUL FOUR -VALVE
SET. -

(Continued from page 199.)

rheostat terminal, the wire goes to one side
of the grid leak, the other side being fastened
to the clip of the grid condenser, which is
connected to the grid socket of the second
valve. The opposite terminal of each
rheostat is connected with the remaining
filament socket of each valve holder.

A wire is taken from the positive H.T.
supply to one telephone terminal, and from
thence the same wire is led to the I.P. of
each transformer, then being connected to
one fixed vane stud of the .0003 variable
condenser.

Completing the Wiring.
From the latter point a wire is taken

to the tuned anode coil ; and from the
opposite side of the same coil, which is
the fixed member of the two -coil holder,
a wire is taken to the moving vane contact
of the same variable condenser, and then
goes to the other side of the same coil
holder. The latter ,connection is joined

with the plate or anode socket for the first
valve, and terminates at the anode side of
the grid condenser.

From the O.P. of the first transformer a
flexible lead is joined to the moving member
of the two -coil holder, which carries the
reaction coil, and from the opposite side
of the same coil holder, a lead goes to the
plate socket of the second valve.

The O.P. of the second transformer is
connected to the plate socket for the third
valve, and from the remaining telephone
terminal, which as yet has not been
connected, a lead is soldered to the plate
socket of the fourth valve.

Across the telephone terminals a .001
condenser is shunted, another being shunted
across the primary circuit of No. I trans-
former. A condenser of from .05 to 1.0 mfd.
capacity is shunted across the H.T. battery
terminals, which completes the whole
of the wiring, and the set is then ready
for use.

Before testing the set, try out the H.T.
circuit by connecting up everything except
the L.T. battery, and switching on the
valves, using only 3 or 6 volts H.T. instead
of the usual amount. If the valves light up,
switch off quickly and trace out the wiring,
as the H.T. circuit is faulty and if left will
blow the valves.
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" The Televox IP

The name Ediswan has always been
associated with all that is best in
Wireless Products. This Loud
Speaker, incorporating several new
features, still further enhances the
Ediswan reputation.
Most noteworthy among its many claims
to distinction is the divided base, the upper
half carries the :diaphragm, the lower half
the magnets. By screwing one into the
Other the minute degree of adjustment,
essential to perfect reproduction, can be
obtained. The shape of the horn and the
firm assembly of the components completely
eliminates resonance. Write to -day for
further details.

Ask for leaflets fully describing our range of
Sets and Parts. If your Dealer does not stock,
send us his name and address. Free on request.
Send a postcard to -day for our Illustrated Booklet,

" The Thermionic Valve."

VISWAV
EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co. Ltd,
123,'5, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.

and 71, Victoria Street, S.W.1.
Branches in all principal towns.

Works : PONDERS Contractors to H. M. Admiralty.
END, MIDDLESEX. War Office, Royal Air Force.
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=Hello! Hello!! "Uncle Tom" Calling
"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling

"Uncle Tom" of PAYNE & HORNSBY
The Pioneers of Cheap Prices

THE ONLY FIRM IN GREAT BRITAIN WITH
in the

ACTUAL
Aerial Wire, 7/22 100 ft. 1/11 SPECIAL OFFER.
Indoor Aerial Wire, 7/25 100 ft. 1/6 Radio Equipment Co.'s Headphones, 4,000Crystal Detectors, Glass Enclosed 1/6 to 2/9 ohms. Makers' price, 25/-.Cat's Whiskers, Gold, each, 2d.; dos 1/9 Our price to clear 16/6.
Cat's Whiskers, Silver, each, Id.; doz. 9d.
Packets Mixed Whiskers earls 3d.
Hertzite Crystal & 5 Whiskers 7d.
Condenser Scales, 0-180 each 2d.
Aerial, Earth & 'Phone Name Tabs, ea. td.2 B.A. and 4 B.A. Nuts doz. 218.
W.O. Terminals, with Nut and Washer ea 1.8
Telephone Terminals, with Nut & Washer,

each lid.
2 B.A. Knobs each ltd. and 2d.
Fixed Condensers, 001 to 003. 0001 to

0005 each 8c1.
Filament Resistances, 1 / 6, 2/-, 2 / 6,
4;6, 5/-. With Vernier 71 -

The New Microsta.t Fil. Resistance 219Filament Resistance Dials 6d.
Ditto, in Ivorine, complete circle, white or

black 6d.
Pin Terminals, Screw Pattern each lid.
Spade Terminals, Screw Pattern each lid.Magnetic Amalgo Crystal Fixer each 4d.18 Gauge Tinned Copper Wire, for con-
necting up, 3 yds., 2d.; 100 ft 1/8Insulators, Large Reel each 18.Insulators, Small Reel 2 for ltd.Insulators, Egg and Shell each 2d.

Ebonite cut any size while you wqe, lb. 3/6

Mail Orders Despatched same day.
Please send ample postage.
Excess will be returned.

"UNCLE TOM"

ONE -VALVE AMPLIFIERS.
In boxes, handsome finish, each bearing a Guarantee

and stamped B.0.0 391-.

L.F. Transformers, British made and Guaranteed,
11/. each.

Complete Sets of Parts, to make Ono -Valve
Amplifier, with handsome Ebonite Panel, Ebonite
Terminals, Wires and Diagram. A child can con.

struct, 25/-.
Ditto; Two Valves, 52-10-0.

TO CLEAR. Large stock fine quality Switch Arms,
7d. each.

New Penton Valve 10/ -
Penton Dull Emitter Valve 15/ -
Ericsson E. V. Type Headphone, known
throughout the North as " Uncle Tom's " Marconi.

Ericsson' s 12/. pair.
Hellesen's Dry Batteries, " Tiger '' Brand. For

Dull Emitter Valves, 1.5 Volts _2/8.
Wonderful Value in Crystal Sets, all stamped
B.B.O. and all guaranteed 20 miles, 11/8, 13/6,
15/6. With our 11;6 set Manchester, Glasgow and
Newcastle have been heard frequently in one night on

the one set.

Business Hours - - 9 to 8 daily.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

PAYNE & HORNSBY, GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE

North and
BROADCASTING EXPERIENCE
Plugs and Jacks 3/6
Ditto Superior make ,, 5/6
Switches on Ebonite, S.P.D.T.......1 /4 and 1/6
Switches on Ebonite, D.P.D.T 3/- and 3/3
2 B.A. Screwed Rod foot lengths 21d.
H.T. Batteries with Plugs, 30 volts, 4/6;
36 volts, 5/6; 60 volts, 8/6; 90 12;8

Tapped Inductance Coil. 20 Tappings,
2/3 and 2/6

Variometers 2/- to 21: -
Single Basket Coil Holders 1/3
2 Coil Holders (Duo Lateral Coils) 5/3
3 Coil Holders 6/6
'Phone Cords pair 1/ -
Coil Plugs, Flat Type 9d.
Coil Plugs, Wedge Typo 1/2
Ebonite Condenser Knob and Dial 114
Variable Condensers, complete with Knob

and Dial. Finest workmanship. 001, 8/-;
00075, 7/-; -0005, 61-;0003, 5/6:0002
5/-; -0001, 4/6; Vernier 4/ -

Tin Foil per large sheet 4d.
Copper Foil, 6 ins. wide -ft. 5d.
Flex yard 28.
Valve Holders with Nuts' 8d.
Hertzite, Midite, Gecosite, Atomite,

Concite Crystals in Stock.
Potentiometers 7/.
Earth Clips 5d. and 66.

.A11 Mail Orders to be sent to head
Office and Stores, Gallowgate,

Newcastle -on -Tyne.

66, Camden Street, North Shields.
Telephone: 743 North Shields.

Roker Avenue, Sunderland.
Telephone: 245 Sunderland.

Telephone : 3804 Central. Ocean Road, South Shields.
Russell Street, South Shields.

Call Signs: 6I R, 6 K W. Telephone: 769 South Shields (Two lines).

A. MUNDAY, LTD.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

59, WATLING STREET,
London, E.C.4.

'Phone 2972 CITY. (One door. Queen Victoria St.)
AND

45, EASTCHEAP, London, E.C.3.

STERLING, BROWN'S, SIEMENS
HEADPHONE

4,000 and 8,000 ohms headphones in stock.

BRUNET, 4,000 ohms, 13;'6
ALL LOUD SPEAKERS.

ACCUMULATORS
Ready charged or uncharged -
2 -volt 40
2 -volt 60
2 -volt 100
4 -volt 40
4 -volt 60
6 -volt 40
6 -volt 60
6 -volt 100

9/6
12/-

16/6
16/6
22/0
24/0
26/6
45/3

EVERYTHING ELSE FOR WIRELESS
AND ELECTRICAL WORK

ANNINNINNAINNNNAsuaurtassemarasswasorassnsiNsAwarasuosAmasamagNorui

HE

"BROWNIETWIRELESS
THE MOST EFFICIENT
OF CRYSTAL RECEIVERS

)9

THE new improved " Brownie Wireless with its solid moulded ebonite cap
and highest grade nickel fittings, _oupled with its tested merits endorsed by

its many thousands of users, makes
it the most attractive crystal set
on the market irrespective of price.

Now supplied erected and
with B.B.C. stamp. Requires

10/- licence only.

NOTE NEW ADDRESS:

THE J.W.B. WIRELESS CO.
310a/312a, EUSTON

ROAD, N.W.1.
(Facing Warren St. Tube Station.)

Plus B.B.C.
Royalty.11-

By post
6d. extra.

Do you -
feel this
way about
the panelsyou areusing?

If not, write

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.,
LONDON, W.7.

" You may rest
assured that I am so
satisfied with the
quality of your pro-
duct that I shall
never go elsewhere.

Loch for this regd. trade

mark on all panels

HANWELI
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THE CONTROL OF GRID POTENTIAL.
BY " VARIOTRON."

It is not often that amateurs make use of their valves to the fullest extent, owing to the fact that a great
many are unaware that various valves require different working conditions if they are to operate efficiently.
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THE experienced amateur realises the
necessity of controlling the positive or
negative potentials on the grids of

his valves (depending on their functions),
and it is proposed to discuss here the various
methods and reasons for doing this.

Fig. I shows a two -valve circuit. the first
valve being a radio -frequency amplifier,
and coupled by means of the well-known

" tuned -anode " or " reactance capacity "
method, to the second valve, which is the
rectifier.

Such a circuit is very liable to oscillate,
and in order to counteract this tendency
to oscillate, a positive potential is generally
placed on the grid of the first valve. If
there is more than one radio -frequency
valve, the grid leaks may be connected to
the positive of the low-tension battery as
in Fig. 2. The grid of the first valve in
Fig. 1 may be made positive by using a
potentiometer connected up as in Fig. 3.

The Neutrodyne Receiver.
When the slider is to the extreme left, the

grid will be at zero potential or slightly
positive, and when the slider is at the
extreme right, the grid will have a positive
potential equal to the E.M.F. of the
L.T. battery. (This is assuming that the
filament rheostat controlling the radio
frequency valve filament is connected in
the positive lead of the low-tension battery.)

Fig. 4 shows a circuit employing three
stages of radio -frequency amplification, air;
core transformers being employed to couple

the valves. In this . case the grids of the
valves are connected through the trans-
former secondary windings to the slider of
the potentiometer, which is connected

across the low-tension battery leads as
shown. The introduction of a positive
potential on the grid of a valve causes small
grid currents to flow, which introduce
damping in the circuit, consequently any
tendency to oscillate is suppressed.

The most efficient method of stabilising
the radio -frequency valves is by the new
Neutrodyne method. In this method the
grids of the radio -frequency valves are
corrieetecl together through very small
condensers as Fig. 5.

Owing to the proximity of the electrodes
of a valve, it possesses a certain capacity,
and when the plate and grid circuits are
tuned to the same frequency, energy is
fed back from the plate circuit to the grid
circuit and the valve oscillates.

Cause of L.F. Distortion.
If, however, small condensers having

about one -quarter the capacity of the valve
are connected between the grids as in Fig. 5,
the potentials formed across these con-
densers will be out of phase with the
potentials formed across the condensers
due to the inter -electrode capacities, and
will thus neutralise them ; in other words,
these condensers neutralise the inter -
electrode capacities of the valves, and thus

prevent the feeding back of energy.
method is the best to use, as there is no dis-
tortion or self -oscillation ; tuning is much
sharper, and higher amplification per valve
is obtained than by other methods.

We will now consider the grid potential
as audio -frequencyof valves operating

amplifiers. The grid
of an audio -frequency
amplifying v a I v e
should not be allowed
to become positive,
otherwise signals will
bec o m e distorted,
owing to the fact that
the grid current which
flows when the grid is
made positive damps
the positive half
cycles, which are pre-
vented from reaching
their proper ampli-
tude. If the grid has

This
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a zero potential normally, the positive half -
cycles of current will cause it to be momen-
tarily positive. but the grid current which
flows in such case is so small, that there is
not much fear of distortion occurring unless

strong signals are being received. If the
grid of the valve is made normally negative,
there is no fear of distortion occurring due
to grid damping.

The grid may be made negative by con-
netting up the filament rheostat in the
negative lead of the low-tension battery, in
which ease there is a drop of voltage across
the filament rheostat, and, assuming the
negative end of the filament to be at zero
potential, the negative pole of the
tension battery will have a negative poten-
tial depending on the amount of resistance
in series with the filament and battery.

Power Amplification.
The grid will therefore be at a negative

potential, as it is connected through a coil
or winding to the negative of the low-
tension battery.

When using a valve as a power amplifier
with a high potential on the plate, the use of
this high plate potential causes the charac-
teristic curve of the valve to move to the
left, and distortion may occur if we work
on the upper bend of the curve, as one-half
cycle of the current causes a bigger change
in other current than the other half -cycle ;
in other words, the valve will function as a
rectifier instead of a note -magnifier.

To counteract this, we can make the grid
negative, and this causes the characteristic

(Continued on page 204)

FIG 4.
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:6: 'PHONE JUNCTION BOX.
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This little instrument will be found exceedingly useful when two or more
pairs of 'phones are to be used.

--4----,,t-tP.-4.<>4><>-, 0 0 0. 0 0.0
-WHEN it is desired to use several pairs

of 'phones at once a junction box
becomes a necessity, and although

many types of these have been illustrated

front time to time, most of them suffer from
the defect that when .another pair of
'phones is pressed into use -it is necessary to
alter the connections of those
already made, with the result that
the pleasure of those already
listening is interrupted for a short
time.

By employing telephone plugs
and jacks and constructing a
simple junction box, as shown in
Fig. 1, all this can be avoided and
extra 'phones can be plugged in
or a pair withdrawn instantly with-
out a second's interruption or
annoyance being caused. A box
of this description is easily made,
and costs very little.

Jacks and plugs will be required
for as many pairs of 'phones as are generally
used, and one extra plug and jack for
connecting box to panel.

Screwed Jacks Essential.
The writer Inds four pairs a useful number,

and accordingly five pairs of jacks and plugs
were purchased. These cost 2s. 6d. per pair
from a dealer in " W.D." stores, but it is
important to note that the jacks are screwed
and provided with nuts to facilitate attach.
ment to the panel, as many jacks are on sale

CUT cur HOLE

SPADE TERMINAL
1-- ---

which are not so fitted, and are consequently
useless.

The actual box can be of any convenient
size ; the writer finds 6 in. by 21 in. ideal
for the purpose. The four jacks are fitted to
an ebonite panel by means of the nuts
provided and are wired as shown in
diagram. The box is provided with about 12
feet of flex to which is fitted a plug for
attachment to the receiver; and this enables
the junction box to be taken well away from
the receiver so that it is possible to sit round
the fire in comfort and enjoy the evening
transmissions.

Direct Connection Possible.
A jack is, of course, fixed to the receiver

in place of the two telephone terminals, and
consequently when one pair of 'phones only
is required these can be connected direct
to the receiver.

The fitting of the telephone plugs to the
'phones may present difficulties to, some
readers, but the writer finds that the easiest
way is to cut and drill two small spade
terminals, as shown in diagram 2, and after
cutting off the terminal tags, bate the ends
of the two wires, dip in molten solder for a

The phones and junction box ready for use.

second, and then clamp on the two tags,
which may then be screwed on the plug by
the screws provided.

{ 000000
THE CONTROL OF GRID I

POTENTIAL.
(Continued front page 203.)

curve to be moved to the right, so that we
are now working on the slope of the curve
again.

As a rule, tlie greater the potential we
employ on the plate, the greater must be
the negative potential on the grid. Some
valves when operating as power amplifiers
with 300 volts on their plates, need a
negative potential on the grid of 20-30 volts.
For best results, this negative grid poten-
tial should be made variable, and one
method of doing this is shown in Fig. 6,
where the potential may be varied in steps

Popular Wireless Weekly, April 5:1,, 1924.

of volts by changing the number of dry
cells in the grid circuit.
- A finer variation of potential may he ob-

tained by using a potentiometer connected
up as in Fig. 7. Irt-this case the grid poten-
tial will be 9 volts negative when the slider
is at the left, but will be only 3 volts nega-
tive when the slider is at the right, iii which
position the grid potential will be the
algebraic sum of the negative potential of
the grid cells, which is - 9 volts, and the

potential of the positive end of the low
tension battery which is 6 volts-i.e.

9 6 = - 3 volts. The actual nega
tive grid potential will be some 3 volts
more than stated above, if the filament
resistance is connected in the negative lead
of the low-tension battery, owing to the
P.D. across the filament rheostat, as men-
tioned previously.

A further method of varying the
negative grid potential is shown in
Fig. 8, which also employs a
potentiometer. By this method
the full potential of the grid
battery which is applied_ to the
grid may be varied from zero to
maximum.

In the ease of a resistance -
capacity note magnifier, of a
choke -coil note magnifier, the grid
leaks should be connected to the
negative terminal of the low-ten-
sion battery, the filament rheostats
being connected in the negative
L.T. lead.

It is always advisable in practice to con-
nect the filament resistance in the negative
lead of the low-tension battery. Th fila-
ment resistances in the diagrams are placed,
in the positive leads of the low-tension
batteries, so that we could assume that the
negative terminals of the L.T. batteries
were at zero potential. This was necessary
from a theoretical point of view.

It will be seen that the control of grid
potential should not be neglected. "Experi-
menters who experience distortion should,
look to this point.
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Be ready for the Summer
with a Frame Aerial.

Special offer to readers
of " Popular Wireless."

Excellent folding frame aerial-can be in-
stantly taken down and packed away. Most
convenient design. Special construction
permits aerial being swung to point in
any direction without lifting off the table.
Complete set of parts and full instructious.
All machine work and polishing alrePdy
completed, 27,/6; wound and assembled, 37/6

SPECIAL NOTE.-We will assemble in our own workshops the first 50
Frame Aerials orde,ed in Sets of parts. Send your order to -day and take
advantage of this exceptional offer.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
Approx. Capacity Ready to assemble for Assembled for
in Microfarads. Panel Mounting. Panel Mounting.

'0015 - .. .. 10/6 .. .. 14:8
001 .. 7/6 .. 9/-

'00075 .. 6/6 7/8
'0005 .. 516 6/11
'0003 .. 4/3 5/11
'0002 .. 3/6 4/11
'0001 3/2 4/6
'00005 . - 2/6

FIXED CONDENSERS.

Well designed, solidly con-
Very 'eerge capacity, specially made
for bridging the terminals of the

strutted and finished in a H.T Battery. Sealed in metal
superior manner. Fitted with
long handle. 7,6 case with two metal tags. Tested

and guaranteed.
Capacity '03 .. each 1/6

2 -COIL HOLDERS.

GRID CONDENSERS.
In genuine moulded ebonite
cases, sealed against dampness.
Ready for fitting to panel by
means of two screws.

'0001-0005 .. 1/3
.00l- '002 .. 1/6

CHOKE COIL.
Specially designed
to take the place
of intervalve trans-
formers for Low -
frequency amplifi-
cation. Price 7/6

"MULTI -WAVE" AMPLIFIER.
For H.F. Amplification on all wave -lengths
above 1,000 metres. Simply plug in --no
tuning with variable condenser required.
Splended results. Made in two styles.
No. I for coupling between H.F. and
Detector and No. 2 for use where
more than one stage of H.F. Amplification
is used In this case No. 2 is used as
coupling between the two H.F. Valves.
Fully guaranteed.

Prices . No. 1, 8/6; No 2, 12/6

PETO CONCERT COILS.
Highly efficient Coils at a moderate price.

Wave -length in metres. Price.
No 1 .. 290-390 .. 2/ -
No. 2 .. 340-470 .. 2/8
No 3 .. 420-650 .. 3/.
No. 4 .. 570-900 .. 3/6

GET THIS BOOR.
Peto-Scott's Wireless Book
contains 80 circuit diagrams.
Shows also how to attach a
High Frequency Amplifier or
a Note Magnifier to a Crystal
Set. This book also gives
full informanion on erecting
Aerials, soldering, how to use
a Unit Receiver, how to locate

faults, and so on
Price 1/3 (post free I/5)

Wave -length in metres. Price.
No. 5 .. 780-1,140 .. 4/ -
No. 6 .. 1,100-1,850 .. 5/6
No. 7 .. 1,800-3,000 .. 6/3
No 8 .. 3,000-4,500 . 7/ -

"MAX -AMP:'
TRANSFORMERS.

Finest quality intervalve Trans-
former Laminated stalloy core.
well insulated windings, tested
to 500 volts between windings
Very silent in action and free
from all distortion. Carries our
full guarantee 18/6 each.

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.
Head Office: 64, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1. MaLFOrdell-s)

Demonstration Lounge , 93. 111Gri HOLBORN. W.C.1.
Branches: Cardiff: 94. QUEEN ST. Liverpool: 4. MANCHESTER ST.

Plymouth. Near DERRY'S CLOCK.
New Branch: 230. WOOD ST., WALTHAMSTOW, E.

Gilbert Ad. 698.

III

The famous
Short WaveStation at
E.Pittsburod

GOO
MILES RECEPTION

N

ONE VALVE

Extract from
DailyMall
.Feb 14`41924

1 nil

7hi
BOWER ELECTRIC IT?
15,GRAPE ST,LONDON,W.C.2.

IttoRi:*

NIA EVE

READ THIS
LETTER AND
CUTTING

GO, Coldershall Rd.,
West Ealing, W.13.

March 5th, 1924.

Messrs. Bower Electric, Ltd.,
15, Grape Street, TV.C..

Dear Strs,
The enclosed cutting is from the "Daily

Mail" of Feb 14th, and I thought it might
interest you to know that a Thorpe Valve
is used to obtain these results.

On any of the working nights of the stations
KDKA and 11'0Y on 100 and 120 metres
respectively, they are easily received on this
valve under the conditions stated.

On Sat., March 1st, KDKA was a con-
siderably clearer signal than the re -broadcast
front 2L0.

I .have tried several different makes of
valve on this station, but I can really say
that the Thorpe K.1 gives the best results.

Yours faithfully,
H. Cr. Barlow.

10
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'001 to a VERNIER
THE UNIVERSAL

ADJUSTABLE VARIABLE
CONDENSER

(Prot,. Put. No. 6114'24).

This Universal Variable Condenser can easily be
adjusted for capacities varying from '001 to a
Vernier. One of the most useful British Components
on the market. One hole fixing. Largely used by
tit" experimenter and home constructor.

PRICE 1 216 EACH
(Remember it is adjustable from '001 to a Ve:nier)

YOU SAVE 3
WE ADV

FILOSTAT for D.E. VALVES
0 to 30 ohms. 2/8

CABINET & EBONITE
PANEL, 6 in. by 6 in. each 7/6
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

*001 S/6 ; '0003 5/6 ;
'0005 6/-; '00075 7;'6

FILAMENT RESISTANCE
7 ohms 1/6

'Phones, 4,000 ohms .. 12/6
L.P. TRANSFORMER

Energo 12'6
VARIOMETER .. 2/6

3i% ON ALL
ERTISE
BASKET COIL HOLDERS 13
VARIOMETER BALL

ROTOR .. . 3'6
DIAL & KNOBS 7d. 16c1. 1i -
SWITCH ARM, ist quality 9d.
TRANSFORMERS B.F.

PLUG-IN TYPE. Ranges
from 150 to 5moo

3/6, 4/6, 5/- and 8/- each.
COIL HOLDERS.

way .. 1/-

3 519

Ask for our price list A, of British Made Components and you
will save money.

Mail Orders Only. Postage ld. in the 1/-. Special Terms to the Trade.

RADIO MAIL ORDER CO.,
5, Upper Charles Street, London, E.C.

IF YOU BUILD
then build

A PROFESSIONAL MODEL
of professional finish and of

GUARANTEED PROFESSIONAL EFFICIENCY

ALL -BRITISH
CONTINENTAL
AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
Wave -length
50-25,000 meters.

The FIADIO-STRUCTA
complete with all components mounted ready for wiring,
which can be done by a child of twelve years in one hour,

PRICES
Mounted, butt not wired. Wired, ready for use.

2 VALVES ... ... ... ... £5 5 0 2 VALVES ... ... ... .. £6 15 0
3 VALVES ... .. . ... 11 0'O 3 VALVES ... .. .. .. 10 0 0
4 VALVES ... ... ... ... 10 10 0 4 VALVES ... . . . 13 0 0

Or with last Valve AS POWER -AMPLIFIER
3 VALVES, rui.1., LOUD SPEAKER STRENGTH, 200-250 MILES £12 10
4 VAL;ES, FULL LOUD SPEAKER STRENGTH, 400-500 MILES 415 15

Stocked by all Stores and Agents Everywhere.

PETER CURTIS, LTD., 34.LONDON-WHITFIELDW.1 ST.,
, .

Telephone: MUSEUM 8489.

"HOME CONSTRUCTORS"
Complete Sets of Parts.
For making Wireless Receiving Sel.s.

Showing the Assembly of a Five -Valve Receiving Set.
THE UNIT SYSTEM -designed for easy construction of own sets 6y experi-
menters Only a screwdriver. spanner and soldering iron required Each part
complete -no further outlay. Write for our new catalogue and prices. Trade

Terms also sent on request
The EAGLE Engineering CO., Ltd. London Showrooms: 8, Gt. Russell St., W.C.1.

Head Office and Works: Eagle Works, Warwick.

ELECTRADIX RADIO GEMS
Townsend and Valve Wavemeters, Midget Alternators, Tape
Recorders, Transmitting Gear Amplifiers, 10 / - Valve Cabinets,Remote Control Panels. REDUCED PRICES.

Alternators, 200 watts 70/-, 500 watts £8/10, 2 lz.w. £20. Accumula-tors from 4/6. Ammeters, 6 ni /a to 1,000 amps, 10/. to £2. Aerial
Wire, all types, wholesale- tons stocked. Amplifiers, 3 -valve, £4/ 10; 5 -valve,£6; 6-valve, £7; 7 -valve, £8. Buzzers, 116, 3/6. Valve Boxes, 1/6; Coil,Boxes, 2/-. Cabinets, 101-. Condensers up to 24 Md., all types. Dyna-
mos, 6-v. and 12-v.. 6 amp. 70 /-. H.T. 1,000-v. Hand, £13; 12/1.200-v. mg.,
£22. Earth Clips, Mats, Spikes and Wire. Ebonite Panels, 3/6 lb. In-struments and Meters. The finest selection of all sizes from millivolts to
2,000 volts. All types for Wireless. Low .prices. Insulators, lid, LoudSpeaker Units, 7/6. Microphones, 2/6. 'Phones, 2/6 to 32/6. Plugs, 3d.Potentiometers, 3/6. Receivers Complete: Crystal, 5/-; 2 -valve, £4/10.
Transmittersizes Dewars, to 200 Panel for Bargains, 2 -valve C.W.

£3 /JO. Ammeter Panel for do., 17/6. Remote Contcol Panel,
Varia. Cond. and Rheo. 17 / 6. Spark Sets, 100/600 metres, 15/6. .Prge 526,
100 salts do,,. 25 /6. Telephony Sets 'teat. ref. 34).,_ £7. Tuners, R.A.F.,
8/- to 40/-. Valves, all types. Dull Emit., 17/6. Variometers, 3/-Sq,
Panel' Wiring, 3d. per 24 in. rod. Wire in all gauges and covers, sniall or
largo lots. Rubber Flex, Id. yd. Prompt Del. by mail all over the World.
SEND 3d. STAMPS FOR ELECTRADIX CATALOGUE OF RADIO AND OTHER BARGAINS,
A Fourth Edition of our 9 -page Bargain Price List is now ready with our 1924 Illus-
trated Catalogue. Contains details and information regarding Wireless Apparatus

never previously published of priceless value to the home constructor.
A visit to our Showrooms will well repay you. 'Buses pass the door. We are

openingEo
down Minories,

leictlerfatTelephone: d
close to Al dga te Station, Metropolitan Railway. First

4166. Telegrams:LESLIE 13/13ECOM es CO.,9, Colonial A:sterma Minories, E.1.

es

ii
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ALL communications re-
specting advertising

must be made to the

SOLE
ADVERTISEMENT

AGENTS -

JOHN H. LILE
LTD.

4 Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4

Note New No.

1080 Central.

Minimum Space accepted
SPECIAL POSITIONS BY
ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
DISCOUNTS. ALL AMER-
IlbLm1..N1 COPY SUBJECT
TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL,

'POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES

WHOLE PAGE £30: 0: 0 I QUARTER PAGE E7:10:0
HALF PAGE 15:0: 0 I EIGHTH PAGE E3 :15 : 0

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 251-
- - half inch 12,6
Cover pages close for press
10 days prior to date of issue.
Inside pages close for press
8 days prior to date of issue.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND AT
LEAST 3 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.

"POPULAR
WIRELESS"
H AS THE
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THE " P.W." LONG RANGE BROAD
CAST RECEIVER.

BUILT AND DESCRIBED BY THE TECHNICAL STAFF.
A few weeks ago the description of a coil and condenser -tuned long-range
receiver was completed, and, as mentioned in a previous issue, preparations
were made for giving the details of construction of a similar set but with
variometer control. This article, therefore, describes the variometer-tuned

long-range receiver.
VA> 41 0 A> 0 A> A> A> A> A> A> 0 A> A> A> A> A> 4> A> A> <>A> A> A> A> A> A> A>

N the variometer tuned set now to beI considered a fixed condenser of 0005
snfd. is used as a series condenser, being

placed in between the aerial terminal and
the variometer, in order to obtain the
advantages which accrue
from the series condenser.

The diagram of connec-
tions is shown in Fig. I.
It will be seen that a .0002
mid. fixed condenser is con-
nected in parallel with the
anode tuning inductance.
This is used to obtain good
tuning as an ordinary vario-
meter tunes only by virtue
of its self -capacity, which
is very small and is in
consequence liable to
cause trouble due to self -
oscillation.

Necessary Components.
. The items required are as

follows : Fixed condensers,
one .0005 mfd. ; two -0002
mfd. ; two -0003 mfd. ; two
001 m f d. ; two vario-
meters; two H.T. chokes;
one L.F. transformer; one
filament rheostat ; two valve
holders ; one grid leak ; one
grid condenser; sundry
terminals.

All the items required
have been described in the
previous articles, except
the variometers and fixed
condensers.

Both variometers are
constructed in the same e

manner although they have different wind-
ings, and though any type for which the
constructor may have a preference may be
utilised, the type described below is one
which is simple and easy to construct.

Construction of the Variometers.
It consists in essentials of two basket

coils, one fixed and the other pivoted so that
it can be rotated to lie either immediately

0 0 0 0 0

over the fixed one, or be quite clear of it; by
this means the inductance of the variometer
is varied, and in consequence the circuit
can be tuned to the desired wave -length.

Each basket coil is wound on a former 41
inches in diameter with
eleven slots, the exact di-
mensions of each former
being shown in Fig. 2.

One coil. is fixed to the
ebonite panel by a brass
screw through its centre.
The moving coil is carried
on apiece of ebonite of the
dimensions shown in Fig. 3,
being affixed thereto by a
brass nut and screw, the
former being clamped by an
ebonite washer.

The construction of the
spindle carrying this moving
former requires considerable
care owing to the leverage
exerted by the coil, and the
arrangement shown in Fig. 4
gives the best results; the
dimensions may, however,
be altered to suit individual
requirements. A brass bush
of the dimensions shown is
fixed in the panel by drilling
a finch hole, and covering
the bush with seccotine
before inserting it in the
panel.

The Moving Arm.
A solid brass bush inch

bare in diameter by it inch
long is then drilled asbarescribed in the article

shown, with a 4 B.A. clear-
ing drill. Two washers, one inch in dia-
meter and the other E inch in diameter, are
also drilled with the same sized hole.
These form the top and bottom bearing
plates of the bush.

A piece of 4 B.A. screwed brass rod is then
screwed into a standard knob, to which- a
pointer has been fitted, or into a knob fitted
with a scale, whichever it is decided to use.
The top washer is placed in position, the
solid bush put ,on the screw next, then the
solid bush is inserted into the bush fixed in
the panel and the bottom washer placed in
position. A thackery or spring washer
is next threaded on, and its tension adjusted
by means of a nut.

The ebonite strip carrying the moving
basket coil is next fitted, and if it is -found
that the moving coil does not clear the fixed
ones, additional washers should be placed in
between the spring washer and nut to act as
packing pieces. When the position of the
moving coil is satisfactorily adjusted it may
be secured in position by a nut below which
is locked in the usual manner by a locking
nut.

F/G.2.

I 0

6

F/G.3. .

The moving coil should be placed in such
a position that the pointer on the scale is
pointing to zero, when the two coils are
immediately over each other.

The two basket coils forming the aerial
tuning variometer should be wound with
No. 24 D.S.C. or S.S.C. Fifty turns being
wound on each former.

Assembling the Coils
The variometer forming the anode -tuning

inductance should be wound with No. 28
D.S.C. or S.S.C., 70 turns being wound on
each former.

When these
two coils are
mounted they
should be so
placed that the -
direction of
winding is the
same in both
coils as shown
in Fig. 5, the two inner ends being connecte 1
together by flexible connections. The two
coils thus act in opposition when they are
over one another, their combined inductance
thus varying from a minimum when the
coils are over each other to a maximum when
they are widely separated.

The number of turns on these variometers
will probably require adjustment to get the
required range of wave -length, as so much
depends on the way in which the coils are
wound and the distance between them.

For the fixed .0005 mfd. condenser four
foils, each 2 cm. by 1 cm., and five pieces of
mica 3 cm. by 2 cm. will be required.

The lay -out of the items will follow the
same arrangement in general as the con -

(Continual on page 208.)
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t THE " P.W. LoNG -RANGE
BROADCAST RECEIVER.

(Continued front Page 207.)
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denser tuned set. A panel 14 in. by 12 in.
will be required with a vertical panel 5 in.
by 13 in.

The items should be arranged as shown in
Fig. 6, the variometers being fixed so that
they have a movement of at least 120°.
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The vertical panel carries the high-tension
chokes, transformer, and various fixed
condensers, as shown.

The high-tension chokes should be fixed
as previously described by an ebonite strip
and a bolt and nut clamping them to the
panel.

Loud -Speaker Range.
The wiring should be carried out with No.

20 enamelled wire, this wire being stretched
to enable it to take any sets it may be desired
to give it. Particular care should be taken
to keep the wires as far apart as possible-
this is very necessary in all dual circuits, as
by the nature of the circuit they are very
liable to develop undesired effects due to
stray capacities,

The method of wiring the components on
the vertical panel previously described
should, of course, be followed in this set.

A containing box of the dimensions shown
in Fig. 8 should be constructed of g -inch hard
wood, the sides and bottom being jointed by
dovetailing or pinning as may be desired.
The hall -inch fillets shown in each corner
are provided to give a good fixing for the
panel, which should he so drilled as to

permit the holding down screws to be secured
to them.

The box may be finished by staining and
French polishing, or varnishing.

Whilst either of these circuits will give
loud -speaker strength up to a distance of
approximately 15 miles from a broadcasting
station, and may in favourable circumstances
give such signals at a greater distance,
amateurs who are not so fortunate as to
live within- such distances of their nearest
broadcasting station will require a further
low -frequency amplifier to give loud -speaker
strength.

The Dewar Switch.

The photograph shows a low -frequency
amplifier that was designed for use with
either the condenser or vario-tuned sets, and
which enables the loud speaker or 'phones to
be used at will. Use is made of a Dewar
switch to effect this change over, and the
connections of the set are shown in Fig. 7.

The switch is a two -position one, and it
will be seen that in the first position, that in.
which the key is shown in the diagram, the
input from the rain set is connected to springs
2 and 3, and 5 and 6 to the 'phone terminals
on the low -frequency set. The- filament
circuit and the high-tension circuit of the
valve are broken at sprints 8 and 9, and 11
and 12, respectively. When the key is ,put
into the second pOsition, the input terminals
are joined to the primary of the low-
frecfuency transformer via springs 2 and 1,
and 4 and 5. The valve is lighted through
springs 8 and 9 being in contact, and the
high-tension supply is joined to the plate via
springs 11 and 12, and the loud speaker.
This instrument is thtis thrown into use,
and the 'phones cut out.

The items required for the construction of
this set are as follows : one low-tension
transformer ; one valve holder ; one fila-
ment transformer; one double Dewar key ;
six terminals.

Lay -out of the Panel.

The low-tension transformer may be
made as previously described, if it is not
intended to use a purchased one. The
remainder of the items should be purchased,
as they are beyond the capabilities of the
average amateur to construct. A suitable
key may be obtained very cheaply from ex -
Army stocks.

The lay -out of the panel, which should be
six inches by twelve inches by itich
thick, is shown in Fig. 9, and calls for no
comment.

Some difficulty may be experienced in
mounting the Dewar switch, which is
usually fitted with a mounting plate, which
has to be mounted flush with the panel.
The body of the switch is usually rectangular
in section, and necessitates a square hole
being provided in the panel. This can be
cut by drilling four holes, one in each corner
of the rectangle, which should be marked
out on the panel and cutting them to shape
by careful filing.

It will be observed that a vertical panel
is shown at the front edge of the panel, this
vertical panel carrying the loud speaker and
telephone terminals. It should be composed
of a piece of ebonite, 6 in. by 3 in. by I in.,
and should be secured to the panel by small
brackets, and countersunk screws and nuts
as shown.
. Wiring should be
carried out with No.
20 enamelled, and
particular c a ie
should be taken in
soldering the leads
to the tags of the
Dewar switch to
prevent short cir-
cuits.

The box is shown
in Fig. 10; it should
be constructed of

in. hardwood,
and finished to match the main set.

The front of the box will consist of a short
piece extending 3 in. from the bottom, and
this will have to be recessed in. into the
sides to allow of the vertical panel which is

in. thick lying flush with this piece of wood.
The usual in. square fillets are allowed

for, to enable the panel to be firmly secured
to the box. Two screws should also be put
through the vertical panel into the front
fillets to secure this panel to the box
satisfactorily.

Owing to unforeseen circumstances there
has not been the opportunity of carrying
out the many tests made in different districts
that were carried out with the " P.W."
Combination Set, and the Editor would
welcome details of the results obtained with
any sets of this type constructed by
readers of this journal.

Sufficient tests have been made to be
certain of the satisfactory working of the
set, and both the R type and the dull
emitter type of valves have been tried, so
that the circuit can be unhesitatingly
recommended.
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Mainly About Broa.dcastin
4' The Editor ifte4ifik #4.
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THE other day I read an article in the
" Daily News " by Mr. Robert
Lynd, whose essays and articles are

such a distinguished feature of that journal.
But in this particular article Mr. Lynd

revealed himself in a curious mood ; he
apparently revolts at the idea of the voice
of the nightingale being broadcast by wire-
less !

It seems to him to be an " extremely
immoral proposal that people should be
allowed to listen to a nightingale who will
not put themselves to the trouble of going
out to listen to a nightingale."

Indeed, Mr. Lynd far prefers to play
Bach's Goldberg Variations on his pianola
to " listening -in."

Nature's Concerts,
And no doubt it is an extremely

immoral thing that so many
hundreds of thousands of boys and
girls and poor people in our slums
should be unable to treat them-
selves to a trip into the country to
hear the voice of the nightingale.

Unfortunately, there are these
thousands of people, excluding the
aged and infirin, the inmates of
hospitals, and others, whose only
chance of hearing one of Nature's
concerts is to hope that the B.B.C.
will go on with their scheme for
broadcasting the songs of birds, the
music of the surf on the seashore,
and other effects from Nature's
orchestra.

The Touch of Romance.
Perhaps Mr. Lynd, in common

with many other people in more
comfortable circumstances than
many of their fellows, does not
realise the great boon broadcasting
has been to poor people.

Statistics show that, in London
alone, there are more aerials erected
in the East End than in any other part of
the capital ; that cheaply constructed or
purchased " crystal sets " are cherished, as
Aladdin cherished his magic lamp, by the
East End boys and girls, aye, and by their
fathers and mothers.

To all of them broadcasting has brought
a touch of romance into drab and dreary
lives. The magic of the Children's Hour has,
in the opinion of an East End clerical friend
of mine, done more to keep children from
the streets and to infuse in them a sense of
romance and beauty than a dozen mission
schools, a hundred Salvation Army bands,
and all The so-called playground centres put
together.

And so, perhaps, Mr. Lynd will not be-
grudge them the voice of the nightingale by
wireless, even though the mere thought of
it offend his sesthetic senses. At least he
can console himself with the Goldberg Varia-
tions on his pianola.

Better English.
Dr. Robert Bridges, the poet laureate,

sees in broadcasting a potent medium for
the improvement of the English language,

and it is an undoubted fact that the broad-
casting service in this country has already
done much to improve the accent of children
of the poorer classes.

-In the past they spent their evenings in
the streets or parks, often rowdy and
careless of speech ; but now, the telephones
glued to their ears, they listen to the magic
voices from 2 L 0, and reap much profit
thereby.

Only the other day I happened to be
walking along a suburban road and over-
heard an exchange of compliments between
two young urchins. Strangely enough,
their quarrel apparently centred on the
respective merits of their wireless sets.

his readers know that he does not intend to
join the happy ranks of listeners -in.

And again, only a few days ago I was
surprised and not a little pained to find
"John o' London" (Mr. Wilfred Whitten)
addressing a letter to Gog and Magog in the
journal that bears his name, whi?li was
hardly a fair criticism of broadcasting or the
B.B.C.

Gog and Magog are most certainly long
defunct personages, but nevertheless, even
a letter addressed to the depaited may
sometimes react on the living, and "John
o' London" has probably done the art of
broadcasting no small ill -service by means
of his facile pen.

Besides Gig and Magog there
once lived another curiously named
personageOg.

Og, Gog, and Magog were three
giants who, together with Xit the
dwarf, lived in the Tower of Lon-
don in the reign (I believe) of Queen
Elizabeth. Now, it is quite on the
cards that Gog and Magog, when
they get their weekly letter from
Mr. Whitten, will show it to their
companions, Og and Xit. Xit was
a mischievous little brat when
alive, and even -dead I cannot
imagine him a reformed character.
He will probably advise the shade
of Queen Bess to refrain from buy-
ing a broadcast set ; or else he will
plot an evasion of the B.B.C. tax
on the grounds that he and his
friends are now a part, of the Ether
of Space.

A Suggestion.
Anyhow, all joking apart, it is

a great pity that three of our most
popular essayists in the journalistic
world should disdain broadcasting,
and worse still, should disdain it in
print on what I cannot help feeling
to be a real lack of experience and

knowledge of the charms of broadcasting.
It is an old saying that every mane is

entitled to his own opinion ; but first
he should acquire a certain amount of
information in order to form an opinion,
especially if he intends airing it in print.

I hope the trio of essayists I have referred
to in this article will investigate broad-
casting a little more closely and a little more

tolerantly in future, before they venture
into print again with articles so aloof and
disdainful of broadcasting.

Mr. Sanger -Shepherd, who will probably demonstrate the wireless trans-
mission of photographs at the Wembley Exhibition.

" Gann ! " said one, "honeycomb coils are
no good for yOur set."

" -," said the other, " and what about
your ' something ' reaction coil ?

Other Critics.
Doubtless the gist of this conversation is

coarse to the minds pf many, yet the cul-
tured way in which those two boys ex-
changed views, even in the heat of temper,
was an unconscious compliment to the
B.B.C. announcers. One might have imag-
ined public schoolboys indulging in ad-
vanced slang, as far as accent went.

So I hope Mr. Lynd will not mind 2 L 0
broadcasting the nightingale's voice. After
all, he need not listen to it, and there is
always the pianalo. And I am not sure
that before very long many listeners -in in
the East End will enjoy the Goldberg
Variations, too-only by wireless.

Mr. Lynd is not the only writer of note
who has recently indulged in a tilt at broad-
casting. " The Londoner," in the " Evening
News," recently delivered himself of some
charming pedantry concerning wireless
broadcasting, and was at some pains to let

The King's Speech.
The news that the King has consented

to have his speech at the opening of the
British Enpire Exhibition at Wembley on
April 23rd broadcast has been welcomed
by owners of wireless sets all over the coun-
try. The British Broadcasting Company
have made up their minds that the King's
voice shall be heard by as much of " the
Empire " as possible, and it is more than
likely that the King's speech will be heard,
not only in this country and all over middle
Europe, but as fax afield as Canada, America,
South Africa, and even in parts of India.
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Useful Grid Condenser.
THEgrid condenser illustrated herewith

has the advantages that it is variable
and moreover extremely robust-a qual-

ity which is not commonly possessed by these
small condensers. It is formed essentially
of a central brass rod, covered by a thin
layer of mica, upon which, in turn, is fitted
a thin brass tube. A terminal is soldered
to this brass tube, which forms one ter-
minal of the condenser. The opposite end
of the central brass rod may be drilled and
tapped, so as to permit of the insertion of a

terminal shaft or,
on the other hand,
t h e condenser
may be secured
by screwing the
central rod (by
the drilled and
tapped hole) upon
a set -screw on the
panel. The capa-
city of the con-
denser may be
varied by sliding
the tube along the
mica covering of
the rod.

Crystal and Valve
Change -over.
In case any-

thing goes wrong
with the valve or
crystal, it is very
useful to be able,

without inconvenience, to change over
from one to the other. A simple arrange-
ment by which this can be done is that
indicated in the accompanying figure.
(Br. Pat. 185,102.) The crystal detector,
complete, is arranged upon a mounting,
with pins to fit the valve -socket. A switch
is included in the circuit, by means of
which the H.T. battery can be cut out when
the crystal is in use. In a modification
of the arrangement, a switch is fitted to
the valve -socket, the crystal mounting
being so arranged that this switch is auto-
matically operated on plugging in the
crystal mounting. This saves the trouble
of attending to the switch, and avoids
consequences of forgetting to do so.

A Makeshift Switch.
If you are working on an experimental

lay -out, making your first rough experi-
ments, and you find you haven't any spare
switches amongst your stock of miscellan-
eous components, a simple " switch " which

0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0

will serve quite
well for tem-
porary purposes
mey be made
from a safety -pin.
This may be cut
into two parts,
and the parts
secured to a base -

0 0 0 -

board by small staples. In order to
prevent the two parts from shifting or
rotating, it is better to bend a short piece
of each, by means of pliers, into a direction
roughly at right -angles to the main part,
and then to secure with staples, placed as
shown in the figure.. The leads are soldered
to the two parts of the safety -pin, the
switch being on " when the pin is " fast-
ened." If you haven't even a safety pin
handy, a switch of this kind can be im-
provised from wire, but the safety -pin is
useful, since it is made from stiff wire and
is already formed into the required shape.

Loud Speakers.
An arrangement by which the acoustical

reproducing system of a gramophone may
be made use of for
the purposes of a
wireless loud
speaker is that
shown in the
diagram, which
forms the subject
of patent 202,953
of the Gesellschaft
fiir Draht lose
Telegraphie. A
vibratory arma-
ture is suitably
supported and is
actuated by an
electro magnet,
through the coils of which flow the speech -
currents. The needle of the gramophone
soundbox rests in a - small depression is
this armature, and is thus actuated in
accordance with the armature. The sound
is then reproduced through the gramophone
trumpet.

Fixing and Tuning.
Owing to the fact that in using a variable

condenser you have an unbalanced weight
on one side of the shaft, the tuning is apt to
be upset by the gradual rotation of the
shaft. There have been various devices
introduced at different times, designed to
overcome this trouble, most of them
depending upon the use of friction in some
way or other. A very simple method,
however, is to introduce a balancing
weight. This is done in the following way.
At the back of most dials there is a hollow
or countersunk space. Now if a small
piece of lead sheet be fixed, by means of small
screws, into this space, it will act as a
balance weight for the movable vanes of
the condenser. The weight of the vanes
can be roughly estimated first, and lead
sheet taken of approximately the same
weight. The final adjustment can be made
by cutting away the lead by means of a
penknife, until exact balance is obtained.
This will be indicated by the fact that there

GRAMOPHONE
SOUND SON

MAGNET ACTUATED

is no tendency- for the dial to rotate when
the table is shaken or banged, no matter in
what position the dial is set. Even if the
condenser is fitted with a friction brake,
this counter -balancing will be an advan-
.tage.

Mounting for Vario-Coupler.
Since the base of the vario-coupler need

not be of specially good insulating material,
it is unnecessary to employ ebonite or hard-
wood, and the trouble of working these may
be avoided by using plaster of Paris, syll i( 11

VARIOCOUPLER CONTROL
BALL

STATOR

1

STATOR & TERN/NALS EMBEDDED
IN PLASTER BASE

MOUNT/NO FOR VAR/OCOOPLER

KNOB

HOLES
FOR SCREWS

is moulded with extreme ease into any
shape which may be desired. The material
has the further advantage of being very
cheap. The base of the stator of the
vario-coupler should be inserted into the
plaster before the latter " sets," and the
terminals should similarly be set in before
the hardening. The holes for the screws
which are to seeure the vario-coupler
should be made by moulding, but if this
precaution has been omitted, it is com-
paratively easy to drill them afterwards,
care being taken not to crack the plaster.

Peanut Valves.
Now that the " dry cell " valve is coming

into such great favour, it as well to remember
one or two little things with regard to the use
and abuse of the dry cell.

An accumulator will generally give a
robust protest if it is short-circuited, or the
two ends connected together through a low
resistance ; but a dry cell will suffer in
silence with more disastrous results to itself.

The grouping of four " bell ringing " dry
cells to light up the one to two volt peanut
type is generally achieved by putting two
pairS of cells connected in series, into
parallel connection with each other.

Cslluloid Varnish.
It is not generally known that celluloid

varnish makes an excellent insulating var-
nish, and can be used in place of shellac
varnish. If made with acetone it dries
comparatively quickly. It combines high
insulating properties with a beautiful gloss
and strong " body," and, -as it is transparent,
it does not mask the original colour of the
coil or part treated.
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SEARCHING THE AMERICAN ETHER.
PART II.

By THE TECHNICAL EDITOR.
Further details concerning some interesting experiments in long-range

technical staff.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0. -G. 0 0 0 0

IN this article I propose to deal more fullyI with the apparatus used during our
successful reception of American broad-

casting stations. Not that we used any very
wonderful circuits or receivers that would
produce similar results in the hands of a
listener with no previous knowledge of long-
distance work.

Value of Co-operation.
Without exaggeration I think that I can

safely say -that we have tested every circuit
with possibilities that have yet been evolved
'and made public-and perhaps a few more-
but curiously enough the apparatus finally
adopted as standard for, the reception of
American broadcasting is of the simplest
possible nature, although there are doubt-
less details. connected with it that may be
new to a fair number of " D.X." amateurs.

It will perhaps prove interesting if I
briefly run through the preliminary stages
of our experiments ; it will at all events
enable keen amateurs to start at the point
we have arrived at, and save a considerable

Fig. 1. A good 100 -metre circuit.

amount of initial research. For in wireless,
as in any other science, it is a combination
of ideas that almost inevitably stimulates
developments on definite lines of research.
In this respect credit is due to a large
number of our readers who have been so
kind as to communicate their experiences,
and we should indeed.be lacking in appre-
ciation of their assistance if we did not
record as faithfully as possible everything
in connection with our own investigations.

Preliminary Investigations.
It was some three or four months ago

that we definitely decided to analyse the
question of "Searching the American Ether"
by carrying out a series of comparative
tests. Naturally our individual experiences
of this work did not commence at this
period, but it was due to the B.B.C. relaying
experiments that decided us that an inten-
sive investigation was required.

We first devoted our attention to super-
heterodyne circuits and modified Flewelling
and Reinartz receivers, but these were
abandoned owing to their inherent suscepti-
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reception conducted by the " P.W."
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bilities to the ills of " super -sensitivity."
It was therefore thought that better results
would obtain by using several stages of
straightforward high -frequency amplifica-
tion. Resistance coupled H.F. amplifiers
were tried out, but quickly cast aside owing
to their inefficient operation on low wave-
lengths, and to the active manner in which
they caused atmospherics to be amplified
out of all proportion to legitimate signals.

By this time W G Y and K D K A had
both been clearly received, but it was con-
sidered that greater freedom from static
and other interference could be obtained.
Ordinary tuned transformer coupled high -
frequency amplification was tested, from
four down to two stages being. used with
good results, and it is interesting to note'
that greater trouble was experienced from

X's ' when the transformers were ren-
dered slightly aperiodic by winding them
with fine resistance wire. Stabilising these
circuits by means of grid control provided
more perfect reception than the use of a
Neutrodyne receiver.

Tuned anode coupling was the next step,
and two stages of this permitted very
excellent reception to be obtained from
W G Y. Low -frequency amplification was
not used except upon those occasions when
it was required to reproduce the signals on
a loud speaker.

Attempting Static Elimination.
W G Y and K D K A had now become

so familiar that it was found possible
to tune them both in on a simple one -
valve receiver, but at the outset, although
we were considerably elated at our aston-
ishing success, we realised that in order to
repeat this performance with comparative
certainty, to provide a margin of safety as
it were, it would be necessary to very con-
siderably improve the efficiency of our
apparatus. For instance, although signal
strength was surprisingly good in the cir-
cumstances, and by abandoning high -
frequency amplification and relying upon
L.F. to increase signal strength if necessary
we had refrained from
"searching the world"
for atmospherics, con-
ditions are so variable
that we knew that a
period was inevitable
when " fading " or a
preponderance of at-
mospherics mig ht
cause partial or corn- V
plete failure.

The first consider-
ation was therefore to attempt to eliminate
what were then-and are even at the time
of writing, it must be admitted==the almost
negligible interference caused by atmo-
spherics. To this end the most elementary_
form of the time honoured " static leak '
was tested with a view to increasing its
efficiency if possible. A " static leak "
is a path provided for static charges "

on the aerial to leak directly to earth.
Non -inductive resistances of greatly varying
values were tried, but it must be admitted
without any great success!

The "KDKA " Circuits.
Counterpoise aerials and capacity earths

of various types were tried, but all these
were finally discarded, and we returned to
the plain straightforward circuit shown in
Fig. 1, used in conjunction with a 60 ft.

Fig. 2. The improved " K D K A " circuit.

single aerial about 30 ft. high, and an
ordinary waterpipe earth.

With this circuit results were extremely
gratifying, KDKA coming in with quite
comfortable strength and well free of statics,
although at times slightly roughened by
" mush." Even better results were obtained
with the circuit shown in Fig. 2. With an
" R " valve taking 60 volts on the plate,
reception from KDKA improved to such
an extent that the addition of two stages of
L.F. amplification operated a loud speaker
quite comfortably.

Obtaining L.F. Amplification.
It was found advantageous to tune the

station in on the detector alone in the first
instance before switching in, or rather con-
necting up the L.F., although the addition
of this latter always necessitated slight re -

Fig. 3. The circuit t Pon which K D K A was received without an aerial and
with the L.F. stage cut out.
tuning and readjustment of the reaction.
The efficiency of this circuit is proved by
the fact that at either Radlett or Leyton-
stone KDKA has been brought in at
11 p.m. within the last week or two, and at
this time in England it is now broad day-
light over in the States. This after but a
few seconds tuning in too, and with quite

(Continued on page 212.).
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A USEFUL ADDITION TO A
CRYSTAL SET.

By " GALENA."
With the arrangement described in the following article our contributor
is able to operate a loud speaker with one L.F. Valve although it must be

added that he is within a few miles of 2 L O.

Popular Wireless Weekly, April 5th, 1024.
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1AS a rule, a crystal set can only operate
with sufficient loudness a couple of
headphones at a time, more are apt

to render the sounds received rather too
faint to be heard with comfort unless an
L.F. amplifier be added. Sometimes a
listener may wish to have the full strength
of 'phone current received and use but one
pair of 'phones ; or, again, he may want
to disconnect the headphones and switch
on the loud speaker for the benefit of all
and sundry.

Again, as crystals so often get out of
adjustment, a. thing which frequently
happens just when something interes ing
is being broadcast, it is well to have a
spare one or two to fall back on, each
;hating, perhaps, a different brand of crystal
for experimental purpoSes, so some arrange.:
ment by which this can be instantly done
comes in very handy.

The " Selecting " Switch.
To meet this want, which I frequently

found would be very desirable, the circuit
shown in the accompanying diagram was
designed, and I had the specie, change-
over switch made for two 'phones and a
loud answers perfectly.
By means of it, Nos. 1 and 2 'phones can
be switched on separately as desired, or
both together in series, W hige when the
loud Fpeaker is put in circuit they are both
automatically cut out.

The arm of the 'phone switch opposite
the terminals carries a small contact plate
which connects tho two pairs of contacts
X and Y, at the same time as the other
end if in contact with the 'phone studs
1 and 1, 2, those for. 'phone 2 alone and for
the loud speaker not requiring further
connections. The contact plate is fixed

to a bit of ebonite to insulate it from the
metal arm. on its under side, and by this
means a simple movement of the arm makes
all the connections necessarywhen changing
over. By its position shown in the diagram
both 'phones are in circuit in series.

If desired, this switch can, of course, be
made to take more than two pairs of, head-
phones by adding additional studs connected
suitably to other back contacts like X and
Y, especially if a loud speaker be used

requiring an L.F. amplifier, which could also
be employed with the 'phones ; but two
headphones are all I have found necessary.

To carry this arrangement into effect
I mounted my old crystal set in its box on
a board, as shown to the left of the dotted
line, and arranged the four- studs for the
'phones switch in the centre with a pair
of extra crystal detectors controlled by a
two-way switch " substantially as shown."
All connections were made under the board,
and the whole outfit has a neat and com-
pact appearance, being kept free from dust

 by a covet thrown over it.

Useful for Testing.
As will be seen by the diagram, the original

detector on the set is always in circuit,
it not having been thought advisable to
disturb the internal connections ; but when

not required it is only necessary to pull back
the handle of the cat's -whisker, sending the
current through to the control switch
for the extra crystal detectors. All three
crystals can be tuned in when the B.B.C.
buzzer is on, and any one of them used as
may be desired.

By this arrangement there is never any
interruption of reception, and much in-
formation can be gained by experimenting
with the innumerable crystal " ites " now
on the market.

explanatory. It will, however, be noticed
that no grid leak is shown. .This is not an
error. It was found difficult to obtain a
satisfactory reaction coupling with any
reasonable value of grid leak, so this was
entirely omitted, and without this, various
valves were tried with varying success.

The grid condenser was variable until
it was discovered that for most valves
.0002 mfd. was quite suitable, so a fixed
condenser of this value was introduced
into the circuit.
The "100 metre " Circuit,

Fig. 2 shows a tightly coupled double -
circuit receiver with which 10n -metre
stations can be very comfortably brought
in. This circuit is more selective than that
shown in Fig. 1, while there is a step-up in
potential due to the greater number of
turns on the secondary. This has the effect
of increasing signal strength. The primary
and secondary coils are wound similarly
to those which are shown in the diagram on
Page 214, the construction being described
in the accompanying article.

It will be noticed that the circuit is
very similar to the one we use, and, in
view of the contributor's statements, ample
proof is to hand of its undoubted efficacy.

The reaction coil used in our cas- con-
sisted of a 100 -turn basket coil. It was
impossible to obtain satisfactory reaction
with anything smaller. The vernier con-

denser, quite a simple
two - plate variable,
provides a very sharp
control of the reaction
coupling, and this is
advisable on 100 -metre
work.

Fig. 3, when used
with orthodox aerial
and earth connections,
is practically Fig. 1

with stages of H.F.
and L.F. amplification
added, and, since the
diagram was drawn,
similar reaction from

Showing the new Marconi amplifiers such as are used by station C Ir A c, the detector on to the
La Presse, Montreal, in its own studio and in the radio central opened up A.T.I. has been per -January 1st, in the Mount Royal Hotel. manently added, and

very excellent results recorded.
It will be noticed that grid bias is applied

to the L.F.-amplifying valve grid, and that
the H.F. transformer secondary is tuned.
This " transformer " consists of two basket
coils on a two -coil holder.

0 O. 00000
SEARCHING THE

AMERICAN ETHER.
(continued from page 211.)
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comfortable audibility, although slight
fading is generally experienced up till about
midnight. This fading is not, however,
fading right into inaudibility, but just a
momentary weakening of signals which
hardly causes a word of speech to be lost.

Now just a few words with regard to the
circuits the diagrams of which are repro- will enable us to " search the American
duced herewith. Fig. 1 is almost self- ether" all the year round.

Will it be Possible ?
I have little more to record at the moment,

and other most interesting work  which is
at present being earned out by the technical
staff, details of which will shortly be forth-
coming, prevents us from bestowing any-
thing in the nature of undivided attention
on the reception of American broadcasting,
but readers may rest assured that if it is
possible for us to achieve the task of carry-
ing on throughout the summer months, we
shall do so, and give our readers the full
benefits of our investigations.

It must not be imagined that we consider
it at all probable that the one -valve circuits,
or even the two -valve circuits shown in the
diagrams, will prove capable of " carrying
on " for even another week from the time
of writing, but we have just a few germs of
ideas, which if they prove the practical
propositions that we confidently anticipate,
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Manufacture of Broadcasting Apparatus

USE OF PATENTS
The pioneer work of the Marconi Company in connection with

wireless telegraphy and telephony is well known, and as the
result of many years of research work and considerable expendi-
ture, the Company controls numerous patents relating to the
manufacture or use of wireless telegraph and telephone apparatus.

The Company is prepared to grant a licence for the use of
its patents in connection with the manufacture of broadcasting
apparatus to any member of the British Broadcasting Company,
Limited.

A large number of firms (including the principal manufac-
turers) are already so licensed and pay royalty for the use of
these patents, and all apparatus manufactured under licence is
so marked.

Any persons or firms manufacturing or offering for sale valve
apparatus embodying patents controlled by Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Company, Ltd., without its permission, render
themselves liable to legal proceedings for infringement.

Whilst hoping that it will not be forced to take legal proceed-
ings, the Marconi Company wishes to give notice of its intention
to protect its own interests and those of its licensees, and in
cases of infringement the Company will be reluctantly compelled
to take such steps as may be necessary to defend its patent rights.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.,
Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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G.W.I.-The pion-
eers in valve repair
research - having
extended their or-
ganisation and ef-
fected considerable
economies in pro-
duction, now offer
still lower prices.
TheG.W.I.VALVE
RENEWAL SER-

VICE covers every make of valve, including Dull Emitter, Filament Amps.
'4 to 5, Volts 4 to 6, Anode volts 50 to 120. Not only is the user provided
with a new valve at less than half the original cost, but his valve will give him
better results and quality of tone than when new. All valves stamped" G.W.I."
are thoroughly tested before despatch, and guaranteed to he improved in filament
current. Valves are returned carefully packed in special boxes. Just two
testimonial extracts, typical of many : " Give better results than new," and
" I have never handled better valves than the three repaired by you."
Herewith four more types for repair (R, O.R.A., Cossor and Dutch).

PRICES
Standard Valves .. '6 L.S.3, American

capped, etc. ..10;'6
Renewing Valves,

having broken bulb,
extra ..

Cossor Valves 7, -
Special Valves (V.24

Q.X.,Q.,Wecovalves,
Small Power, L.S.2,

DELIVERY
Standard Types, 7 days. Special Valves, 14 days.

Send to -day for details of our home accumulator charging
apparatus, general wireless accessories and the new valve

:eltich we shall shortly place upon the marhet.

G r Ltd.,
THE ORIGINAL VALVE REPAIRERS,

Imperial Works, Shanklin Road, Crouch End, London, N.8.
Telephone: Telegrams: " White, Hornsey 3063."

---1101#1#10ire 411#0101WESIN~WINIMOMIN~1011511~1101.1101~~~411

BUY BRITISH GOODS ONL Y

A

SELLING DEPOTS:
MANCHESTER 19, Bridge St.,
Dcansgate. NOTTINGHAM : W.
J. rurso & Co., Traffic Street.
BIRMINGHAM :14-15,Setow Hill.
SCOTT -AND: Malcolm Breingau,
57, Robertson Street, Glasgow.
N.E. ENGLAND: Milburn Ho.,
Neweastlo - on - Tyne. COL-
CHESTER : 121. High Street.

IRISH FREE STATE.
Stocks carried by

W. A. DOYLE KELLY & Co.
iti, Gt. Brunswick St.Dublin.

Are you a " local listener "-
tied down to one station by
powerful local broadcast ?
If so, the experience of the
writer of the accompanying
letter suggests a way out for
you.

The striking success of this
listener is due to the incorpora-
tion in Ericsson Multivalve
Receivers of the utmost react-
ance permitted by regulations
aided by highly selective loose -
coupled circuits.

Nothing is spared or scamped
in Ericsson Multivalve Re-
ceivers. Every detail is perfect
-transformers, condensers.
wiring, woodwork, etc.

Write us to -day stating your
needs. Ask for our splendid
lists or apply to your nearest

Ericsson Agent.

The BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON
Mfg. Co. Ltd.

International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, Vlf.C.2.

VALVE
RECEIVERS
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K D K A ON ONE VALVE
It is not always necessary to employ multi -valve sets for the reception of the
larger of the American stations, as will be shown by the following article.

,Simplicity of control is no less important than sensitivity.
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THE re -broadcasting of concerts from
K D K A by the B.B.C. has given
rise to some considerable interest

among amateurs in short-wave reception,
and has led to a great deal of research work
in this connection. The writer has carried
out a number of experiments, and has
finally decided that the receiver about to
be described is the simplest and most
efficient of the many he has tried.

Tight Coupled Aerial.
The diagram shown is the theoretical

wiring diagram, Fig. 1, of the circuit, and
it will be seen from this that there is
nothing very unusual about its construc-
tion. It is in effect an ordinary -two-
circuit regenerative receiver, but the coils
L 1 and L 2 are rather out of the ordinary.
These are in the fo in of basket coils, and
are constructed in the following manner.
A former is cut from cardboard,
as shown in Fig. 2.

First 8 turns of 28-gauge
D.C.C. wire are wound on aone,
then the winding is continued
for 6- turns simultaneously with
6 turns of 24 -gauge D.C.C. wire,
and completed with 6 further
turns of the 28 -gauge wire.
About 6 in. at each end of the
winding of both wires should be
left for connections. There is
now the primary, L 1 consisting
of 6 turns of 24 -gauge wire,
and the secondary, L 2, con-
sisting of 20 turns of 28 -gauge
wire. The reaction coil,, which
is' coupled to LI and L2 in the
usual manner, is also a basket
coil wound with 30 turns of 28 -
gauge D.C.C. wire, but the value
of this coil is not critical.

Critical Tuning.
The condensers, Cl and C2 are

both variable, being .0005 mfd. and. .0002
mfd. respectively, and are fitted with ex-
tension handles, as hand capacity is very
troublesome in tuning. The condenser, C3,
is an ordinary grid condenser, .0002 mfd.,
being a suitable value, and is shunted by
a variable grid 1 ak -5 megohms).

0 0 0 0 0 A> A> A> . 0 . A, A> A> A> A> 0 A,

C5 is a telephone blocking condenser
(.002 mfd.), but this may not be found

necessary.
The switch, S,

and the dotted lines
show two variations
of the circuit. The
closing of S makes
the aerial circuit
practically aperiod-
ic, and may some-
times give very
good results with,
of course, much

facilitated tuning. The dotted connections
show how the circuit may be readily changed
into a Flewelling circuit for comparative
purposes, the fixed condenser, C4, having a
value of .006 mfd.

A tiny crystal receiver c3nstructed by Mr. H. E. Ramsfield, 6, Dane Street.
High Holborn, W.C.1. Its size may be judged by comparison with the £1

note shown in the photograph.
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS,
F. Inst. P.

Mercury Condenser.
THEmercury condenser does not seem

to be so well known on this side as
in America. It has certain important

advantages, the chief of which is its ex-
tremely small size for a given capacity.
This condenser consists essentially of a
circular capsule, arranged in a vertical
plane, and supported on the end of a hori-
zontal arm, by means of Which it can be
rotated so as to vary the capacity.

The capsule may be, say, 3 inches in
diameter, and may be made from two discs

It Must first be ascertained that the
direction of the current in each of the coils
is the same. Tuning is then accomplished
by means of the tWo variable condensers,
the reaction coil, and the filament resist-
ance. All of these adjustments are very
critical, so that careful tuning is necessary.
Finally, the grid leak should be adjusted to
its optimum -value. It is probably advisable
to start off with the switch, S, in the closed
position.

The writer has been successful at every
attempt to receive K D K A, speech being
very clear and distinguishable. The aerial
used is a " twin " 38 ft. long, and of an
average height of 27 ft., situated in mid -
London. The valve is an " Ediswan " dull
emitter. In -addition to K D K A the
circuit brought in a good deal of C.W., and
some otherwise inaccessible amateur tele-
phony.

of stout cardboard, scoured at the edges
so as to make a mercury -tight box: One
of these discs has a piece of tinfoil pasted
inside, slightly 'smaller than a semi -circle,
over which again, is pasted, a thin sheet of
mica the same size as the circular disc of
cardboard ; the half sheet of foil is
thus sealed between a cardboard and a

mica disc (a fine wire lead
being, of course, connected to
it).

A washer of cardboard separ-
ates the two outermost card-
board discs, and in the resulting
chamber a quantity of mercury
is poured, not quite sufficient
to reach to the centre when the
capsule is in a vertical plane.
Ti mercury forms one " plate"
and the foil the other. The
mercury will always remain at
the lowest level ; whilst the foil,
which is rigidly attached to
the wall- of the capsule, may
be raised by rotating the capsule.
Thus the " engagement " be-
tween the foil and mercury may
be varied.. The large capacity
of this condenser is due to the
very thin sheet of mica which
may be used and to the high
dielectric constant of the latter
substance.

Talking Pictures.
An American inventor has secured a

patent for an arrangement whereby a
broadcast lecture can be received by an
audience in a hall and at the same time
illustrated by means of a series of slides
thrown upon a screen. The voice of the
lecturer at the broadcasting station is heard
at the hall by means of a loud speaker in
the usual way, and the series of slides is
arranged in order beforehand.

When the lecturer wishes the next slide
to be thrown on the screen he makes a
click or other understood signal, which is
heard by the lantern operator. In this
way the illustrated lecture can be received
by any number of audiences, provided each
hall is supplied with a set of lantern slides.

Neon Amplifiers.
It is well known that neon lamps may be

made to function as amplifiers, and a great
many designs of such amplifiers have been
recently brought forward. An interesting

(Continued on page 228.)
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EVER -READY
1000/0 HIGH & LOW TENSION
Efficiency WIRELESS PATTERIES

LONG and specialised experience in the construction of dry cells has
enabled us to produce high grade efficient and reliable Batteries
which meet the exacting requirements of Wireless. The consistent

high standard of quality has established for Ever -Ready Batteries a reputa-
tion which is fully maintained under service, and confirms their superiority.

The Ever -Ready series embrace all
types of Dry Cells, Batteries and Accu-
mulators for every Wireless purpose.

We design a specially constructed Low -
Tension Battery for filament heating of
every modern type of dull -emitter valve.

The Battery illustrated is designed for
use with the valves with filament voltage
of 2'4 to 3 and current consumption.of
.06 amps. Insulated terminals are fitted at
0, 3, and 4.5 volts.

For use with one valve only.
No. L.T.3 .. Price 7s. 6d.

Dimensions 4,, X 23 x 65 ins
For use with two valves.

No. L.T.6 .. Price 12s. 6d.
Dimensions 7,4 x 21 x 65 in

For use with three or more valves.
No. L.T.7 .. Price 30s. Od.

Dimensions l x 45 X 8 ins.
Full particulars of the standard sizes

and voltages sent on application.

THE EVER -READY CO. (Great Britain), LTD.,
Service P.W. Dept.

Hercules Place, Holloway, London, N.7.

J

NOBlindSpots-kw
SCRAP YOUR OLD CRYSTAL -AND REPLACE with
the up-to-date produce of chemical research, Manu-
factured under the supervision of W. Hennison, F.0 S.,

and T. Hadley, B.Sc.

Lsu
DOUBLE -STRENGTH CRYSTAL.

THERE'S NOTHING " JUST AS GOOD."
We guarantee improved reception within the usually accepted Crystal Set range, and on
distance tests loud signals were received where all crystals previously tried failed entirely.
Packed in air -tight boxes, complete with Silver Cat s -whisker and full instructions.
DON'T RUIN YOUR SIGHT LOOKING FOR THE
BEST SPOT-FIX NEUTRON TO -DAY AND
GET IT THE FIRST TIME AND EVERY TIME.
Don't accept a substitute, insist on
your dealer supplying or we will mail
direct, post free, on receipt of 1!6.
(Mention your dealer's name and
address.)

NEUTRON Co,
Dept A.

Sicilian House,
SOUTHAMPTON
ROW - W.C.1.

li.evneey

BONTONE ORIGINAL

1 416 POST FREE

SOLD UNDER GUARANTEE
POINTS TO CONSIDER
Every Phone is sold under

GUARANTEE.
Every Phone is tested before

leaving Factory.
We are old -established British

Manufacturers, whose object
is to give complete satisfaction.

Manufactured entirely by British Labour.
Apply to your local dealer, or apply direct giving
your dealer's name to :-

BONTONE
PHONES

BONTONE ORIGINAL

BONTONE LIGHTWEIGHT

BRITAIN'S BEST
Sensitive, Durable. Comfortable

and Beautifully Finished.

Why saddle yourself with
Continental Phones distributed by
unscrupulous Importers
with small offices and elaborate
notepaper and NO GUARANTEE
or hope of redress if found faulty ?
Originals of uPtvards of 100 unsolicited
Testimonials and letters of appreciation

can be seen at our Offices.

GUARANTEE. We agree to
replace or

return cash if Phones do not givo
complete satisfaction, subject to
Phones being returned to us within 7
days of purchase, undamaged.

B. D. & Co. (Edward A. Boynton)
Works: GOSWELL RD. & CITY RD., LONDON,E.C.I
Offices: I67-173, GOSWELL RD., LONDON, E.C.I
adnnraity, War Office, and India Office Contractors
NOTICE-We have appointed J. W. Gordon, of

Sauchiehall St., Glasgow, sole Distributing Agent
for the Bontone Lightweight Phones for Scotland,
to whom all Scottish customers should apply.

15/6 POST FREE
SOLD UNDER GUARANTEE

BONTONE LIGHTWEIGHT

I Told You So
How you hate him for remind-
ing you of that-yet you know
that if you had taken his
advice in the first case your
set would not be suffering
from dead earphones.' The
golden advice in wireless
reception is the scrupulous
attention to details-they are
the things that matter. We
mean this-if the wind blows
your aerial down the cause of
no reception is rather obvious,
but if a little connection comes

unstuck somewhere in the
vitals of your instrument the
seat of trouble needs hunting

for (and lust unbent America is coming through). So save yourself further annoyances by
arefully overhauling your connections and fix them with solder and FLUXITE

Soldering is the easiest thing in the world to do when FLUXITE is at hand to assist you.

ASK YOUR IRONMONGER OR HARDWEAR DEALER TO SHOW YOU THE
NEAT LITTLE

IFIX.41011ETJE
SOLDERING SET

It is perfectly simple to use, and will
last for years in constant use. It
contains a special " small space "
Soldering Iron, with non -heating
metal handle, a pocket Blow -Lamp,
FLUXITE, Solder, etc., and full
instructions. Price 7/6. Write to
us should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERINb
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 1/4 & 2/8.
Buy a tin to -day. Far 'he toot kit of your car or

motor -cycle, or any solder-
ing lobs about'. the home.

FLUXITE LTD., 324, Bevington St., Bermondsey, England,
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DEVELOPMENT IN DULL EMITTERS.
By SEXTON O'CONNOR.

A prospect of the future : valves in which both plate and filament voltagesare supplied from a single dry cell.
1 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000 0000.0000 00000000 0000000000000
AN ordinary valve with the filament

glowing and the high-tension plugged -
in, whilst waiting for the impact of

signals upon the aerial, may be regarded
merely as an energy -consuming device.
In the case of the bright -emitter or R type,
from .7 to *75 amperes are being driven
through the filament at a pressure of 4 volts,
representing a power expenditure of ap-
proximately 3 watts. This degree of ener-
gisation is necessary in order to set free
from the._filament a sufficiency of electrons
to translate any incoming signal impulses
into variations of telephone current.

Low Temperature Valves.
In addition there is a high tension of, say,

75 volts on the plate which, when the aerial
is idle, is forcing a steady electron current
of two or three milliamps across the space
between the plate and filament.
This represents a further ex-
penditure of wattage, small in
comparison with the first, but
nece sary in order to direct
and control the movement of the
liberated electrons along the
proper path.

When so energised the valve is
able to detect and amplify by
some five or six times incoming
signal energy of a value that is
microscopic in comparison with
the energy that is being spent
by the valve batteries. This
performance is in itself so
remarkable as to overshadow, in
the first instance, any question as

-to whether the same result might
not be obtained in a more efficient
and economical manner.

In course of time, however,
_various investigators turned their
attention to this very point,
with results that are now
embodied in the various types of
dull -emitter valves to be found

 on the market.
The first step was taken by Wehnelt,

who, in 1904, discovered that by coating
a platinum filament with lime he was able
to produce a more copious emission of
electrons than had previously been possible
at a given temperature.

Thoriated Filaments.
After overcoming many difficulties arising

from the tendency of the coating to fall
away from the metal core, Wehnelt's
original discoiery has finally resulted in
the production of the modern " coated
filament " or " wecovalve " type of dull -
emitter, in which several successive layers
of oxide are welded together by a gold or
silver binding upon a platinum -nickel
core. It is interesting to remark that as
many as sixteen successive coatings of
strontium hydroxide and barium resinate
have been successfully applied to a single
metallic -core filament of this type.

Another important discovery was made
in 1918 by Irving Langmuir, who found

that by mixing certain thorium compounds
with the tungsten oxide from which the
metallic filament was made, an alloy of the
two metals was formed which had the
peculiar property of emitting electrons
freely at a much lower temperature than
the pure tungsten. This is the basis of the
" thoriated tungsten " filaments, the latest
form of which is seen in the well-known .06
type of dull emitter. In certain cases a
special carbonising process is used to
prevent oxidation of the active thorium
element in the process of manufacture.

Further Progress.
The object of the search for a filament

of superior emissivity was, in the first
instance, to secure a snore plentiful supply
of free electrons for a given expenditure
Of battery power-i.e. at the same filament

The "P.W." Combination Set (2 units) constructed by Mr. J. G. Portsmouth,
of 29, Cbambetlayne Mansions, Kensal Rise, N.W.10.

temperature. Once this result had been
achieved, the way was naturally opened
up to the production of dull -emitter fila-
ments capable of liberating a sufficient
electron supply at a comparatively low
temperature-i.e. for a much less battery
output than that previously required.

For example, it may be mentioned that
an ordinary tungsten " bright emitter "
filament heated to a white heat correspond-
ing to 2,100° C. by the passage of .75
amperes at 4 volts will emit an electron
stream equivalent to .2 amperes per square
centimetre of filament.

-The , original thoriated-tungsten and
coated filaments gave an equal emission
at a bright -red temperature of approxi-
mately 1,000° C., whilst the later type of
" peanuts " function equally well at a
yellow heat corresponding to a tempera-
ture of roughly 700° C., generated by a
battery output of only one fifth of a watt.

Still further ,progress is now reported
from America in the form of a; new type

of dull -emitter in which the internal space
is filled with a metallic vapour, such as that
of caesium and rubidium, which apparently
forms an atomic deposit or film upon
the tungsten filament. This film has the.
peculiar property of extracting electrons
from the filament and setting them free by
an electro-chemical process which takes
place at a much lower temperature than
that required by the normal heat -evapora-
tion effect.

Elimination of H.T.
In addition, the new dull ernittes is

stated to operate as a receiver of wireless
signals without the use of any plate battery.
Although it is somewhat difficult from
the details at present available to understand
precisely how this is effected, assuming that
the usual amplification effect takes place,

it is by no means an impossible
proposition.

Provided that some source of
local energy is present, even
though this is no more than a
single dry cell, it is quite feasible
that enough power could be ob-
tained from that single source to
liberate a sufficient supply of elec.
trons from a specially sensitive
filament to furnish the necessary
relaying or strengthening action.

The application of a high plate
voltage in the ordinary valve is
necessary mainly because of the
high internal resistance of the
inter -electrode space, which, in
turn, is due to the high vacuum
and to the physical construction
or geometry of the bulb. Given
a filament of extraordinary emis-
sivity and a suitable design and
arrangement of grid and plate,
the incoming signals alone could
so control the passage of the
electron stream as to produce
a direct strengthening effect in
the plate circuit without the

application of a special plate battery-,
By connecting the plate to the positive

side of the filament battery the average
potential of the plate can be, maintained
at a higher value than the average poten-
tial of the filament, thus producing a
potential gradient operating to control the
electron stream. In addition, the plate
may be made of a metal having a pro-
nounced electro-positive character .so as to
exert a further attractive influence upon
the liberated electrons.

Operation from One Cell.
There is no doubt that the production of

a valve completely equipped for reception
by means of a single dry -cell is well within
sight. The elimination of the present expen-
sive and clumsy _arrangement of separate
high and low tension batteries will be a
welcome relief, whilst the new development
will furnish to wireless enthusiasts yet an-
other proof of the apparently inexhaustible
possibilities of 'the thermionic valve.
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CAPACITY BRIDGE

INTERFERENCE CAN BE ELIMINATED
Perfect reception is possible only when your receiving set rejects all
signals except those coming from the particular transmitting station
to which your receiver is tuned.

The 3-E.V,C.
IS THE ONLY PROVED REJECTOR.

The " bridge of radio science " eliminates troublesome local stations,
minimises statics and selects the particular broadcast programme desired.
Its addition will.make your set too per cent. more selective and sensitive.
Send 3d. in stamps for our new 1924 Variable (Capacity Bridge) Con-
denser Booklet, which contains much valuable information.

Prices: oot mfd. panel mounting , 47/8
not mfd. cabinet mounted 55j.

Obtainable from all high-class dealers, or direct from the manufacturers
and patentees.

AUTOVEYORS, LTD.
Radio Engineers and Contractors.

34, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.I.

AMATEURS
AND

EXPERIMENTERS
ALL OVER THE WORLD
THE " MAXWELLTON " VERNIER CRYSTAL

DETECTOR is the only Crystal Detector
which will positively increase your range and
signal strength 100 PER CENT.

Fitted with RADIAL ARM and the most delicate and
sensitive adjustment possible. A great scientific achieve-
ment. TRY IT ON YOUR REFLEX CIRCUITS.

Complete with " MAXWELLToN " CRYSTAL on
EBONITE BASE. Can be mounted on
Panel by detaching from Ebonite Base. Price
within reach of all. Post free British Isles. 316

Send at once for SAMPLE, and, after proving its superiority
and efficiency, tell your friends.

Postal orders to ttze

MAXWELL RADIO & OPTICAL CO.,
61, NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.C.1.
Remember always that your set is only as good as its poorest PART.

THE " SUCCESS " L.F.

TRANSFORMER
IS WHAT ITS NAME IMPLIES.

Clear and Undis-
torted Magnifica-

tion !
Reach the Apex of
Amplification ! !

INSTAL THE
" SUCCESS."
No Set is Complete

Without One.

16/- EACH
All Dealers
Stock them.

BEARD & FITCH Ltd
Wireless Component Manutacturers,

34, Aylesbury St., Clerkenwell, London, E.C.I.
ESTABLISHED 1851. 'Phone: CLERKENVVELL 2481,

`TURRET'
Unbreakable Columbian

Pine Masts.
By Naval Experts. 700 in use.

REDUCER PRICES.
27 ft. Turret Two 3716
28 ft. Turret Mast complete 53'6
36 ft. Mast in 3 sections 71 6
42 ft. Telescopic Top Polo 79;6
45 ft Super Telescopic rep

Pole 9416
55 ft. Telescopic Top Pole, £5 119 , 6
58 ft. Super, hoisted as35ft.

All improvements .661916
Turret Poles. 13 ft 5,9

16 ft 7,9
28 .ft. with 2 pairs clamps 17 i 9
42 ft. with 4 pairs steel clamps 29,8

SIMPSON & BLYTH
8-9, Sherwood Street.

Piccaditly. W.1
'Phone: 2650 GERRARD.

iii

PRADIAX
I UNIVERSAL THREE

A tuned anode set
which is up to the minute with
detail refinements. Continually
arriving testimonials confirm
the magnificent results obtained.
Suitable for all wavelengths
and conditions; gives Paris(Radiola) on loud speaker as
well as all British Stations.
Special switch cuts out, third
valve when not required. This
set is easily built by home
constructors. All components
are assembled, panel ready
drilled and engraved, and every
detail supplied, including com-
plete instructions for assembling and operation and plan -diagram. Price £7 5 0
(Plus 37( Marconi License). Price : Assembled ready for use, .61.9i17;6 I plu:,
37i 6 Marconi License and B.B.C. Stamp, 2014. Send for Free Price List ,4
Radios- Receivers, or 3f1, stomp for Complete Catalogue of Receivers and Acres -
series. Tel: Museum 490.

RADIAXLTD

10, Radio House Percy Street!

(Three isiontes Tottenham Ct. P.Q. or Cocnige St. Tube.)
II -Tottenham Ct. Rd., LONDON,
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IT has become the fashion to sneer at
British musio, during the last ten
years, and the modern British com-

poser has only himself to blame. Forsaking
the methods of the real musical genius,
such as Sullivan or Edward German, he had
looked upon melody as the unforgivable
sin, and in consequence we have the turgid
meanderings of meaningless phrases, digni-
fied by the name of " phantasy," or " rhap-

sody," and of which
two or three pages
at a time could be
turned over with-
out being missed.
Sonatas, concertos,
trios, quartets, and
even symphonies
are rolled out by
the dozen. all diffi-
Cult to play, boring
to listen to, and
immediately f o r -
gotten. The result
is that the average
music -lover turns
to the work of the
foreigner, not on

account of his actual love for foreign
music, but because in most cases there is
a phrase or melody which makes the
work easily recognisable again.

Versatile Partners.
That this theory has been proved by the

B.B.C. is shown in the plebiscite or request
programmes. In which have we been asked
for a work of a modern British composer,
except the song " Sea Fever," by John
Ireland ? This composer has been chosen
to follow in the series of hours devoted to
British composer4 and of which Mr. J. B.
McEwen, the new President of the Royal
Academy, was the first.

John Ireland is an essentially English
composer, but his work is free from the
turgidness which characterises most modern
native music. " Sea Fever," his setting
of John Masefield's poem, is the most popu-

lar of his songs, and
this has been broad-
cast on many occa-
sions. The Violin
Concerto No . 2,
played by Daisy
Kennedy. with the
composer at the
piano, was written in
1917, and reflects
all the stress and
turbulence of the
period. Probably
most people feel
more interest in his
songs. " If There
Were Dreams to

Sell " and " Hope the Horn Blower " are
both typical of his style. His versatility is
also shown in his works for the violoncello
and organ, as well as piano, the three works

BY *ARIEL?
one` of the artistes wiii3-h6:Tircii-Niefi-Skiii-fitV5:Siire while listening -in

Mr. John Ireland.

Mr. Jack Richards.

chosen from " London Pieces " being the
best known.

Included in the programme of the same
night were the names of a clever pair of
humorous entertainers, Jack Rickards and
Violet Stevens. They have appeared several
times before the microphone, and have
always played to good advantage. " The
Scandalmongers " makes an excellent
medium for broadcasted humour. Both
artistes are well known at the miscellaneous
concerts at the Alhambra, Queen's Hall,
Palladium, etc., and throughout the pro-
vinces and many seaside towns visited by
them.
A Moot Point.

Mr. Rickards writes all the various turns
and subject matter for himself and partner,
and a particularly effective show is Moon-
stones,"" run in collaboration with Ernest
Sewell. During the war Mr. Rickards had
the unique experience of serving in Scottish,
English, and Irish regiments, and this gave
him the idea of the " polyglot " songs which
have been made such a successful feature by
Miss Stevens.

Air item that deserves to be questioned
on the point of taste is the service "
of the Salvation Army at 2 L 0 recently.

While admitting the
good work done by
this estimable body
in certain quarters,
there is no possible
reason why street
corner oratory
should be literally
thrust into the
hoMes of every
other religious sect
in London. Surely
it is a moot point
as to whether the
B.B.C. is a "place
of worship " under
the Act.

Friday being pay -night, we can imagine
that many listeners -in indulged in new
batteries, fresh brands of crystal, or borrow-
ing a new valve, in case of accidents which
will happen, you know, in the best regu-
lated valve set. The reason lay in its
being a " John Henry " night, and his name
is one to conjure with in London, from the
'bus conductor, who will cheerfully stop on
both sides of the road at once if you but
mention his name, to the postMan.
A Welcome Return

Humour is indeed the salt of life, and, like
that useful mineral, needs to be carefully
used. " An Elegant Sufficiency," as the
polite young lady expressed her satisfaction
with a meal, is enough. 2 L O's brand of
humour is apt to be on the " heavy " side,
and " child studies " are by this time out of
date in most places of entertainment.
A welcome return, however, was made last
week of R. I. Stephenson, who is one of the
best raconteurs possible.

Miss Violet Stevens.

I do not think I shall be wrong in saying
that Mr. Stephenson hails from " The Land
of Cakes," though he himself puts it that
he is a "Scotch Cockney from Dublin."
Frankly judging from the way he can tell
dialect stories, it would be hard to say to
what nationality he belongs, for each is a
gem in itself. To those who like the slap-
stick kind of humour, Mr. Stephenson
probably may not appeal. His humour is
witty, as one would
expect from a grad-
uate of Victoria
University, clean
and virile-in fact,
humour at its best.
He is a good sport,
too. obtaining his
colours at college
for soccer and play-
ing in countless
teams against the
League and the
Corinthians. Any
of those listening.
in in future can
give an extra clap
when Mr. Stephenson " attacks the micro-
phone " again. Apart from his football
prowess, Mr. Stephenson admits a weakness
for golf and billiards, which he can play
two hours without a break.

The 6 B M Trio.

Mr. R. I. Stephenson.

The provinces have scored again, espeic/
ally in orchestral music. This is not really
surprising, for most of the players aro
recruited from the big provincial orchestras,
experienced to play under all conditions.'
Especially successful has been Bournemouth,
where the source, naturally, is the Winter
Gardens men, .trained under the aegis of
Sir Dan Godfrey. Apart from the orchestra
"en masse," as it were, excellent work is dono
by the trios and quartet parties, and very
useful has proved the 6 B M trio, Messrs.
Reginald Mouat (violin), Thos. Illingsworth
(cello), and Arthur Marston (piano). A
recent performance by this body of move
ments from the
Arensky Trio
would have estab-
lished them any-
where in the front
rank of chamber
music players.

Mr. Illingsworth,
the 'cellist, is one
of the best-known
players from the
Municipal Orches-
tra, but it is as a
soloist that he is
heard to best ad-
vantage, for here
his broad rich tone and his gift for phrasing
are most apparent. He is an authority
also on musical theory, and, apart from
his own instrument, his hobby is the study
of the mechanism of music.

Mr T. E. Rhngsworth
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THE
ECCENTRO
DETECTOR

(PATENTED)

This Detector
is undoubtedly
THE BEST ON
THE MARKET.
It reduces crystal
adjustment to the
foolproof operation
of turning a knob.
It is a real piece of
mechanism. Dust -
proof & shockproof.

Post 81^ free.

A BOON TO ALL CRYSTAL SET USERS
FRENCH THOMSON-
HOUSTON HEADPHONES
(Guaranteed for 2 years.) NONE BETTER.
4,000 ohms .. .. Post free 19/.
8,000 ohms .. . . 24/-
F.T.H. SINGLE RECEIVERS

Complete with Cord.
2,000 ohms .. Post free 8/.
4,000 ohms .. 10/6

The finest 'phone obtainable.
Illustrated Lists past free. F.T.II. 'Phone.

If your local dealer cannot supply you, send direct to us

TO THE TRADE.-Our revised discounts
will interest you. Send for particulars NOW.

W. tTOANES 42, JENNER ROAD,
Stoke Newington, N.16.

Phone: DALSTON 4741. Telegrams: " CRENEVA" STOKE LONDON,

Open
9.30 a.m. to 8p.m.
Saturdays 1 p.m.

EVE RYTH I N
GU ARAN TEED(

; panel -mounting,_
119

Nickel or Brass Switches (small), for

" Davenport " Lightweight 'phones, stampedB.B.C., each pair fully guaranteed

1 17/6

Adjustable 'phones, 4,000 ohms, per pair, 11/- and 15/6Coil Holders, for panel -mounting, lacquered finish;
2 -way, each 51-; 3 -way, each 7/6Filament Resistances, excellent smooth action;
the rubbish usually sold at this price

S.P.D.T., each 1/3 ; D.P.D.T.
L.F. Transformers, ratio 5/1, tested and guaranteed 2/-

each 10/6Potentiometers, 250 or 450 ohms each 5/ -Crystal Detectors, upright, enclosed in glass, each 1/7Do. Do. horizontal, enclosed, each 1/8, 2/-, 2/6Do. Do. Perikon, enclosed
Brass Rod, screwed, 2 B.A., 21d., 4 B.A., 2de.aephe r2/fet,, 3/-length
Brass Nuts, 2 B.A., 2-111., 4, 5, 6, 8 B.A., 2d. per doz,

- ' H.F. Transformers, 850 to 450 metres each 4/9Variometers, complete with knob and dial
each 2/9 and 3/8\

s

Everything else for the constructor, at the same rock bottom\, prices, and all SOLD UNDER GUARANTEE
`. We have always in stock Igranic, R.I., Lissen, Sterling, .

's, . Woodhall, T.M.C., B.T.11, Marconi-Osram, Cossor, ,
Ediswan, Mullard, Dubilier, Siemens. G.R.C.,

Amplion, etc., components In
.....great variety,

\ 11,,,,,..:::-%-% Write for
post free Catalogue.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

SHOVE,PORTER Co.
56, MOrti met" SiL LON DON  W-1.

, NAN

ed%""OWIWWWW.0%""WWN
A COMPONENT

WORTHY OF
DELIBERATE

CHOICE
We have' designed and we manufacture con-
denters to put below your panel. We know
they will remain there. J.B. Condensers
mean ,the utmost tuning efficiency.
YOUR CONDENSERS MUST BE

J.B.
(,Trade Mark)

Metal -to -metal bearings with an efficient spring
adjustment ; one bole fixing and close accurate
spacing dielectric '026"; low minimum with
good maximum capacity ; silent in use, ,and
low dielectric loss end plates.
Try one J.B.-you will want all J.B.
Vernier tuning is easily se-
cured if you use the J.B.
MICRODENSER (Prov.
Pat. 28028). Readings are
taken from main dial. Small
knob provided for vernier
control operating on main
bank ; movement as small as
jo° possible. Essential for
very fine tuning.

If you prefer a condenser with
metal end plates use the J.B.
SUPER ALL -METAL

CONDENSER
Incorporating the famous J.B.
constructional features. Brass
End Plates.

Six months' guarantee LI unable to obtain from your dealer: write to
against manufacturing fault the manufacturers:-

J.B.
MICRO -

DENSER.
11/6 ..
11/-
10/-
8/9
8/9

gesmismail

001 ... ... ... 9/
0005 ... - ...816 JACKSON BROS.,.00075 ... - ...

0003 ... ... ... 6 / 9
.00026 ... ... ... 6 / 9 Condenser Experts,
.0Q02 ... ... ... 6 ; 0 8, POLAND ST., OXFORD ST.,
.0001 ... ... ... 5 1 3
VERNIER -. 416 LONDON, W.1. Phone: Gerrard 6187.
Stockists; :Messrs Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd., London, E.C. Glasgow and

Belfast. Messrs. J. H. Taylor & Co., Macaulay Street, Huddersfield.

STANDARD
MODEL AS

ILLUSTRATED.
8/6

.00075 8/-
-0005.... .. 7/-
.0003.... .. 5/9
.00025 .. 5/9
.0002.... .. -

7/9
5/

.0001.... .. 4/9
VERNIER .. 4/ -

All Complete with Knob and Dial.
Postage and Packing extra. One 6d. ;

Two 9d.; Three 1/ -

JUST OUT
ALL ABOUT SELENIUM

THE MOON ELEMENT
An Introduction to the Wonders of Selenium
By E. E. FOURNIER D'ALBE, D.Sc., F.Inct.P., Author of
" The Life of Sir William Cwokes.

1 0/6 net
This book is written by ono of the foremost authorities on
the theory and practical applications of selenium, an
element fraught with vast possibilities of future progress.
Telegraphic pictures, Optophone reading, and Television are
among the subjects dealt with, and practical instructions in
the construction and use of selenium cells are given

T. FISHER
UNWIN, LTD.,

LIBERAL TRADE
DISCOUNTS.

ILA

1, ADELPHI TERRACE,

LONDON, W.C. 2

SAFETY FIRST
Fit a SPITFIRE to the highest point
of your aerial and safeguard your
set and house. The SPITFIRE
repels and discharges lightning

flashes from the aerial.
PRICE

2,6 EACH

(Postage 3d. extra.)

CROW, TOOGOOD & CO.,
56, High Street, London, W.C.2.
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-+THE
A 2 -Valve Set within the reach

of all, comprising :
1 stage of H.F. and 1 Detector, Tuned Anode (Tuned
Secondary with loose coupling to Aerial Circuit), Inter-
changeable Coils to receive all Broadcasting and Con-
tinental stations on wave -lengths between 280-1,100
metres. These Sets will operate a Loud Speaker
effectively within reasonable distance of any station.
Circuit endorsed by " The Wireless World and Radio Review.'

The " APCO." PRICE :

£3-18-6
(Plus B.B C. Tax, 15'-)
(Marconi Royalties, 25 -)

Post Free British
Isles.

BRITISH
MANUFACTURE

--
Solid Mahogany Cabinet, 11" X 7" X 4k", Highly

polished 1" hand engraved ebonite panel.
Call if possible to inspect this wonderful Set in operation and see how

2 L 0 is cut out within 2 miles. All stations guaranteed.

ANNIS, POLLEY & CO
Wireegs Engineers and Consultants,

1 9-2 1 , Wilson St., Finsbury, London, E.C.2.

VALVE SETS
2 -Valve £ 7: 7:0
(Marconi&B.B:C. Fees £2 :0 :0 extra)
3 -Valve £10: 10 :0
(Marconi &B.B.C.Fees £2 :17 :6 extra)

4 -Valve £13 :13 :0
(Marconi&B.B.C.Fees£3:15:0 extra)
4 -Valve (Special) £17 :17 :0
(Murconi&B.B.C.Fees£3 :15:0 extra)
These sets will receive all B.B.C.
stations, the 2 -valve set on 'phones
and the 3 and 4 -valve sets on loud
speaker. Numerous testimonials
have been received fromthorough-
ly satisfied customers in all parts

of the British Isles.
We supply everything Wireless.

Send us your inquiries.
Send for Iliustra ed Lists.

INTERNA t'IONAL RADIO MANUFACTURERS, Ltd.,
16, Palace House, 128, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.1.

Phones: Regent 609. East Ilam 172. Wimbledon 2398.

THE

" MIRACLE" CRYSTAL!
Possesses Mysterious, Wonderful Inherent Properties which gives
EXCEPTIONAL VOLUME and CLEAR ARTICULATION. Making

Crystal as LOUD and BETTER -TONED than a valve set.
Excellent Tone and Reproduction of Music and THE HUMAN VOICE.

Ideal for long
GUARANTEED

THE WORLD'S BEST.
THE MOST SENSITIVE.

distance Work. ABSOLUTELY NON-FADINC.

ORDERS STREAMING IN I The demand for the "Miracle" Crystal has
been extraordinary, resulting in a veritable deluge of orders, together
with numerous letters of praise. Share the pleasures of thousands of
delighted listeners enjoying perfect Broadcast reception.
Send now for sample Crystal, packed with 9 ct. Gold Cat'swhisker. Of
most dealers or direct. Post free 2/6 P.O.
It is the Cheapest in the end. No Trouble. Perfect Satisfaction.

TRADE
Liberal Discounts and
Extensive Advert'sing.

THE WIRELESS CRYSTAL SPECIALIST CO.
(Dept. 7), 82, Manor Road, Wallington.

There is no
other Magazine
in the world quite like the DETECTIVE
MAGAZINE. If you enjoy thrills and
revel in the excitement of stories of

crime and its detection then you should
read this unique magazine. In addition
to its first class fictions there are many
vividly interesting articles written by

experts from first hand knowledge. It
is considered -by all who know it to be
the most fascinating magazine "on
the market.- Buy a copy TO -DAY.

DETECTIVE
MAGAZINE 7°

Every Oilier Friday.

estylotTra^P404FiRs%041.""stOta".^141sWeakrtgoOnsPalolUX!"1940)*

The Howard "
L.F. Transformer.

Guaranteed.
Ratio : 5-1. Price 12/6, Post free.
Used by leading manufacturers in
complete sets and amplifiers, and not
previously offered direct to the public,

Equal to any 25/- instrument.
Cash refunded if returned in 7 days.

THE "HOWARD SPECIAL" CRYSTAL
Super sensitive all over. 1/1i, Post free.
Too well known to need further comment.

All Wireless Sets and Parts.

I "HOWARD" ELECTRIC & WIRELESS CO.,
17, GREEN LANES, LONDON, N.16.

Cir

The Greatest Music Value
ever offered

a SONG AND DANCE SID.
IP HITS WEEKLY FOR 4

Ask for

POPULAR MUSIC
WEEKLY (Every Monday) 3d.

0
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1reless
Club

ePOEts
The Editor will be pleased to publish concise reports of meetings of Wireless clubs and
associations, reserving the right to curtail the report if necessary. Hon. secretaries are
reminded that reports should be sent in as soon after a meeting as possible. Reports sent
in cannot appear in this paper in less than ten days after receipt of same. An asterisk

denotes affiliation to the Radio Society of Great Britain.

Radio Society of Great Britain.
On Thursday, March 13th, the weekly talk

of this society was broadeast from 2 L 0. The
speaker was Mr. J. F. Stanley, honorary secre-
tary of the General Committee of Affiliated
Societies.

Mr. Stanley referred to the importance of the
recent Annual Conference of Affiliated Societies,
and made a few interesting announcements.

Hon. sec., P. R. Coursey, B.Sc.,A.M.I.E.E.,
F..Inst.P., '53, Victoria Street, S.W. 1.

North Middlesex Wireless Club.
At a meeting of the above club held at Shaftes-

bury Hall, Bowes Park, N., recently, the pro-
ceedings wore -opened by an account by the
chairman, Mr. A.  J. Dixon, of the business
transacted at the Annual Conference of the
Wireless Societies. Mr. Dixon described the
steps which had been taken to secure for affiliated
societies better representation on the Radio
Society of Great Britain.

Hon. sec., H. A.
Green, 100, Pollatt
Grove, Wood Green,
N.22.

The Yeovil and District
Radio Society.*

The above society has
been recently formed
and several meetings
held: Tho business of
starting the society on
a proper basis has been
duly carried out, officers
elected, and meetings
arranged for every
alternate Wednesday
evening at 7.30.

Joint hon. secs., Mr.
R. J. W. Marr, Kismet,
S'herborne Road,
Yeovil ; Mr. W. J. Hall, Greenhill, Sherborne.

The wireless class of

Hornsey and District Wireless Society.*
On Monday, March 10th, by the kind per-

mission of Messrs. The Peto-Scott Company,
Ltd., Mr. R. J. Willis gave a lecture and demon-
stration on the subject of " Assembling Valve
Receivers on the Unit System."

Hon. sec., Mr. H. Hyams, 188, Nelson Road,
Hornsey, N.8.

Radio Association.
Members will no doubt be interested to know

that the April Bulletin is to be broadcast by
Mr. Geo. Sutton, A.M.I.E.E., F.R.A.

It should be well known by now that member-
ship is open to all connected in any manner
with the science of radio.

It is the claim of the association that its
membership is the largest of any radio concern
in the United Kingdom, and that its activities
cover every phase of radio science with corre-
sponding greater benefits to Radio Association
members.

The hon. sec., Mr. S. Landman, M.A., is at
the service of all who are interested, and will be
only too pleased to forward details of member-
ship, privileges, etc. Send him a card, the
head office is Sentinel House, Southampton
Row, W.C.1.

Bethnal Green Radio Society.
A number of members of the above society

were afforded the pleasure of visiting the B.B.C.

London station, and a very entertaining two
hours was spent in seeing some of the wonders
of wireless broadcasting;

Hon. sec., W. Overy, Men's Institute, Wolver-
ley Street, E.2.

Brockley and District Radio Association.
At the meeting of the above association on

March 7th, at Gladstone Hall, New Cross, Mr.
E. Gilbert gave a paper on " Dual _ Amplifi-
cation," and also a demonstration with his own
three -valve set.

Hon.. sec., Harrie King, 2, Henslowe Road., E.
Dulwich.

The Leeds Radio Society.*
At the instructional meeting held on March

7th, Mr. D. E. Pettigrew lectured upon " The
Possibilities of Crystal Reception in Leeds."

Hon. sec., D. E. Pettigrew, 37, Mexborough
Avenue, Leeds.

the Union Street Council School, Maidstone, with a number of sets constructed
by the boys.

CataloOues
BapicReviews

ONE of the neatest crystal detectors we
have yet seen has been forwarded for
trial and inspection by Mr. C. L. Pratt,

electrical and scientific instrument maker,
of 11A, Rheidol Mews, St. Peter's Street, N.1.
It is of the vernier type, and distinctly
original in design. The designer has been
using one of these in the " P.W." Combina-
tion Set for some time with very excel-
lent, results, probably *owing to the ease
whereby the pressure of the cat's -whisker
on the crystal may be varied, which is an
important factor in this circuit. Once
adjusted, there is little chance of the sensi-
tive spot being lost through vibration,
which is' a common fault with the cat's-

whisker type of detector. Mr. Pratt
intends marketing this detector at 2s. 6d.,
a very fair price, we consider.

We have received from Messrs. Griffin,
Of 80, Newington Causeway S.E.1, one
of their " Griffin " Ugly Hedgehog L.F.
transformers, which retails at 228. 6d.,
On test, the instrument proved remarkably
efficient, both in first and subsequent stages
of L.F. amplification, while its form is
sufficiently compact to commend itself to
the attention of all amateurs desirous of
obtaining a transformer neatly suitable for
panel mounting without necessitating pro-
vision of an undue case depth. We have
always been of opinion that, the " hedge-
hog " type of L.F. transformer provides
a method of energy tranference that reduces
distortion to a minimum, and tests with the
above instrument would appear to confirm
this.

 *

Quite efficient H.T. batteries may be
made by connecting a dozen 'or so small
flash -lamp batteries in series, and if kept
dry they have an advantage over the usual.
type in that a faulty section may easily be
replaced. The only difficulty in this method
is the connecting of the two poles to one
another. To obviate this difficulty, the
J.B.B Trading Co., 49, Avenue Road,
Acton, have placed on the market some
very useful links which can easily be

slipped over two
strips of the bat-
tzries, and thus make
a connection which
may easily he un-
done when required.
No soldering is re-
quired. These links
are, sold at 10d. per
dozen.

- The ." Eccentro
crystal detector is, as
Messrs. W. Joanes, of
42, Jenner Road,
Stoke Newington,
N.14; claim, perfectly
foolproof in its

operation. Ike have tested a sample
sent in to us for this purpose and hate no
hesitation in recommending it to all amateurs
who do not consider 8s. too much for a really
excellent little instrument. The adjust-
ment of the contact is by means of turning
a small black knob in either direction.
This operates an ingenious eccentric device
which fully explores every portion of the
surface of a crystal with varying pressures.
The adjustment is quite " vernier " and
although the detector is completely en-
closed the crystal can be changed in a few.
seconds.

7

After sixteen months of research under
the supervision of W. Bennison, F.C.S.,
and T. Hadley, B.Sc., at their Cale Street
(Chelsea) Laboratories, G. Street & Co.,
Ltd., have produced a new crystal which

- goes by the name of " Neutron," Every
piece is tested before dispatch for complete
sensitivity and strength of reception. On
trial we obtained very satisfactory results
with a piece of Neutron. Samples, packed
in airtight boxes, may be obtained, together
with a silver cat's -whisker, for ls. 6d. post
free, from the Neutron Co., Dept. A, Sicilian
House, Southampton Row, W. C.1.
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The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and speciali-
ties described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
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readers of POPULAR WIRELESS.who have any inventions
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to readers.

c=. 0,,c>
N. T. S. (Sheffield). --;What is the operation

of a aupersonic heterodyne.?
Briefly it is a method of reception employed for

wave -lengths below 600 metres, and mainly below
200 metres. whereby. a great many stages of H.F.
Amplification may he 'employed without the usual
disadvantages of H.F. amplification thatoccur when
high. frequencies' are- used. - Self 'oscillation is ,v)
prevalent on multi -valve H.F. amplifiers on low
wave -lengths that more than two stages are practi-
cally impossible if any degree of efficiency is to be
obtained.

The super heterodyne -does away wifitthis. trouble
in a novel yet simple way. An ordinary receiver,
H.F. and detector, or detector alone, is used, but the
incoming oscillations are heterodyne" by a separate
one -valve oscillator at a frequency corresponding
to about 3,000 or 5,000 metre.

dd
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Agitated Househelfier : "Mello, is that- Dr. Jones ? Come quickly, my wife is very ill . . . "
The Voice (via crossed- line- from Biggin Hill) : "The -K D K A Little Symphony Orchestra will now

play, The Dead March in Saul.'"

This heterodyned energy is practically rectified
by the detector, - thus eliminating the very high
frequency oscillations of the original signals. The
resultant signals are then passed through an H.F.
trangformer tuned to, their frequency (3,000 or,
5,000 as desired), and then through as many
stages of H.F. amplification, resistance, or aperiodic
transformer coupled as desired to another detector
valve, where they are finally rectified. After this
they can be magnified by L.P. amplifiers as desired.

W. U L. (Monmouth). --I have been told
that my set has a great deal of " lag " with
regard to reaction. Is this detrimental, and
what does it mean ?

" Lag," or " overlap," as it should be called, is due
to unsuitable components, such as grid leak, reaction
coil, or unsatisfactory plate voltage and filament
current. The lag is noticed when the reaction
coupling is decreased, and the set continues to oscillate
though less violently', emitting a rushing sound in
the 'phones. This means that it is difficult to control -

the receiver at its most efficient reaction coupling,
and signals are likely to be distorted. For long
distance reception slight. overlap is sometimes bene-
ficial, but it should not be -more than 5 to 10 degrees
of coupling.

A. G. (London, N.E.).-I have been told
that ordinary high -frequency amplification
is more or less useless on 100 -metre work. -
Is this the case ?

Generally speaking, yes ; but that does not mean
that high -frequency a-mplifying stages, if properly
arranged, do not function on very low wave -lengths.

* *

D. I. (Birmingham).-Does the addition of
reaction to a receiver improve its selectivity
as well as its range of reception ?

Yes, if properly handled, reaction does certainly
increase the selectivity of a receiver.

IMPORTANT NOTICE. rl

Readers are please requested to note that
not more than three queries can be answered
in one letter addressed to the Technical
Queries Department. Owing to the extraor-
dinarily heavy pressure on this department,
readers are requested only to send in
questions which they find they cannot
possibly solve for themselves. On no
account will more than three questions he
answered in one letter, and telephone cans
and personal calls at this office cannot be
dealt with, owing to pressure of work on
the technical staff.

A stamped and addresSed envelope must
accompany all queries. A copy of the
questions asked should be kept by the
sender, as it is not possible to reproduce
the original query when replying. Number
your queries 1, 2 and 3, and answers will
he given to each item.

A. D. (Northampton).-Although I have
placed -a -001- infd, variable. condenser on .the_
aerial as well as the -0005 rad. which is
included in my receiver. I :am unable'.to.in-
crease' niv wave -length: .DoeS not adding :a -

condenser have the same effect as adding a
coil

The result would be similar if the extra condenser
was placed in parallel, but we should think that, you -
htive placed -it -in series -with the aerial and the set.
By doing this you -reduce the capacity below. even .
the .0005 mfd. you already possess-to .006 mfd.,
in fact. In any case, the addition of a loading coil_
will be preferable to the addition of capacity. Such
a coil is placed in series with the aerial -and set, not 
in parallel as in the case of loading capacity.

*

S.P.D.T. (Felstead).-I have a single -valve
set without reaction, and now I wish to add.
an LE: valve. How can this be done with
a S.P.D.T. switch to -cut it out. A basket
coil is used for the A.T.I. at present, in a
two4ay coil holder which I have on hand.
Gan the other -plug of this holder be used for
plugging -in a reaction -coil and variably coupl-
ing it to the A.T.I. ?

The accompanying diagram shows the wiring of
the single -valve circuit with the L.F. valve added,
and a S.P.D.T. switch to cut it out. In the left-hand
position . the. 'phones are placed in the plate circuit
of the first valve, and the L.F. transformer cut out,
while if the switch is put in, the right-hand position,
the two valves are in operation.. A reaction coil should-

- be placed in the plate circuit of the first valve-i.e.,-
between plate and switch ann. This coil is coupled

(Continued on- page 223.)
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o the A.T.T. in the two -coil holder, as you suggc-i ,
but care should be taken 'to prevent your set oscillat-
ing and causing interference to neighbouring aerials.

* *

P. J.,(Penarth).-At 8.42 p.m. on Wednes-
day, Marcb 19th, on a wave -length of about
700 metres, I heard a man's voice announcing
in English, followed by an orchestra playing
what sounded like the Marseillaise. What
station was thii ?

Particulars of this kind are generally of no assist-
ance whatever in tracing a transmission, because of
the increasing number of broadcasting stations.
Sending and testing are carried on at irregular hours,
and often without regard to any published pro-

, gramme. Even when the particulars given agree
with the programme of a certain station in point of
time and wave -length, there is a possibility of another
station transmitting the same item at the same time.
This occurs more frequently than is generally sup-
posed, and there is, therefore, only one satisfactory
method of ascertaining the name of a station, and
that is by making certain of the announcer's state-
ments at the time. If the name or call letters
are missed, then a careful note should be made of
the adjustments, so that another attempt can be
made later. Failing identification at the time, there
is no really satisfactory way of naming the station.

`FLATTENED " (St. -Leonard's -on -Sea).-
I have recently purchased a 3 -valve set from
a friend who, lives about 100 yards away.
His aerial is similar to mine (pointing in the
same direction, etc.), but the results obtain-
able with the set are not as good at my
house as at his, owing to tuning beingflat.
Although he could separate
quite well, he is unable to do so when the set
is attached to my aerial, and signals are
somewhat weaker. This latter is probably
due to some trees which are near my garden,
and which _partly screen my aerial ; but
the loss in signal strength is not so, trouble-
some as the flatter tuning. Is there any easy
way by which it might be improved ?,

Very often tuning can be greatly sharpened by
using a series condenser in the aerial instead of the
parallel connection. This will need a rather larger
aerial coil, and the best condenser value may lie any-
where between -001 and .0005. This method is generally
quite effective when the " flattening " is due to a
screened aerial, which appears to be the cause in
your case.

J. R. W. N. (Chancery Lane, W.C. 2).-
When constructing circuits from a published
diagram, I find that there is generally no
type of coil specified, although the number
(50 etc.) is generally given. Does this mean
that any kind of tuning coil can be used for
the circuit, or must I use a honeycomb
number 50, although I have basket coils of
Similar size on hand ?

On all ordinary circuits the tuning can be accom-
4ilished by any of the various types of tuning coils,
and these can be changed over or combined with
one another at will.

The difference in the results obtained can only be
appreciated by careful comparison, and if the rifts
are only of approximately the same value, the tuning
condenser will generally give the necessary variations
for " straight " circuit tuning.

* .

P. L. I. (Oundle).-What are the capacities
of the variable and fixed condensers in the
reflex and H.F. circuit given on page 16 of
the recent fr,ee booklet presented with "P. W."2

The following capacities should be employed.
Aerial tuning condenser '0005 mid. Anode con-
densers, both '0003 mid. The fixed grid condenser
has a capacity of '0003 mfd., while those across the
primary of the L.F.. transformer and 'phones and
S.F. are both of a similar capacity, namely '001 mfd.

-this shows the vital
difference between the
S6140Wil and all others.

p4 Prices :

-44
,110deohrill.sl. 21"5 high.

i.000 ohms £5 10 0

Model H.2. 12' high.
120 ohms £2 5 0

2,000 ohms £2 8 0
4,000 ohms 12 10 0

N0 other Loud Speaker can approach
the 3Srown f)r volume and purity
of tone because the principles em-

ployed are totally different.
Instead of an ordinary flat diaphragm
(usually of soft iron) attracted in two places
by the poles of a magnet, the XSTOW11
uses a vibrating reed. In the illustration
above you will notice tIfat instead of the
diaphragm being attracted to the poles of
the magnet, it is the reed which is attracted.
At the end of the reed is anchored the
centre of a cone -shaped aluminium dia-
phragm spun to the thinness of paper.
It is due to the sensitiveness of the moving
reed and the flexibility of the aluminium
diaphragm that the 16rown Loud
Speaker can give such, truthful tone
renderings.
Remember the purchase of a Loud Speaker
is an investment-if you select a 3Srown
you will know that you have chosen the
one approved by music critics and those
who are in a position to judge.

P.-. S. G. BROWN, Ltd.-Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3.
Retail : 19. Mortimer Street, W.1. Liverpool : 15, Moorfields.
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SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE
(The smalle,1 is the ll'olh1).

TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC
If, you cannot obtain this device from
your local dealer write to the head office :

MIKRO lAd., 32c, Craven St., STRAND, W.C.
The new type Skinderviken Microphone with
Carbon Electrodes only are obtainable at

'
5, each. -

Write for Illustrated Booklet :
"THE MARVELS us THE MICROPHONE,"

which gives full details how tomake' your own
amplifier for crystal sets.

PRICE 13t1. Post free 61d.
Send.P.O. (not stamps), to -day.

MIKRO Ltd., 32c, Craven St., STRAND, W.C.

THE WONDER CRYSTAL
The Marvel of th.. Age. Has no equal. 1 /6 post free.
From GRAHAM & THOMPSON (Dept. 2,,
819, Rochdale Road, Queen's Park, Manchester.

-BEGINNERS' GUIDE .TO WIRELESS -1
BEST BOOK . OBTAINABLE.

If you wish to make your own receiver, or to tm-
prose the set: you already -..have, . you _cannot. do :i.
better titan obtain this. book; HOW To ERECT. c

.CONNECT, AND MAKE. Aerials, Complete: Crystal v

,and Valye Receis, Coils, Tuners, etc.; also the
'latest two and three valve tuned Anode Receivers

and one and two valve Amplifiers.
144 pages (Including 28 diagrams), 1 / 3 post tree..

"-SAXON RADIO CO. (DEPT.14), SUN SHORE, BLACKPOOL ---1

..--READpRONE REPAIRS
Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three
days. -THE BARLEY MAGNET CO., London,
ELEA& 'Phone 888-9 11'00/teich. Eat. 26 years.

_

*4211#
is the place for the best possible contact.
GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL.
Gives clearer and louder signals.
Contains no mercury. Oh all Wireless
Stores. Enough 12111. per packet.
for 3 cups. lir Wholesale
enquiries (or sample packet 60.) to:
S. LEVY, 53, Ben Jensen Rd., London, I.E.

EBONITt. PANLLS
Any size cut. /16" thick, Id. for 2 -sq. Ins.;
P. thick, 4d. sq. in. Panels drilled, ftd. Post and
packing, 6d.. Quotations for anything in Ebonite.
WORMALD & SON, Nangnall St., BradfordRoad, Manchester. 'Phone: Central 2868.

EBONITE
Sheet rod and tubule ,n at, sizes kept in stock and
cut to any required size while you wait. or sent by
post on receipt of cash
We can turn anything in Ebonite.

BURGE, WARREN & R1DGLEY, Ltd.,
91/92, Great Saffron 11111, London, E.C.1.

Phone 8572 Gentra4

WIRELESS OWNERS, Richmond and Twickenham.
Advertisers, possessing the necessary plant, are pre-
pared to open charging service for Wireless Accumula-
tors (expert technical staff, collecting, delivering to
door at small inclusive fee) providing response justifies
outlay. Write whether you will support. -Box D 99,Scripps's, South Molton Street, W.I.

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5, Mason's Avenue,
Basinghall Street, London, E.C.2.

Telephone: LONDON WALL 2292
AGAIN :-34ft. HANKS OF STRANDED
COPPER RUBBER COVERED WIRE 1 /3.

Post 3d.

Valves Repaired
WITH NEW BULBS

AND FILAMENT. 6/6 POST FREE.

RELIABLE COMPONENTS
Every Bowyer.Lowe Component is guaranteed
and will be exchanged if unsatisfactory.

I dd
Make

succesaful seta by using these tested papane,which
are incue in many famous deaigna.
LIST FREE. Complete list free on receipt
of postcard containing name and address.
Send it now.

CORRESPONDENCE

WIRELESS OPERATORS.
. The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -I have been in communication with
other Wireless Training Colleges re the statement
you published for the A.W.C.T., and, like this college,
I find that these colleges bate no difficulty in placing
their Dien in berths when qualified.

conskler that the. article, you published for the
A.W.C.T. was for the sole purpose of creating a
shortage of operators, and is a libel on the pro-
fession.

In our opinion it has attained the object of its
.publication, namely, in discouraging youths from
taking up wireless telegraphy as a profession.

Some thne previously I sent you an article in
complete contradiction and asked that you may
give my article the same publicity as that of the
A.W.C.T. -

As there is obviotisly a misrepresentation of the
'truth I would consider it an act of justice should
you give trig previous article full publicity.

I guarantee a berth to every student that quali-
fies._

There are a number of owners and. masters who do
not Sign on members of this association.

Yours faithfully,
J. R. SCHOFIELD.

The South Wales Wireless Training.Collcge; Ltd.,
Cardiff.

THE NEW FRENCH STATION. .:
The Editor POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -We commenced our Sattirday trans-
mission on March 15th, and have asked English
amateurs to let us know how they receive us, and
have already been inundated with congratulatory
reports. Scotch listeners report that they hear the
" Petit Parisien " even better than Glasgow and
Aberdeen, while several amateurs residing in London
state that they receive us better than 2 L 0.

We have every reason to be satisfied With our first
transmissions, since we have been heard even in the
north of Africa.

Our station was built by the Western Electric Co. ;
it is situated in our own building, 18, Rue d'Enghien,
Paris ; we have a three wire aerial, 100 ft. high and
173 ft. long. The power in the antenna is 300 watts.

We do not know when we shall commence regular
transmissions because we have yet to arrange the
times and length cf the "programmes with the Post
Office.

Yours, etc.,
Le Petit Parisien."

THE P.W. SET. '

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir, -I am writing to let you knoW the splendid

results I am getting with the "P.W.' Combination
Set " which I have made.

The aerial I am using is wound on a frame 5 ft. by
2 ft., hanging in our loft with a lead to the set of
about 12 yards.

The real reason of my writing you is to say that
although only about six miles from 2 L 0, I can at
any time cut London completely out and receive
Aberdeen, also Paris and Birmingham, but 2 L 0 -is
generally in the background of these two stations.

Popular Wireless Weekly, April 5th, 1924.
I also receive all other B.B.C. stations, and all very
strorg.

The set has no other " gadgets " added. to it.
Using the two units oh the said aerial and getting

such results, do you consider them good and out of
the ordinary ?
- t, tie erused this-set-on'an outdoor aerial; but -
can hear my Amplion lotutspeaker all over the tense:

All the mentioned stations are received on unit one;
but unit two increases volume_greatly.

Wishing your paper every success,
Yours faithfully,

ALBERT H. J. WATTS.
91, Huntingfie ld Road, Putney, S:W.15,

THE ONE -VALVE L.S. SET.
To the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -I am taking the opportunity to write a
few words in support of the reader who is,so pleased
with the " one -valve loud speaker set," described by
you recently.

In the first place, let me say that I believe this is
rather an unfavoured spot, as trams run at the front
and trains (wide stretches of rails) at the back.
Lighting, electric station, nth mile away. My aerial
is on the roof, about 18 ft. triple wire. I have had
umpteen sets. Sometimes we heard well, but after
listening to oscillations for a bit, heard no Chore.

Finally I wired up the one -valve loud speaker set.
It is rather louder, a fair amount, than a valve crystal
dual, and does away with the instability of detector.

The other flight, 2 L 0 being Shut down, I heard
Cardiff for five minutes, and the following night I just
heard Glasgow shutting down, a thing I have never
heard before at 36 volts plate and more L.T. We
can follow music with 'phones on table, but cannot
hear every word spoken. The valve crystal worked
a small loud speaker, but not loud enough to warrant
trying a loud speaker. I have not tried one on this
set yet.

Although I have had a set since February, 1923,
I have never kept a set more than a month, and this
is the best I have had yet. I find the set very
critical, especially the secondary condenser, a move-
ment of the hand a few inches away from the set bring
sufficient to set up oscillation.

I have also heard Manchester quite clearly.
In my humble opinion more should be made of

this circuit.
Believe me,

Yours faithfully,
H. A. JONES.

Herne Hill, S.E.24.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir, -Since you published in No. 94 of

POPULAR WIRELESS my letter concerning the One -
valve loud speaker circuit,' described in No. 91 of
POPULAR WIRELESS, several correspondents have
written to me requesting particulars of the com-
ponents I used, and how to manage the set.

I used an R.I. transformer, and a Cossor P1
valve with 72 volts on the plate.

I find tuning is exceedingly sharp and selective,
and a vernier on the A.T.C. is essential.

Filament control is very delicate, the slightest
variation of voltage producing an almost cessation
of signals. I recommend one of those carbon com-
pression rheostats for filament control.

My aerial is a single wire, 90 feet long and 35 feet
high.

Trusting these facts will help other readers of
POPULAR WIRELESS who are contemplating the
erection of this circuit.

I remain, yours truly,
H. MANSI.

44, Church Road,
Southgate Road,

London, N.

FOREIGN STATIONS.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FRANCE..
Eiffel Tower. F L. Paris. 2600 metres. -6.40 to

7.0 a.m ; 11.0 to 11.30 a.m. ; 3.40 to 4.0 p.m. ;
5.30 to 7.20 p.m. ; 10.0 to 10.30 p.m.

Compagnie Francsise de Radiophonie (Emission
Radiola). S F R. Paris. 1780 metres. -12.30
to 2.0 p.m. ; 4.30 to 6.0 p.m. ; 8.30 to 10 p.m. ;
Sundays and Thiusdayi Radio Dancing at 10 p.m,
Close down at 10.45,

L'Ecole Superieure des Postes et Telegraphes. P T T.
Paris. 450 metres. -Sunday 8.30 p.m. : Monday
9.0 p.m. ; Tuesday 8.0 p.m. ; Wednesday 3.45
p.m. ; 8.45 p.m. ; Thursday, 8.30 p.m. ; Friday
8.30 p.m ; Saturday 9.0 p.m.

SWITZERLAND.
Radio Station Marconi. T S F. Geneva. 1100 metres.-

. Wireless transmissions daily (Sundays excepted)

. 1.15 to 1.30 p.m.
Lausanne. H B 2. 1100 metres. -4.0 p.m. Tuesday,

Thursday. Saturday. 7.0 p.m. Monday, Wed-
nesday, Friday, Saturday.

BELGIUM.
Radio-Electrique, Brussels. 410 metres. -5.0 p.m.

Music. 8.30. Concert.

Poste de Haeren, Brussels. B A V. 1100 metres. -
At intervals 1.0 to 5.30 p.m. daily. News and
Weather Report. 9.0 p.m. Concert. Tuesdays ,
only.

HOLLAND.
The Hague. P C G G. 1070 metres. -3.0 to 5.0

p.m. (Sunday) ; 8.40 to 10.40 (Monday and
Thursday).

Labor. Heiman. P C U U. 1050 and 1070 -metres. -
9.40 to 10.40 a.m. (Sunday) Concert 9.40 to
10.40 p.m. (Sunday) Concert ; 7.40 to '9.40 p.m.
(Tuesday) Concert ; 7.45 to 10.0 p.m. (Thursday/
Concert.

Velthuyzen. P C K K.-8.40 to 9.40 p.m. (Friday)
Concert.

Amsterdam. P A 5.-7.40 to 9.10 p.m. (Wednesday)
Concert. The above times are all Greenwich
Mean Time.

AMERICA.
General Electric Co. W G Y. Schenectady, N.Y.

380 metres.
Radio Corporation of America. W J Z. New York,

N.Y. 455 metres.
Westinghouse Co. K D K A. East Pittsburg.

326 and 102 metres.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 224.)

THE "P.W." SET.
Sirs, -I received your reply with regard to the H.F

stage on the " P.W." set, which I have constructed,
and was not- working, and I find that what you say
about me using unsuitable crystal is quite correct.
This seems to me to bp a very important point. I
may say I have had some very good results front
Most of the R.R.C. stations. I have also had con -
Cuts from the Continent on my " P.W." set.

Yours truly, .

71, Furness Road, D. WHITEHEAD.
Fallowfield, Manchester.

000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1THE WEEK'S BROAD-
CASTING PROGRAMMES.

o o 0 0 0 000 0 0 o 0 0
LONDON (2 L 0).

Sunday, April 6th. -Miscellaneous Musical ' Pro-
gramme. Mr. It. Kennedy Cox. Address.

Monday, April 7th.-B.B.C. Literary Critic. Comic
Opera Night.

Tuesday, April 8th. -Russian Programnie.
Wednesday, April 9th.-B.B.C. Dramatic Critic. 4th

Symphony Concert.
Thursday, April 10th. -13.13.C. Music Critic. British

Composers' Night.
Friday, April 11th.-B.B.C. Film Critic. Rossini

Programme.
Saturday, April 12th. -Orchestral Night.

- BIRMINGHAM (5 I T). -

Sunday, April 6th. -The -Metropolitan Works Band.
The Rt. Rev. William Temple, D.D. Address.

Monday, April 7th. -Mainly from London.
Tuesday. April 8th. -Miscellaneous Programme.
Wednesday, April 9th. -Mainly from London.
Thursday, April 10th. -Popular Programme.
Friday, April 11th. -Special Request Programme.
Saturday, April 12th. -Musical Comedy Night.

CARDIFF (5 W A).
Sunday, April 6th. -Organ Recital from the Capitol

Cinema. The Rev. R. H. Lomas. 'Address.
Monday, April 7th. -Mainly from London.
Tuesday, April 8th. -West Country Night.
Wednesday, April 9th. -Mainly front London.
Thursday, April 10th. -Feature Programme.
Friday, April 11th. -The Magic Carpet.
Saturday, April 12th -The Cory Silver Band.

MANCHESTER (2 Z Y).
Sunday, April 6th.-Brahms Concert. The Rev. T.

Paton Williams. Address.
Monday, April 7th. -Concert Party Night. Spanish

Talk.
Tuesday, April 8th. -Light Orchestral Night.
Wednesday, April 9th. -Mainly from London.
Thursday, April 10th. -Instrumental and Vocal

Concert. Spanish Talk.
Friday, April llth.-Popular Concert.
Saturday, April 12th. -Mirth and Melody night.

NEWCASTLE (5 N 0).
Sunday, April 6th. -The Newcastle Cathedral Quar-

tette. The Rev. T. Robson. Address.
Monday, April 7th. -Mainly from London.
Tuesday, April 8th. -Orchestral Night..
Wednesday, April 9th. -Mainly from London.
Thursday, April 10th.-Mendelssohn Evening.
Friday, April 11th. -Musical Comedy Night.
Saturday, April 12th. -Popular Evening.

BOURNEMOUTH (6 B M).
Sunday, April (ith.-Organ and Cello Recital from the

Boscombe Arcade. The Holy Trinity Church
Choir. The Rev. R. F. Peachey. Address.

Monday, April 7th. -Popular Night.
Tuesday, April 8th. -The Royal Bath Hotel Dance

Orchestra. Night of light music.
Wednesday, April %h. -Mainly from London.
Thursday, April 10th. -Chamber Music Night.
Friday, April 11th. -Popular Night.
Saturday, April 12th. -Classic Night.

GLASGOW (5 S C).
Sunday, April 6th. -The Rev. 0. P. Revely. Address.

The Westbourne Church Choir.
Monday, April 7th. -Mainly from London.
Tuesday, April 8th. -Play- Night.
Wednesday, April 9th. -Mainly from London.
Thursday, April 10th.-Reqnest Night. The Glasgow

Fniversity Choral Society.
Friday, April 11th. -Recital of Chamber Music.
Saturday, April 121h. -Dance Night.

ABERDEEN (2 B D).
Sunday, April 6th. -The Rev. John Guthrie. Address.

Orchestral Concert.
Monday, April 7th. -Mainly from London.
Tuesday, April 8th. -Orchestral Night.
Wednesday, April 9th. -Mainly from London.
Thursday, April 10th. -Operatic. Night.
Friday, April 11th. -Literary Night.
Saturday, April 12th. -Dance Night.

Vo./0/070/0..."-).,,J,/, .)./ /:'.7-3/0/D/?/:-i/-/

Wireicos
Productions

-Its a pleasure to use them.
" BIJOUPHONE " Crystal Set.
othing like it at anywhere near its

rice. Marvellous results are being
eceived all over the country witt
his wonderful little set.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
'ariometer tuning. Auxiliary con-
enser and terminal for long and
hort waves. Moulded ebonite top
nd base. Enclosed detector.
ange : 30 miles -250;700 metres.

Complete 7/6B.B.C. Tax 11- extra.
" PYRAMID " H.T. BATTERIES.

ully guaranteed and made by a new process, giving
perfect insulation be-
tween the cells, ensur-
ing long life, constant
voltage, and silent work-
ing.

15 volt. 3/0
33 volt. 7/6
60 volt. 1216
90 volt. 18/6

Including two special wander plugs.
THE " DOMINOE CONNECTOR."
& Kwikpins.

quick, clean connection
n a moment, providing any
ombination of series or
arallel up to four pairs of

'phones. Many uses will at
once be apparent.

The
'''Supra " Transformer.

This is a high-class trans-
former at a rock bottom
price, designed to help
you get best results from
your set. The windings
are in insulated layers of
six sections, giving re-
markably distortionless
and efficient results. The
iron core is composed
of 38 laminations and
the ratio is 5-1
Price 12/6

.Send lop lifts of our of her spera?ities.

WATES BROS. LTD.,
1413,14 Gt. Queen SticingswayW.C.2.

Bouruemoalh (Wholesale)
101, Old Christchurch Road,

Chose : Bournemouth 3573.
Plymouth (Wholesale)

Central Mill, Raleigh Street.
hone : 11. mouth 2481.

w.
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A BETTER WAY

of charging Accumulators
from alternating current
is by using the UNGAR
BATTERY CB ARGER. Simple,
Safe, and Economical. No
moving parts. Requires no
attention. No Garage, Own-
er-Driveror WirelessEnthu-
siast should be without one.
Will charge from 1 to 10,6 -12
volt batteries at a time.
Descriptive Booklet free on
application. Deliveries from
:: :: stock. :: ::

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO.,LTD.,
Mazda House 77, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.

-------------- ---..--.....

CABINETS YOU WANT.
PICKETT'S CABINETS-they're good
value, from 1/6 each, highly polished.
Cabinet (P.W.) Works, Albion Road,
Bexley Heath, S.E. JVrit3 for

HOME CONSTRUCTORS ! !
VARIABLE CONDENSERS.

.073 in. spacing; fine finish. Dead accurate adjust-
ment, with knob and dial.

001 ..7/6 I T005
.

. 5/4 I 0002.. 413 I Vernier ..3/9
Vernier post free others 6d. each extra.
Boxed Condenser Parts complete.

901..51 I -0005..3/6 I '0007 .2/. I Vernier..1/6 I Pest free.
Ormond Rheostats 2 / -
High quality Rheostats. Solid Poet 2d. each.

Construction. Velvet Contact 1/ 101,/d.
List post free.

W. E. KING, Granby Ayenue, LEICESTER.

1116" SQUARE TINNED COPPER WIRE.
Finest quality at cheapest price. 1 / 9 per dozen
2 ft. lengths. Postage 4d. extra. Special terms to

`the trade.-BOWYFR LOWE Co.; Ltd., LETCHWORTH.
London Retail Stockists: Hamley's, 200, Regent
Sr reel , W.; Bonds, Ltd., 254 Ruston Road.

ACCUMULATORS.
C.A.V., Fuller's, etc. Guaranteed brand-new and per-
fect, .but slightly soiled. .1lle refund cash with carriage
both ways if returned within 7 days.

4v. 40a. .... 1 7/. 6v. 40a. .... 25/-
4v 60a..... 21/9 6v. 60a..... 32/6
4v. 80a..... 27/6 6v. 80a. .  .. 40/-
4v. 100a..... 32/6 By 100a. .... 46/ -

Polished teak cases for 6/60 and 41100 only, fitted
with fuses and switch. 6/6 each.

SPECIAL LINE.
First-class English make, 6-v. 60 -amp. hours, 251- ea.
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED Si., LONDON, W.2.

WIRELESS CRYSTALS.
Obtain supplies from actual importers.

CRYSTAL SPEC ALISTS,
67, Cowley Roa 1, LONDON. S.W.9.

That Book you Want
Foyles can supply its A million Vols. (Second-hand
and New) in stock on Wireless; other Technical and
every conceivable subject. Catalogues free. Men-

tion requirements or interests.
THAT BOOK YOU DO NOT WANTI

Foyles will buy it.

FOYLES 121, Charing Cross Road,- - LONDON. -

BOXES for Wireless, ready to fix.
i" Hardwood, Si" x 2" x 6" Sacrifice 6o sets,

in case, for 20/.; samples, 1/6 per set.
NORMANS, 59, Mount Pleasant. Clerkenwell 6066.

I P

INVEINT 1 0 II 6 --.-.-
ATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations free.
, BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,
9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Established 1840. Telephone: chancery 7547.

444144444444444414411"1"11+44414441+4444
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TRADE ENDUIRiEl INVITED

N. EYWODD 1.7Z,VV,A"
386 Richmond Road,Twickenham, Middx.

AMATEUR TRANSMITTING STATIONS.
Being further additions to the lists previously published in " Popular Wireless."

Call
Sign. System. Name. Address.

2 A B 0 . Telephony .. . . W. Golding .. 65, Bowes Street, Blyth, Northumbet.-
land.

2 A G P S. Meadowcroft .. 44, Carr Drive, Fallowfield, Manchester.
2 A K A. E. -Wilkes .. The Gables, Pelsall, Walsall.
2 A 0 S A. E. Oliver .. 2, Salisbury Street, South Shields,

Durham.
2 J A Bryn Haf, Litchard, Bridgend.

C.W., I.C.W., and E. White .. ..! I T 16, Cliff Terrace, St. John's, S.E.8.
Telephony.

2 Q T C. C. Barnett .. Winton Cottage, S. Perrott, Mesterton,
Som.

2 S F T.T., C.W., and
Telephony

C. Midworth .. " Sumia," Ridgeway Road, Caterley,
Middlesex.

2 V Y -- Raymond Ely .. Highlands, Brighton Road, Sutton.
2 W Y -- Herbert J. Swift .. Kassala, 77, Upper Tulsa Hill.
5 C C Spark 180 metres,

- C.W., & Telephony
A. Wm. Young .. Bath Electric Plating Works, Foxcumbe

Road, Bath.
5 C F T.T., C.W'., and F. G. S. Wise .. 12, Crouch End Hill, Crouch End, N.8.

Telephony
5 C S G. R. Garratt .. 35, Abbey Road, N.W.8.

C.W. and Telephony5 F I H. D. Webb .. 59, Bradford Street, Walsall.
5 F R Spark. C.W., T.T.,

and Telephony
J. L. Jeffree, F.R.A. 191, St. James' Road, Croydon.

5 F Z -- Lincoln and District Lincoln Technical School, Lincoln.
Amateur Wireless

& Scientific Society
5 J G C.W. and Telephony R. F. Longley , . Kilworth, 81, Longdale Road, Thornton

Heath, Surrey.
5 L S T.T.. C.W., and R. W. H. Bloxam 99, Old Dover Road, Blackheath, S.E.3.

Telephony
5 N P Telephony and C.W. Eric P. Burgess .. 2. Queen's Road, Manningham, Bradford
5 N U C.W. and. Telephony H. L. Thomson .. 100, Old Fallow Road, Cannock.
5 0 D Ralph Bates .. Holmside, St. Catherine's, Lincoln.--5 S W C. Bedford .. Turton Hall, Gildersome, near Leeds.
5 T Z C.W. and Telephony W. G. Shcratt .. 11, Bath Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight.
5 U M H. Allchin .. .. SS, Chester Road, Forest Gate, E.7.

C.W. and Telephony5 V K Bernard' Caldwell .. Caverswall, Lower Walton, nr. Warring-
ton.

5 W M Spark, C.W., T.T.,
and Telephony

J. B. Renshaw .. Wireless House, Old Chape St., Black -
burn.

6 A A C.W., T.T., and Durham and North- 854, Scotswood Road, Newcastle -on -
Telephony : . umberland Collier-

ies Fire and Rescue
Tyne.

Brigade -
A B C.W.. T.T , and Ditto (portable set) 854, Scotswood Road, NeWcastle-on

Telephony ' Tyne.
A G

B B

C.W.. T.T., and
. Telephony
C.W". .. ..

W. H. Fortington

John Bolt .. ..

237, Dudley Road, Rotton Park,
' Birmingham.

Crouchley, Lymnr, Cheshire.
C C C.W. and Telephony David Burne-Jones Gwalia, Rustic Avenue, Streatham,

S.W.16.
C W -- ' Burne-Jones & Co. Montford Place, Kennington Rd.,S.E.11.
D P Telephony .. .. Norman Crowther.. 219, Roundhay Road, Leeds.
D W C.W. and Telephony D. H. Johnson .. 131, Clapton Common, E.5.
G Z R. C. Neale .. Farnborough Road, Farnborough.-

C.W. and TelephonyH D National Wireless & Church Road, Acton, W.3.
Electric Company

H V W. J. Butler .. 15, Algernon Road, Edgbaston, B'ham.--K K J. Cookson.. .. 66, Albert Road, Blackpool,
K R G. A. Hutchings .. 866, Ferskone Road, Selly Park, B'ham.--

C.W. and TelephonyM J H. A. Freer .. 110, Humberstone Drive, Leicester.
N F Duplex Telephony,

C.W. and I.C.W.
A. R. Gay .. 49, Thornlaw Road, W. Norwood,

S.E.27.
N H C.W. and Telephony J. W. Davies . . Doddington, Caterham, Surrey.
N P C.W. and Telephony William Gill .. 7, Church View, Heckmondwike.
N Q Spark, C.W., J.C.W.,

and Telephony
L. B. Parkes .. 192, Lichfield Street, Walsall.

N 5 Jas. Fraser.. .. 7, Providence Place. Wellington Street,
Fellington-on-Tyne.

- -
0 V - H. W. Webb .. 37, Markhouse Avenue Walthamstow,

E.17. ._

P J Telephony .. .. F. Ison .. .. 47, Orford Road, Walthanistow, E.17
P K C.W., Telephony,and Universal Radio Co.  129, New Bridge Street, Newcastle -on -

Spark Tyne
P L J. R Brockbank .. 51,- Palatine Road, Withington, M'ter.

Telephony .. . .Q K P. J. Calvert .. Royston, Eton Avenue, N.W.3.
Q V A. Rich ..' .. 13, New Road, Ponder's End, N.

Telephony and ( .WR Q B. C. Thomas .. .Hilden, Bryncaeran Terrace, Llanelly,
S. Wales.

T N - E. H.- Wright . 4, Buildings, - Britchton.
U T T. A. St. Johnston

.Pavilion
-28, Douglas Road, Chingford, Essex.

W X A. J. Morgan .. Elysium, Wraysbury, Bucks.
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HULLO, EVERYBODY!!
Post Free
Column

No Post Orders Executed
at Callers' Prices.

Basket Coils (6) 200/3,600
WaXleSS (5), 20012,000

2 /6
2/6

Twin Flex, t2 yds. 2/ -

Bell Wire, D.C.C. I.R.C.,
io yds... .. 10d.

100 ft. Aerial, 7,22 .. 3/3
Rubber Lead-in, so yds. 1;6
Basket Coif Holder and

Plug 1/9
Do., 2 -way on Stand .. 5/8
2 -way for Igranic Coils.. 4/11
Various Designs do.

5 11, 6 11 & 7 /-
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite 1,3
Spade Screw Terminals

doz. 1 /6
Pin do. .. doz. 1 /3
Ebonite Dial and Knob.- 1/4
Do., Extra Quality .. 1 /8
Ebonite Valve Holders .. 1/3
Do., Cut from Solid .. 1 /6
Valve Sockets, lie -t, doz. ` 1 /1
Do., Plain .. doz. 1/ -
Terminals, Telephone doz. 1 /6
Do., Pillar .. doz. 1 /6
Do., Small Pillar doz. 1 /4
Do., W.O. Patt... doz. 1/6

(.All abo e with Nut.)
Insulating Steering, 3 yds. 1 /3
Tinned Copper, 3 yds., LI

or 16 gauge .. 9d.
Do., yds., Il!or zo gauge 6d.
Ebonite Coil Plugs, 2 for 2/ -
Do., on Stand .. .. 1 /9
100,000 ohm Resistance 2/6
Switch Arm, 12 Studs and

Nuts .. . .. 1 /6
Ormond Fils.Resistalice.. 2/6
Fixed Condensers, .001.. 1 /2
Do., .0301 to .0005 .. 1 /2
Do., .002 to .005,1 3 ; .006 1 /6

'Above best quality.)
Grid Leak and Condenser,

.0003 .. 2 /6
Ebonite Vario,D.S.C,250 /

260 .. 4 /11
Do., D.C.C. Ball Rotor .. 6 /9
Ebonite (In ddc Winding)

Variometers 13/6
Contact Stops .. doz. 1/ -
Battery Clips .. doz. 1 /-
Coil, 26 tpgs., 1,600 M... 2/6
4 Whiskers, 1 Gold .. 6d.
Spear Point Whisker .. 4d.
12 yds. Empire Tape .. 1 /-
Plug and Socket, 12 prs. I/O
Gecosite Crystal .. 1 /6
Minicap Switch .. 8/ -
Radio Ins. Transformer.. 25 /-
granic Shrouded, L.P. 5-1 21 .4-

Forma Shrouded, do. .. 15/-
Formo Open Type, do. .. 12/6
Royal, do. .. .. 20 /-
Tested on Aerial, do. .. 12;6
Raymond, do. .. .. 12 /6
Ormond File. Rheostat.. 2,'6
Raymond do.
Rheostat and Dial .. 2 6
Formo Rheostat.. .. 3, -
Ajax with Vernier, 30.5

ohms ..
Ajax Potentiometer, 486

ohms 6/6
Igranic Rheostat .. 4/6
Peerless Rheostat, 6 ohms 4/6
Peerless 15 ohms 4,9
Peerless 30 ohms 5/ -

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
NEW One Hole Fixing.MODEL. "A" TYPE

.073 in. Spacers.
Gd. per set extra.

Cap. Plates. Price.

'001 49 7111.
'00075 37 6,11.
'0005 25 5i11.
'0003 15 5/3,
'0002 II 4/9.
.0001 .6 4/3.

NATIONAL LABORATORY CERTIFICATE
Above new model specially adapted

for taking up min. amount of space.
All parts nickelled. Passed National
Laboratory Test. One hole fixing.

As shown
with Knob
and Dial.

.058 in. Spacers.
6d. per set extra.

Cap. Plates. Price.
Api lox,

.001 57 6/6.

.00075 43..- 5/9.
0005 29 5/-.
-0003 z 9 4/6.
.0002 i3 4/-.
0001 7 3/6.

Vernier, 216.
(No knob or dial.)

Above " A" type is a Won.
derf ully cheap and reliable
condenser. One hole fixing.
Thousands of testimonials

from satisfied users.

HEADPHONES.
Sterling B.B.C.,, high -25/

-'lass (4,000)
B.T.H., B.B.C. None /.

better (4,00o) .."
Brunet. Very finel 71/6

valise (4,00n) ..
B runet, for Crystal 19/11Sets (0,000)
N. & K., all stanicer119 /111

(h000; 4.1

Sidpe, very best .. 1219
Post 1!- pair.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS.
l'o:r 9d. carh.

Glass enclosed Whisker,
Brass Fittings, 1;9, 2,13 & 1 /6
Glass enclosed Perikon,'.

kith Zincite and
Bornite, 1 /11 & 2/9

N ickel enclosed, 3 '6, 2 /6, 111
Edison Bell Twin .. 5 6
Choice Designs, 5,'- & 7/6

Linen Grid Leak Witt'.
Lissen Anode Resistance
Lissen T1 Transformer 30 /-
Lissen T2 .. 25/-
Lissen T3 .. 18,6
Lissen Series Parallel

Switch .. .. 3 /9
Lissen Two-way .. 2 /9
Lissenstat Minor. Out of Stock.
100,000 ohm Resistance 2/6
Edison Bell Fixed .901 1 /3

Co. .0001 to .0005 1 /3
Do. .002 to .006 .. 2/ -
Do .0003 and Grid..

Leak .. .. 2/8
Raymond Fixed .001.. 1 /1

Do. .0002 to .0005.. 1 /1
Do. .002 to .005 1 /5
Do. .006 .. 1 /6
Do. .0033 and Leak 1/10

Cubilier Fixed .001 .. 3 /-
Co. .002 to .026 .. 3 /-
Do. .0001 to .0005 . 2 /6
Do..0003and Grid Lk 5

'Phone Cords, 54 in. 1 3
Do. 72 in. Double 1

Variometer 250 '650, 2 '6, 3.6
Do. Ebonite 250;650 3.'11

Ebonite Ball Rotor DCC 5111

H.T. BATTERIES.
Post 1/- each.

36 v rapped
5/- & 5/6

6o v tapped
9 /6 & 10/6

Cheaper kinds
usually in stock.

DISCOUNT toTRADE and
MEMBERS of
Radio Clubs.

World Famous
Headphone s,Con-
tinenta1 ERICS-
SON E.V. type,

4,000 ohms.
Many thousands
sold last year,

13, 9.
post 1 / - per pair.

VALVES 121'6
Marconi R.
Ediswan
Mullard 0. 04
Cossor P.
Cossor P.2,

Post 1 /- each.

VALVES.
Phillips R. .. 7/1i
French- R. .. 7/11

No post ordero:

DULL -EMITTERS.
All makes in stock.

SUPER CONDENSER WITH SINGLE
PLATE VERNIER. "IT " FOR VERY
FINE TUN!!4G.

.001 12 6
.0 0 0 5 106..
.0003 8 6
NOT AN ATTACH-

MENT.

Post 6d. ul c>:ira.

SNIPS !
EBONITE

VARIOMETER
250'260, Ball Rotar
wound D.C.C. with
:nob

Post 1

F ILOST AT FOR

D.E. and R. VALVES
Pot fild. 2,6

each '

EDISON BELL er
IGRANIC

VARIOMETER
In=ide winding in-
cluding Knob and
Dial

Post Free. 15/ -

SNIPS !
COIL HOLDERS.

Plug-in type,
Ebonite, Brass
fittings on base.
Two way 3/3
Three way ... 4:6
Post 11- each.

N. & K. (The Goods)

Best. Stamped Genuine
4,000 1.2/9ohms Pai r.

Poet 1 /- pair.

ACCUMULATORS.

2 V 402, 10 6 & 11 /6
v 401, 17,6 & 19:6

4 v 6oa, 19,6 & 23 /-
6 V 6ca, 28 /- & 33 /-
6 v Soa, 35,- & 39/ -

Post 1 /6 each.

EBONITE 3/16 in.

6 x Ci

8 x 6 ..
9 x 6 ..

12 X 9 ..
12 X 12 ..

1 /6

2/3
4 /8

61 -

Post Rd. piece.

BASKET COILS'

Sot of 6 1/11
Sct of 7 2/3

Post 6d. set.
to 3,600 metres.

WAX LESS.
Set of 5 .. 1/11
Set of 6 .. 2/3

Post Ed. set.

CALLERS ONLY !-
All Post Orders from

other Columns,

Telephone,' large each lid.
Telephone .. each ld.
Pillar . , Id. & lid..
W.O. patt. .. 2 for 2id.
Large size .. each 3d.
Various .. doz. 1,- & 1 /6
Valve sockets doz. & 1; -
Contact studs .. doz. 4pp.

2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. Nuts 3 doz.
2 B.A. Rod .. foot 3d.
4 B.A. Rod foot. 21d.
Valve Pins .. _doz. 6d.
Brass Bushes .. ld.
Spade Tags, best quality

doz. 3d.
Screw Spade Terminals.. ld.
Pin Screw do. .. each 1d.
Stop Pins 2 a ld.
Plug and Socket pair lid.
Easyfix Cup . , . ltd.
Switch Arms 8. d., & 1 d.
Do., with 12 Studs and

Nuts .

English Flash Lamp Batt. - -
doz. 4 ,3

H.T. Batteries, 33 v. ..
H.T. Batteries, 60 v. 8 6 & 10,6
Filament Res., with Dial 2/ -
Set of Names (12) , . 5d.
0-300 Dial . 5d.
Scales 11121'211,1. o-180).. 3d.
Multiplione-Terminals 9d. & 1 -
Insulators, Egg .. 6 for 6d.
Aerial Wire, limited,

loo ft. 1,10
Extra Hard Drawn, 7,22

too ft. 2 6
Valve Windows .. 7d.
Res. Dials, 0-100 .. 4d.
Ebonite Dial and Knob,

0 -ISO . 1/1 & 1 1
Filament do. and Knob.. 9d.
Filament Dial, 0-10 .. 6d.
Fixed Condensers to .001 10d.
Co., .002 to .005 & .006.. 1 3
Ins. Screw Eyes.. ld.
4 Cats Whiskers (1 gold) 3d.
Gold Whisker .. lid.
Shaw's Hertztte.. ,'-
Zincite, 6d. ; Bornite .. 6d.
Coil Holders .. 1 /1 & 1;3
Coil Plugs, Ebonite 7d. & 9d.
Co., on Base .. 1 /- & 1,3
Best Valve Holders .. 1 /3
3 makes, above 10d., 1 /- &
Tinned Copper,16, 18,20g.
Sleeving, takes 18g., best,

3 yds. 1 '-
Copper Foil ft. 3d.
Filament Res., good .. 1 6
Rubber Lead-in to yds.1 & 1 /3
Bell Wire, D.O.C. I.R.C.,

to yds. 5d.
Twin Flex .. 12 ycis. 1,6
Heavy Rubber Lead-in

yd. 2d. & 3d.
Basket Coils (6) up to

axless (s) , - 1;11
D.P. D.T. Switches for Panel 1 6
S.P.D.T. do. .. 1 3
Telephone Cords .. 9d.
Grid -Leak (2 org.) .. 1 ,-
Co., and Condenser .0003, .1 /9
Empire Tape .. doz. 9d.
Adhesive do. ..- roll 4d.
A.A. Earth Clips .. 7d.
Washers, 2 and 4 B.A.

3 doz. 2d.
100,000 ohms Res. .. 1 6

THIS LIST IS SUBJECT TO ALTERATION WITHOUT NOTICE.

-LI RIGHT OPPOSITE_

If= DA LY'S E
GALLERY DOOR

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2

'PHONE : GERRARD 4637,

2 - HOURS -71

OF BUSINESS :
DAILY - 9 to 7.45
SUND. 10.30 to 1 F_

7;i111111111111111111111111111111111111110
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'VARIABLEVERNIER
CONDENSERS.

ONE HOLE FIXING
'on in. Spacers,
Aluminium End
Plates, Ebonite
Bushes, and com-
plete with genuine
" Radion ' Knobs

and Dial.
s. d.

'0002 .. 9 6
*0003 .. 10 0
*0005 .. 1 0 6
'001 .. 1 1 6
Postage & Patking 6d.

Sold on a money
back guarantee, by
"the manufacturers,

R. McKELLEN & Co.,
40. Shaftesbury Avenue,

Piccadilly Circus, LONDON, w.1.

WIRELESS BOXES, IN MAHOGANY,
Polished, brass handled and baize lined,
in two compartments. Size 7r x 31" x 7,1"
deep x r timber. Brassfitted' throughout.

Price 3/6 each, post free.
HUBERT JONES,

King Street Warehouses, Bury.

WIRELESS INVENTORS
Patents and Trade Marks, Advice Hand -book
and Cons. free.-B. T. KING, Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B. & U.S.A.), 146a, Queen Victoria
St., E.C.4. 'Phone: Central 682. 36 yrs. refs.

Radio "IROXITE" Panels..1
The only Silk matted finished insulating panel.
High dielectric strength, clean drilling,
non-absorbent, non-conductive, ridged
without being brittle, 1 /10d. per lb.,
subject. Trade only, price and sample,
Sole Manufacturers,
iC EttOOX MO NIA COMPANY,10, South Street, London, E.C.2.

TERMINAL TABS
Crystal Sets 712c1.

Valve Sets 1/6
Trade Supplied. Post free.

Half Size. Agents wanted. Half Size,

MERTON WIRELESS ENGINEERING CO.,
64, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THESE
COLUMNS ARE ACCEPTED

UP TO FIVE P.M. THURSDAYS
FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK'S
ISSUE. RATE -25- PER INCH;
MINIMUM SPACE ACCEPTED
HALF -INCH AT 12/6, CASH MUST
ACCOMPANY INSTRUCTIONS
AND BE SENT TO THE SOLE
ADVERTISING AGENTS,

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIROUS,

LONDON, E.0.4.
NOTE NEW TELEPHONE NUMBER

CENTRAL 1080.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 214.)

pa tent of Dutch origin describes an amplifier
consisting of a neon tube, in which greater
efficiency, is obtained by,a-special arrange-
ment of the electrodes. The cathode con-
sists of a small rod or plate of magnesium
or suchlike " alkaline' metal, and the
glow is confined to the surface of this
cathode.

Two spirals of iron wire surround this
electrode, the first of which is used as the
main anode, and is maintained at a poten-
tial of about 120 volts positive with respect
to the cathode; whilst the second is main -
t ained at  a positive potential of about 100

this. or about 20 volts negative with
respect to the main anode. Most of the
current flows to the main anode,- the sub-
sidiary anode serving as a control electrode,
by means of which the tube is. made to act
as an amplifier.

*Earthing Clip.
A very handy earthing clip, which is

now being adopted by -the Post. Office in
Connection with ordinary line telephone
instruments, has been introduced by the
U. E. Co. It consists of two metal plates
.about 11 inches in length, one of which
bears against the water -pipe ; whilst the
second is provided with two screws, by
means of which the distance between it
and the first plate may be increased..

The two plates are placed, one upon the
other, against the water -pipe, and bare
copper wire is bound tightly round the
pipe and the clip, several turns being laid
on.. The screws are then advanced, so
separating the two plates, and causing the
wire to bind very tightly upon the pipe.
In this way a very efficient earth is obtained
without the disagreeable necessity of
soldering on to cold -water pipes.

Interference from Power Line.
I heard recently of an interesting case of

interference from a high-tension overhead
power line. The 'usual thing to do is to
run the aerial at right angles to the offend-
ing power line ; but in this case the power
line happened to turn at a right angle in
the vicinity of the aerial, so that the latter
could not be placed at right angles to both
parts of the power line. The interference
was eventually overcome by running a
twin aerial parallel to one leg of the power
line (and at right angles to the other) and
earthing the aerial wire nearest to the
parallel power line, the other wire being
used as aerial. The earthed wire thus acted
as a screen against the parallel power line.

Wireless Weather Prediction..
Professor Rothe, of the Faculty of Sciences

at Nancy. France, has -made, an elaborate
study of the use of wireless in weather pre-
diction. He has found that storm clouds
give loud clicks in the receivers (which was
fairly well known already), but he has care-
fully tabulated the way in which the
character of the sounds depends upon the
violence, duration, and distance of the
storm.

Experiments of this sort _are easily re-
peated, and by keeping a note of the
weather sounds and connecting them with
subsequent weather, it is possible soon to
become comparatively expert at predicting
the weather. . The experiments, however,
can best be carried out in the summer.

According to Professor Rothe, this applica-
tion of wireless reception is only in its
infancy, and very important developments
in it will be made in the near future.

Wired Wireless.
Owing to the success and considerable

adoption of the system of wired wireless
in the United States, the question of its
employment in this country has again
come up for discussion. It is not generally
known that in the very early days of the
B.B.C. experiments were actually made
in the use of wired wireless. The use of this
system has been recently urged by many
listeners as a remedy for the cross -talk
which rsometimes occurs when wing land -
lines in the ordinary way. The B.B.C. state
that they have considered the use of wired
wireless, but that owing to a variety of
complications it would be impracticable to
adopt it in this country at present.
Spare Filaments.

The usual cause for the discarding of a
valve is the burning -out of the filament,
and the idea of providing a second filament
to enable the life of the valve to be pro-
longed. is by no means new, although it has
not been adopted to any considerable ex-
tent. In patent 207,740, of Phillips, how-
ever, it is proposed to provide two fila-
ments, one being connected to the two fila-
ment pins cf the valve in the usual way, the
other being connected at one end to one of
the filament pins and at the other end to
an additional terminal outside the valve
base.

By means of a small clip attached to
this terminal, the latter can be connected
to the second filament pin, exterior to the
valve, when the first filament has burnt
out. In this way thp second filament is
thrown into action, the same filament pins
being used as before.
Eleetrolitie Reetifters.
- Many types of the electrolytic rectifier
suffer from the defects that the liquid over-
heats in use, rectification is not so efficient
at the higher temperatures, and the plates
become fouled. According to the claims of
M. A. Codd, in Br. Pat. 207,987, these
defects are largely overcome by the use of
a solution of sodium bicarbonate and
sodium phosphate ; these may be in equal
proportions, or the bicarbonate may be
somewhat in excess. About a pound of
the mixture is used to a gallon of water.
A trace of calcium carbonate may be added
and also a trace of gum-arabic.
Loud Speakers.

It has lo -g been known that the sound
emitted from a sound -producing arrange-
ment-for example, the human throat-is
affected by the nature of the surrounding
gas. If hydrogen is inhaled into the lungs,
the voice, whilst the hydrogen is being
exhaled, is quite different from the norm
voice. It has recently been proposed
apply a similar principle to the improv
ment of the sound emitted from a loud
speaker, the inventor stating that an
increased volume is obtainable by causing
a slow -speed circulation of air through the
trumpet.

This is to be done by inserting an elec-
trical heating element into the throat of
the Lul speaker and providing apertures
to serve as inlets for the air. Whether the
improvement is supposed to be due to the
circulation or to the heating of the air, or
both, is not clear.
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We must be amused-we
can have too much excite-
ment ; but we can never laugh
too much. Bad headphones
are past a joke. If you have
a Fellows Set you know its
value. Get Fellows Head-
phones too, and hear every
word clearly.

The " Lightweight " Headphones
weigh under 6 ozs., and are ex-
tremely comfortable. With the
special spring adjustment the ear-
pieces may be moved into any
desired position or separated
without the use of adjusting nuts.
This fitting is specially designed
not to tear the hair. Wound to
4,000 ohms, they are very sensitive
and well made, with duralumin
headbands, stalloy diaphragms, etc.

: PRICE 1 816 :

FELLOWS MAGNETO Co., Ltd.,
PARK ROYAL,N.W.10. 'Phone Willcsden1560.

I
.(Pt: (loc.;

171..11Ti1.1 F. P.
(747.1".PMN,SE2

Type 600.

Constructional Chats
By PHILIP R. COURSEY, B.Sc.

No. 4, continued.

The " by-pass" Condenser.
Consider now the conditions in the anode circuit
of a detector valve. The valve being inherently
an amplifier, the radio -frequency' potentials
applied to its grid either from the aerial circuit
directly or from the preceding radio frequency
amplifier if one is used, will be further amplified
in the detector valve, so that a magnified copy of
them flows in the anode circuit of the valve. In
this circuit, however, we already have a steady
direct current flowing as well, so that these
amplified radio -frequency currents will be
superimposed on the steady direct current.
The effect of the grid condenser and leak, how-
ever, is to cause periodic changes in the value of
the steady anode current in accordance with the
modulation of the incoming signals, so that
these variations also are superimposed on the
steady direct current, and may be regarded as a
superimposed low, or audio frequency current.
We have already seen, however, that the con-
denser offers much less impedance to the passage
of high -frequency currents and consequently the
amplified radio -frequency currents will be by-
passed through the condenser, whereas the
audio -frequency components will pass through
the telephone or inter -valve transformer prim-
ary, whichever is used. A suitable value of
condenser for this use is generally in the neigh-
bourhood of 0.001 microfarad.

Noto : No. 5 of this series deals with the use of Grid
Leaks ; have you seen it ?

Advt. of The Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921) Ltd. Ducon
Works, Goldhawk Rd., London, W.12.

DUB I LI ER
CONDENSER CO(1921) LTD

E.P.S. 53.
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I LISSENIUM I Why mix your parts ?
The writer in an artic'e who tells you how to build your receiver specifies- various parts because it would appear to confer an undue preference
if one maker's parts were used. You can, of course, make your receiver out mixed parts, but it will never give the same results as a finished
instrument built with all LISSEN Parts. It is precisely because performance is dependent on good parts that there is a L1SSEN Part for every
vital pace of a receiver. The decision is in your hands as to what parts shall go to the making of your finished instrument.
ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY BY DECIDING FOR YOURSELF AND BUILDING WITH YOUR OWN HANDS-use a LISSEN
Part wherever you can and the finished receiver will give such results as could never be obtained with mixed parts.

.'111 111111111111M noes um im I II

How to substitute LISSEN Parts where others are named:
Alternatively, the LISSEN Tuner can
be used for aerial tuning and LISSEN-
AGON plug -in -coils for the anode reaction
circuit. The LISSEN Tuner covers 150
to 4,000 metres, and avoids the need for .,
changing coils. It has a switch complete,
so that there are no taps to.solder-gives
sharp tuning on all ranges-turns not in
use are short circuited in a way that obvi-.
ates " dead-end" loss. Needs a 0005
condenser to tune it-(preferably the

Variable 16LISSEN !Mica 22Mark 2 Condenser, 17;'6)
,

- Instead of plug-in coils in the anode cir-
 cuit. the LISSEN REGENERATIVE RE-

ACTANCE (Prov. Pat.) can be used. The
- advantage is that it covers 150 to 4,000 metres

-..... with fully variable reaction over the whole
band. Other stages of . radio frequency,, amplification can be added as desired,
whereas with plug-in coils one stage of H.F.

-r is about all that can be managed. This
LISSEN Part makes a receiver exceedingly
sensitive. ' It replaces aerial reaction and IT
DOES NOT RE -RADIATE. Switch corn-

_plete-LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF
COURSE. No drilling. Price £2 12s. 6d.
(lower in cost than.a set of plug-in coils, and
no coil holder so buy). Tune always with

- a Vernier-preferably the LISSEN Vernier,
which is specially designed for fine tuning
in H.F: circuits. Price 12s. 6d., barely
I in. diameter.

LISSENSTAT control will make
a wonderful difference in a re-Irk
ceiver. It gives accurate con- \,.......i,:::::.:....::.:::::-..-:::-.-:.1-
trot of critical electron emission
-it puts a FINE EDGE ON
DETECTION-particularly use-
f LA on long distance' work.
There are three types ' of

-
LIS SENSTAT II,
lif-. :I:71Si

LISSENSTAT to choose from
-each is suitable for dull emitter and ALL VALVES.
LISSENSTAT (Prov. Pat.)-super filament control .. .. .. .. 7'6
LISSENSTAT MINOR (Prov. Pat.)-a perfect little control .. _ 3 6
LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL (Prov. Pat.)' -protects dull emitter valves 10 6
To those who make the mistake of thinking that LISSENSTAT Control
is the same thing as an ordinary rheostat-LET THEM TRY THE
DIFFERENCE.

Where a transformer coupling for H.F. valves is desired, the LISSEN H.F.
TRANSFORMER should be used.  The advantage this has over the LISSEN
REACTANCE is that as many stages of H.F. as desired can be employed with
great 'stability of control. But it does not give the same degree of amplification
as the LISSEN REACTANCE. -RecoMmended when more than two stages
of H.F. are used or in circuits where a transformer coupling of H.F. valves is
essential.
150-4,000 metres, 19 6. Switch complete-LISSEN ONE -HOLE -FIXING,

' OF COURSE-diagram with each.

CORRECT GRID POTENTIAL this is the greatest use for the LISSEN
Variable Grid Leak-with some circuits and valves variable grid control is not
so important as with others, but it is always an excellent thing to be able to alter
grid potential to suit each varying phase of the valve and circuit. An -interesting
alternative is across the secondary of a transformer or across the loud speaker
itself where it suppresses any tendency to amplify the higher notes of the
musical scale disproportionately to the lower. LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING,
OF COURSE-POSITIVE STOPS BOTH WAYS .. .. .. .. 2,6

A stabilising resistance-the LISSEN Variable Anode Resistance has the same
outward appearance as the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak-continuously vari-
able 20,000 to 250,000 ohms .. -.. .. -.. .. .. .. - .. .. 2'6
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HERE ARE PREDOMINANT PARTS THAT WILL MAKE YOUR E:-
RECEIVER THE MOST ENJOYABLE THING IMAGINABLE. 0

We guarantee every Lissen Part to satisfy you perfectly-We EXPECT E
to hear from you if you are not s:tislied. = =

LISSEN LIMITED - - Ce
9-16, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, Lonthin, W.12.

Phone :2339 Hammersmith. Telegrams: (Foreign))Inland "Lissniu
ium,

Sh
London' 'London."

=
( Liessenm,

DO NOT MIX YOUR PARTS.

FI- :

Printed and published every Friday by the proprietors. The Amalgamated Press (1922). Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Advertisement Offices; Messrs. J. 11. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Cirrus, London, E.C'.4. Registered as a newspaper and fur transmission by Canadian Magagine,
Post. Subscription rates: Inland anti Abroad, 17 4 per annum. 88 for six months. Sole agents for South Africa: The Central News Agency, Ltd. "Sole agents
for Australia and New Zealand: Messrs. Cordon & (hitch, Ltd.; and for Canada: The Imperial News'Cti. (('annttli), Ltd. SaturdayApril tith. 1924
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CRYSTAL
FICATION:
LISSENAGON

Intermediate

Where plug-in coils are suggested
for aerial or anode tuning, LISSEN-
AGON (Prov. Pat.) coils should be
used. The low wave -length c.oil are
specially designed and made so that
they deal with thehigher frequencies
involved in short wave -length work
in a way no other coils can.
Where reaction is specified in the
anode circuit, it is Important to use
LISSENAGON (Prov. Pat.) coils,
for the absence of damping effect in

coils makes a material difference in
circuits-PARTICULARLY IF A

IS USED FOR RECTI-

TUNING CHART.
Coils : 30, 40, and 60.

\--2_.................0-1-

anode

z1 ..,,,,

LiSSEMACON

PROV. PAT,.
I

-,
-

11 Note the

-

TABLE 1.
Wavelength range when used as
ary Coils with Standard P.M.G.
and '001 mftl. condenser in parallel.

I

Prim-IWavelength
Aerial

- TABLE 2.
range when

Secondary Coils with -001
denser in parallel.

Minimum 1 Maximum
Wavelength {Wavelength -

used as
mfd -con-

PRICENo. of coil. Minimum
Wavelength

Maximum
Wavelength

25
30

35
40
50
60
75

too
150
200
250
300

185
235

285
360

480
500

Coo
82o
965

1,885
2,300
2,500

350
440
530

675
850

950
1,30o
1,700
2,300 ,

3,200
3,800
4,Coo

too
130
160
200
250
295
36o
500
700
925

1,100
1,400

325
425
490

635
800

900
',too
1,550
2,150
3,000
3,600
4,300

4,'10
4/10
4'10

4!10
5/-

514
5;4

717
8%5
8'3
9'2

FOR - TUNED ANODE RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION the
LISSEN REACTANCE Prov. Pat.) should be used for one or two, stages
H.F. Its advantages over the LISSEN H.F. Transformer is that it gives
greater amplification of signals. No 'receiver...intended for long distance work
should be without one stage LISSEN REACTANCE. Switch complete-.
LISSEN ONE HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE-diagram with each shows
easy connections.  _. . .

150=1 0,000 metres .. . 19;'6 . 150-600 metres .. 17:6
Self -tuned, but oftentimes' a vernier is an advantage if fitted-

- preferably air the-LISSEN -Vernier.' -

AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION-No transformer can compare
with the LISSEN Tl for power and purity of tone-use it immediately
behind the detector valve. Its valuable coil would amplify without an iron
ere at all-USE IT ALWAYS FOR POWER WORK ALSO . 30 -
IN REFLEX CIRCUITS THE LISSEN T2 has been found to he a fine
transformer, where it yields pure and powerful amplification _ .. 25 -
AN EXCELLENT LIGHT TRANSFORMER-LISSEN T3 .. .. 16, 6

CUTTING OUT HEAVY INTERFERENCE - The LISSENCEPTOR
(Prov. Pat.) is invaluable in the elimination of nearby Broadcasting stations or
Morse interference. Very easy to cpnrect-requires a low loss condenser
to tune .it separately-preferably use the LISSEN Mica Variable Mark 2

LISSEN0EPTOR, Mark I. for broadcasting . , .. .. .. 7'6
' Mark 1. -for -600- Mitres .. . .. .. 7, 6

, . Mark 2, for broadcasting and 600. metres

The LISSENCEPTOR _ACTS AS- A SENTINEL BESIDE YOUR
' RECEIVER.

A UNIVERSAL CONDENSER-Here is a low loss condenser that can be
used equally 'in 'the aerial and in -the anode- circuit-it can actually be used
as a vernier condenser to tune the LISSEN REGENERATIVE REACTANCE
-it has such a' negli/ible minimum caPicity-tunes through 710 degrees of
scale-one part of the scale gives extremely small changes of capacity, while
another part of the scale.gives more critical changes of capacity. THE LISSEN
MICA VARIABLE CONDENSER, Mark 2 type (Prov. Pat.) .. .. 17;6

THEY DELIVER ALL THEIR STORED UP ENERGY-LIMN FIXED
CONDENSERS-'0001 to *0009, 2,'- ; s001 to '002, 2 6; '003 to '006 .. 3/ -

YOU JUST GENTLY PULL OR PUSH-and you hear these little switches
- make '. with a reassuring click. The contacts do not short when changing
over-they are self-cleaning-there are no neater or handier switches. They
have many uses. LISSEN ONE HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE. Take up
hardly any room.

LISSEN Two-way Switch (Prov. Pat.).. .. .. ., .. 2 9
series Parallel Switch (Prqv. Pat.) ..


